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ness 
a • ) di (begotten) . 
>John 1 :14 HAnd the Word was made flesh, Qnd dwelt \ 
Gal. 4:4 11But when the fulness of time was come 
b.) Proved, defi ned, demonstrated. 
2. Son God 
1 III are one. II 
on declared m to be what he 
was. 
b.) Di dn It tute hi m Son - but denced it. 
c.) made ita matter of test. 
d unto 






v-9 
, I 
1. Though a 
specifically 
"the second . II 
2. OnlyiJ:1 Romans is Jesus included :in 
thanksgiving with ,God. 
3. Chiltist.c~e·ates ti'ris access toGOO .... -
He.isjtbe····iQ.Q.Q~·,..·.thllS·· 'illY, GQd. 
4. FMth sf»€)ikeft"o:iwo)Vvldwitieandhe 
has a ;hi'ghop:iai(;)n' ~f them. 
B. ..lm~fil~aoti:~~5'!itth~~.ii'f.liliJlm.W!iM1.'i£:tfi_if~~li"eom(!:l1, 
in'5.thi@!"m~ .. t:imi@!".i~~~"ai\ii;;(~i!i.h .. m"·iw~thlii 
f~~~'8y. 
··l,"o~,~ooi8mYWitn:e'S'sn· . 
1. Bares his heart and claims God as 
his witness that he prays constantly 
for them. 
2. God himself can testify to the 
frequency of his prayer. 
4. 
5, 
c. 
Worship of God a 
b) Work a priestly serviee--not a 
job. 
e) "HisnQta:~eligio;t:1.O'f. ceremonies 
buttlmeinwhiell·tihe life>·and 
power.·0f·ttH;e.;et@rlll:a~ . Spirit are 
ack:W:0wled(if@dandeX:perieneed. " 
(Clark) 
d) Lif·~;;lserveasapriest--worships 
God in what he does and as he 
does it. 
e) Inward part of Paul is the 
instrument of his service. 
f) Joined with the gospel of his 
~s.. hpfJfj .. " .. Son. i r 4,/\..0.[ (1) 1 It lI// 11fl.-';} 
l ~ 
Phil 3 3 hu/bbb/ 
2. 
1 In. 5:14 
b) 
) 
human 
For them he 
to 
a) Bares his he.art to them. 
b) ~~~ 
p~~~~~ ........•.•..• 
G·~;.f_\"1t~\~:y,artd· desire 
tQ·'~.··i~,.~ •. ~~:;;~;:;,~~·.·.·.~race~.·'13.I'1:tee ) 
e) Prayer meant so much to this 
Apostle. 
d) l¥l~~I~1\f<~~d·~~ .• ]*:Fa:yef"was 
cQ~~i~~t:,.~~.~s~n:al., .]*8:pt:i!e;uiar , 
s~~~l~<lYmd.~ltht)U.t .t1.e.mands 
Q.~&i~i~~it; .•.. t:9·.·.f.tic;t.at~ • 
e) BQice .. PQints .... Q.uJ .• as.WQng .. prayer 
li:(e.cis .. ·Rot. ,ineonsistentwi th 
vigQ;t'Jlu.s.ssr~iee.f~·the·Ldl·d . 
f) ThQ1,l,ggJa91Q})'s he.p~ay~~; tljough 
treated like a criminal he prayed. 
F. 
are eG"'iclft;~d' 
not 
(Robert 
Do you allow 
Acts. 27:24 
b) 
c) 
w,e 
Went to R~mj3jna W'Ry he did 
not e~p,eet7-fio~t in on a log, 
not.:viastateroom. 
d) Man' propose,s;,God.disPQses . 
e) f~~:;: w~»;,:~~~.Jt".,s~,~c~ed, 
to be'jle:ij;, •. ,a~, .~.good l'oad. 
2 .,j~~;~{~if·~e~j·",You . 
Rom. 15:22 
a) fJj;t •• ,· .• ;r~:mj&m~s,1.e:k:f0r·Y'()ti~· 
b) gY:~ibbeen·aM·j.apt>sfle ~0'years to 
Gentile, wo1:'ld;·yet·neverto 
capit&leitY..., .... do< you wond:er' why? 
c) A"goo.,u;i.ae.illtelrestin. yeu i btit 
Go·d·'H8:S'·kep't j 'hi:m;··.e.'J:se·where • 
d) ¥ e:f;irnller-:aii,;ge.Y0l.lknow.J· .tried ! 
Yet 'some'titnes. e~mlt··ecxp·lai:n. 
v-ll 
b) 
4. 
5. 
and 
though Rome doing pK 
without apostle.s, even PeterS 
co.ming. 
III~~; .• >U~;fJ).~~g. •• ·,iJ;_dec~~d"lf~~t.~*i.,~iM·!.!~~~ •. Y~~!.}!~@~ ~ 
A. He .. be.g.ms .• w.i.th .• ~!J.wo.uJ,d·.n(')thave yo.u 
ign't)2rlimt.lH~ethrliln. " 
1. A co.mma after igno.rant! Hmmm! 
2. Others used this fo.rm when a thing 
o.f impo.rtance to. be said . 
. Ro.m. 11: 25 Ql:fijtie;Sa.ll'vatio.n 
1 Co.r. 12: 1 Qi"~s 
1 Thess. 4 :13 S~fJ;~~j~~!Uirlg 
• Ro.m. 1: 13 Hi.§;~!¥j~l~i:~~~;9::v:i~jt 
:B;,," ••. Qt:tei.t'ti··ic~:p~Sed 
1. Places himself at their dispo.sal. 
2. Talents bequeathed by Go.dneed to. 
be shared. 
3. He 
. Let Hithell!'to 
1. What had nlIlaE~r€ta 
t~llion. 
e) MUM"~~~,,~l§~2'~~~. 
f) M~'~9R~~~~8"~"'fare 
notw~~j0,~~l'~"",a,li)?"'~"''''~H'', we 
a~ 
g) Go~cymaXW0i"b.a~?~~~"0W6":t"'k*'1eJi" 
lfg'~" 
h) Ho~.-~"*lila;V:&,,,,~.Qp~.,''''L 
h~~~,,~xed. 
i) C~"AC~~M;a,Q~~~i'*")Il~ 
desi~ 
j) Pa1l4f,s~~MeW2,~;ma~",'tQ,;~~&~. 
k) In"~~v~~2i~"",~f~e. . 
1) Eve~~~ftstte~mi'S""m''fi'sf''''be 
sub_i~"",~ God. 
;J(.'l';WRnt'{tG>{B~'a:r;;.i''i:>'u,it ·'0' if 
1. We are in debt. 
John 
IV. 
, We are 
3. He 
5. 
source 
ment. 
call, 
:16 
6, 
) 
7, We are hurt and UJUlHA,.,A 
desire to 
Freed-Hardeman University - 10/10/95 
by loss 
i Preachers' Forum, Harding Grad. SchOOl--4/9/96 
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TRY PAUL ON FOR SIZE 
,Rom. 1: 13-15 
I. We see the abi'lity of others and it moves us to: 
A. Humility. 
B. Dupli cati on • 
C. Efforf. 
D. I hope riot despciir as we do not comparel 
I. Lef's see some things about Paul's greetings to Rome, 
A. Paul shows a personal interest. 
B. He lets us see his personality. 
C. He does not want them to be Ignorant of his 
atti tude toward them. 
1 • Felt they needed to know. 
2. 20 yrs. since conversion, been everywhere else 
but not to Rome. 
II. Some Special Words. 
A. Purposed. 
1. ChtJrchin central city could do more good. 
2. Must use time 8. money wisely., 
3. Purpose = to p lace before, to determi ne . 
4. His zeal not of recent origin. 
B. "Let." 
1 • Old word for hindered. 
2. He submits to wi II of God. 
3 • "In his wi II is our peace" I DQnte. 
4. He does not expl~in how he WQS hindered. 
C. Fruit. j 
1. Strength 8. comfort found j'n fellowship 8. mutu(J1 
effort. . 
,2. If YO'u've"never given ,it is doubtful if you haveJ 
anything. ' 
~--,-"-----.,--, '----' __ __C ___ ,~ _____ """_,',, 

\. 

es. 
4. 
5 uses 1 X, 14X in 
6. Simple ti I ? 
,~t..L tOOf~ I .. ).I.-V,&-

\ 
\ 
" 
l' 
\, 

" "';'1" 
GREATEST ENERGY IN THE WORLD 
Rom. 1: 13-17. 
3. So he 
4. 
5. f 
(:Ilo) .. ____ ..... -~ .. It" 
.ss,~y. , ""J\lIt~e~5i . b." "'.ptft."~.tt ~~. - ccirr:e 
when ' . 
e.) Nn~.tI 
.:;~fI.) 
Q. fruIt., 
b.) Nett ,'mush rtF' mer '; ti Va I] I 
ips.nedA'. ta. sr •• t sep".,..h ~ 
1 
I 
c.) What fruit? 
z. , 
i 
Gal. 5:22 "But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, p~ 
d.) He'd received nothing from them, but had 
B. 
1 
received for them. 
a. t bound" ~ l b.) Laid on him. flWfM,~~~~ +dC' nee·' ~e 
i ~ I Cor. 9:16-17 "For though I preach the gospel, I ha~ 
c.) AiM "'ed Gi 6 FUel's. aJlhb&L:;;. 
d.) Gospel reaches o~t to all. 
e .) One message for everyone. 
f.) ~"'IfIINMII"",,,,,, 
b.) He knew what he faced.., i 
Acts 28:15 II , when the brethr~a~. 
t~,'t4(E!l' J 
" . I of Chr j 
. I 
I - SO do we .in a meeting. I 
b'~J:Ashomed of .It on'mtm,' ".Wqre 111 
·c.) Ashamed to" .•.... ",.", .. 
God? 6t>cJ 
a.) Good news. '. 
b.) There's Power - 021lLI6 g 011 51 J ft' PUWer. 
--_ ..... ? ,-;;. , 
\. 
I 
c .) 
(1) Power. D' 1I . . _ r 
(2) Dynamo. ./Vo {ff'J~ t tt"fi:<!.-i' 
(3) Dynamite. c_cr$.~- 5  
(4) Dynamic. (AA'f l:.zr 4J &.1\ fir 
(5) Force - effective pbwer • dltr+-~ t' n. .fn:",J;-d!> .t-
(6.) S." .. en.9th • ';;!~-r6.ln ~ _l:f .. ~ .. v"1&)r 
(7) Energy • G r 65 
(8) Authority.' 
d.) Rm: 1_1 HiQ PUii: Bllfll.y. 
e.)5.", bE; bma; JUjid 
f.)SlsaROFOOJidhiiJIJO': ,I it 
c, I . fillS bid jtO eo @j • . 
g.) Mighty to pull down strongholds. 
2 Co... 10:4 'II (For the weapons of our warfare are not I 
Heb. 4:12 "For the wo~d of God is quick, and power~ 
I C~r. 1:! 8 "For the preaching of the cross is to t.hem ll' 1 :23 IIBut we preach Christ crucified, unto the 
1 :24 tlBut unto them which are called, both J 
I Cor. 2:5 Id not stand in' the wi 
b.) Speaks of the whole process of life. 
c .) The end of sowi ng is reaping. 
d.) . 
I ~ 1».1 ~,'fII 
I 'I -IJ filiil\) cY ll) orc/e.K * 
I c.) ~t ,: IldiUS Ie !Jdievedi' I 
L:::(l)~~~*' PEl " 6 i' [UUil HIb : b1i] 7fia~ 
\ 
\ 
C God1s engine. 
(2) Condition'aI.M 
(3)~"""" 
, , ~ 
IRT to. J i TIt J' I,. 
cf.) Went 1st to J.ew -'ttdvantage. " 
(1) Priority of time for Jews. 
(2) In every Genttle city he always stm'ted in 
b.) ...... _ .. 
co). ' n phhil. 
d.) S T; IS u sud' : TIldA - 1st quotation in 
Romans - 60 to' come. fr·ornO. T. . ' 
Hob .2:4· u8eholdr ~is sout wh1'~h. is' tifted:up. is not : 
. 'e ' , , . ''j~ .. fI() "t1eW ,dec!, 
\, 
\ 
" 

Too Easy )( 
Jackson decided to sell vacuurl) \ 
cleaners on a house-to-house 
basis. He received his demonstra-
tion outfit and set out to sell. .. 
Calling on his first prospect he put 
the machine through its paces. 
Finally he came to the grand 
finale-the bug killer. 
"When you see a bug," he ex-
plained, "you get out the vacuum 
cleaner. Then you put on this 
attachment. Then you put insect 
powder on it this way. Then you 
turn on the machine and point it 
at the bug, and in a short time the 
bug is dead." 
"But why go to all th~t trouble" 
asked the practical housewife. 
"When. I see a bug I just step on it 
and it's dead." 
Jackson thought hard for a 
moment, and said, "Yeah, that 
will work, too." 
-Gene Brown 

who has 
II, 
Mark 1:1 
Rom. 1:16 
Mark 8:35 
I am not ashamed 
gospel of Christ ... II 
1 : 
ever the 
the 
"For whosoever will save his life 
shall lose it ... " 
I Thess. 1: 5 "For our gospel came not unto 
you in word only ... " 
Col. 1: 23 IIIf ye continue in the faith 
grounded and settled, and be 
not moved away from the hope 
of the gospel, which ye have 
heard, and which was preached 
to every creature which is undel 
heaven ..... " 
Mark 16: 15-16 "And he said unto them go 
ye into the world and 
preach the gospel ... " 
B. This gospel shall reach its climax as 
you entertain questions. 
III. Those Magnificent Questions 
A. Romans 8: 31 "What shall we then 
say to these things? If God be for 
us, who can be against us?" 
1. First of four reasons not con-
demned answers with four 
Isa. 53:5'-6 
unanswerable statements. ' 
a) Christ died for us. 
b) Believers died in him. 
c) He made satisfaction for our 
debts. 
d) He arose. 
Acts 17: 30-31 
e) He reigns in heaven with all 
power. 
Heb. 1:3 
Ps. 110:1-4 
f) He intercedes. 
B. Reasons to Consider 
1. McLard-- God's on our side as we 
used to toss bat and get first 
pick. 
2. No being can defeat our glorifi-
cation. 
I, 
I, 
, 
\. 
Isa. 
5. men may accuse 
to less. 
God has 
a that 
to do what 
necessary. 
3. We were shocked when Lott pro-
posed to give his daughters to 
save his guest. but does not 
compare to what God did--this not 
a possibility but history! 
4. This proof beyond anything! 
5. "Spared" withheld not, shows how 
keenly God felt it. 
6. God didn't just deliver, he 
surrendered him (J.F.B.). 
7. Think of things to which Jesus was 
delivered: Judas, Pilate, malice of 
Jews, world treatment. 
GaL 2: 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
the advocate, 
the 
Zech. 3:1 
5. Many will try but none can, 
E. Who is he that condemns? It is Christ 
that died, rose, right hand of God, 
intercedes. 
1. "Of own you may effect ruin but 
another cannot condemn" (Lard). 
2. Christ sits at right hand to secure 
our glorification. 
3. Christ could condemn but he 
pleads with God for our acceptance. 
4. Our judge is our advocate--hard 
to lose that case. 
?' 
5. 
5. Note four facts about Christ: 
died ~ rose, right hand, intercedes. 
6. I love this view: we rely not on 
Christ who died but is alive, not 
impotent but has power to save, 
not one indifferent to our deeds 
but feels with us. 
7. None can prove us guilty in him. 
8. Christ died to save--not to 
,condemn. 
9. Who's in position to condemn? 
Only Christ and he died for us. 
10. At the throne he's interceding for 
us. 
11. Every sentence against us was 
carried out in full severity against 
the Son. 
\ 
! 
Greek . 
. Peter 
Matt. 16: 
Acts 
and 
II. Could we go then to its 
Acts 11: 15-18 
A. Note these events. 
II 
come 
the 
mouth 
the 
V-5 "I was in the city of Joppa praying--
and in a vision I saw a trance. II 
1. We'd learn more from Acts 10. 
2. Housetop 
3. Sixth hour 
B. Trance 
1. Ecstatic state 
2. Unconscious of things about him. 
3. Like a dream 
Hev. 
c. 
. Let down 
corners, 
2, Came to 
see. 
5, eat 
6. eat some 
and eat 
10 says he was 
to eat, 
over. 
law 
4. Carries great spiritual meanings. 
E. Reaction 
1. Obeyed a 1500-year law about 
destruction. 
2. Shows preachers are ever learninp; 
more truth. 
3. He had rigidly obeyed law always. 
4. Voice came three times for him to 
learn. 
"Later condemned those who 
'abstain from meats which God 
hath created to be received with 
thanksgiving. III 
· He translates 
three 
Caesarea. 
A. 
1. So are we. 
2. us the Word. 
Rom. 10:12 "There is no 
the Jew ... !! 
between 
3. The distinction--race, sex, social, 
educationally. 
4. Timing impqrtant--Philip and Gaza 
chariot, the three men at the door. 
5. Six Jewish brethren as witnesses 
Caesarea and Jerusalem. 
6. He'U preach this openness on 
Pentecost--now sees it more 
'J1it/Z:/·, completely. 
B. Result 
.s~").; 1. Peter goes to Cornelius. J... l'l~ 
1- 't. 2. W~ whereby saved. /t(!./) J • 
3. Holy Spirit 
4. Baptized 
1Os~~'tI1~~ 
Acts 10: 47 .L 
wfb ~Jfg1JqJ 
1 ~ Peace comes. 
2, 
3, 
08 
08 -


5, 
a. 
b.) 
c.} 
d.) 
e ) 
f.) Moron comes 
6. Professed 
Job 1 IINo doubt ye are the people, and wisdo 
a .) Man IS i udged on what Ii 9 ht he has. 
Gen, 18:25 "That far from thee to do after this 


ng. 
cote in secret - not tone 
ves 
c. ) 
0.) Those who take pleasure in 
neighbors. 
b.) Slanders do it in open. 
ness. 
p. 
ce but 
ng 
b.) Abort. 
a emn engagement f 
under oath. 
compossi on • 
b ) No feeling distress of others. 
c.) I 


3, A ngui sh - 9 , 
4 ~ 10. 
Ie & Jew. 
4. Jesus. 
D. 's Advantage, Example, 
E. Does Fami Tie change situation -Circumcision 
Suppose I'm not - are Jews low saved? 
2 
3. 
4. 
a.) sinners. 
b.) Encourager of 5i n. 
c.) Judging sinners -each class progressively worse, 
5. Jew had greater Ii ght f exceeded in si n • 
6. i ng 
r:Ne 
4. es 
5. The i not wrong, 
the wrong is 
6. They were condemn! ng I • 
7. On judging: 
a.) Could be j naccurate. 
respect to. 
c.) We see the contrast of the judgement of & 
of man. 
d.) Judgement proposes a standard - what is it? 
Bible 
e.) dis 'smeant: 
L 
to ? 

.K 
am. 
b.) God's partial to me. 
c.) 11m the on 
d.) 
nee. 
b .) Wec Ith of goodness. 
Goodness::::: indness. 
toward 
(6) Demond resti 
f.) Not know - degree of i nattenti veness 
begot 
g.) We should hate to sin against one so 
I Mother. Ii 


to use 
2. 51 n. 
3. is sure. 
4. Susp~nded J udgem ent les 
5. Accumulate a storehouse of wrath. 
D Day of Wrath - .Rev. the Rt. Judgement. 
1 Comes finally judgement. 
2. God's a burst divine 
fto 
ve 
& 
13. itA ng deeds II - our current ng. 
14. Strict justice not posi or prilege but deeds 
15. If deeds, how grace to save? 
16. does not assume the tasks us. 
17. Privi increases responsibility. 
"Jd .. 18t:i0t I, but ,."...u, I~t:; 
~"'~- '; ~j)'::.~",~ ~ ,., ,-~",.~. -" - .- •• , 

rpther 
d. ) 
e. ) 
rewarded because we earn so 
a ous state. 




r on 
but presence of sin. 
S isa trans s 
C 
kn,Q~n. 
c.) They 
3. IlW/O t 
a.) law 
law 
b.J GOd~I~~-':~':::~~'~':ri'~~'~~~"'W:I"'!f'";W~n:' 
c .) I t ~'~~·Ifft,""-';/~_"~':':~~~w~~::~~~:;,~~._,~~~¥_."",.,.. 
Wil . 
d.) l'psi n,'W/e: law As t~s i til wlo ; _di ate 
reve lat16fi . 
e.) Wuw cQul<1 Gentile~ si.n~/9 law!' 
impQ~~i-ble. ' 
h, 
a. 
b. 
c. ) lost~ can 
d. ) . 
e.) 0 wor said abQut sal vati on - rather 
~hows need. 
f.) Not only asserts their gu.i1t, but 
states they wU lbe punished. 
5. W/o 1 aw •. 
a .) Sth all g-,,~~~_~~.~~~.~~es sed 
e aw - sucr! as tOUCIi • 
ar~_~~qyenant. 
b.) Gentiles exercised moral functions 
which imply recognition of a law. 
B. The Sinning Jew. 
1.. He i,l.l~q s.inned. 
2; He ~ inned' in' the 1 aw, 
d. 
e, 
j . ) 
k. ) 
1.) 
. 
Law of Moses. 
For Genti le- Conscience. 
m.) As judged by light we havl2 the only 
difference is in the manner in which 
they arefT:Iedi ated & in the degree of 
fullness that characterizes them. 
5. By the 1 aw . . 
a.) law is a $t~nl'd~rd? nQt q,sa 1 va ti on. 
b ~), !£eWer:\¥. hw ~f '~~7~~' m~tla~ 1n ' 
; ?)( ~ ~ .,. , 
3. 
6, 
B. 
L 
2. 
·f~:l,,;~,gttl~. 
s does ni1>texeuse ob~ence to 
word. God alwaYiexpects s~e. 
to moralexcellency~ not moral perfiectio! 
Rom. 2:13 II(For 'Fl'otthe hearers of the 1 are; 
3 ;20 IITherefo~~ by the deeds of the law thf 
3. This statement has in mind the great 
moral principles .of God. 
4. Gentile had in themselves 3 fold working' 
of a law. 
a.) Guidance of heart pre-disposes them to 
know. 
b.} Testimony of conscience bears witness. 
c~} After (leecA tneir cQnscience excu~e or i 
, 9cty~e, " ,. .' 

7 
~-. 


& wrong. 
a. 
& 
He was 
must hear law & 
deportment show associate c truth. 
is but 1 law of God - one 
law ~ in 
: e.) Law is written 
~~ U~Otd.44J !-, .. ,S 






inward thots & motives. 
h.) ~;l.il€l~~~~~0~'ftp~1:JftJ:«'1~ffi~tm 
i.) We may praise that which should be criticize( 
if we knew real motive. 
s or minister. 
5. in that its had 
conveyed to him. 
~f¥L IO·O+rLtW;t ... 2.0-'" 
RIGHT TO READ 
like a book" 
seems, for 
Wen, go ahead and take a 
please, some 
pages. 
!Jif6 ------- Decer 

2 
36:11-13 
JsP J 111lJ kl1lsmt .1 5'i ~@lI9; W Q ere wi;\3i"\;h1?and~e 
7. Uniform does not make a soldier. 
8. Behold-
9. You - ==-="" 

17:5 "Cursed is the man that 
4. God wants Jew to lead Gentile to 
Micah 4:1-5 llBut in the days it shall come to 
Isa. 2:2-4 it shall come to pass in the last 
John 4:22 is of the Jews" 
5.W.~~"_.,,,"~~~Hg 
in Him. 
4. "Form of sound words!! 2 1:13 
5. "Has (':cOd for its author, truth for its matter, 
sal for end. II Locke 


a.) Sarcasm 
b.) 
c.) 
d.) 5 
e .) Next 4 qt. 
f.) The charges seem current - caused present 
genti les to censor. 
g .) When a confessor of God breaks God's law it 
is worse the 
\ ., 
b.) 
c ) God wants 
d.) 
~_e~.) Vi9S 
4. Abhor idle -
a.) Abhor means • Originally to turn 
from somethi ng because 0 f stench. 
Disagreeable to senses. 
6. Resulted 
a.) Shart reverence due God. 
b.) They gave the heathen occasion to blaspheme. 
Ezek.36:17-20 Read 
c.) They since He di 
si 


Lord, 
IIBehold, the days cornel seith 
circumcision not made c hands. 
, Phi i. 3:3 uFor we are I ch 
Col. 2:11 111n whom also ye are dr cumci sed with the! 
7. Highest insult to be called uncircumcised. 
Acts 7:51 "Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised heart 
8. It telegraphed a surrendered life - the thins 
would 
serves as a 
to transgressor. 
c.) Yet the want of it is no detrj ment to those who 
fu Ifi II the law. 
d.) Greatest insult to Jew is to call him undrcumd; 
III. Is there hope for the Uncircumcised? 
. A. The uncircumcised. 
1. That's les. 
case. 
5. Being a per se is no 
C. Righteous the law. 
1. Circumcision not what Genti Ie needed, but 
ri g hteousness • 
2. Jews boastful mark was a flesh mark. 
3. Bad life nu lIifi 
4. We are nat race or 


come. 
b.) It doesn1t meet I design of drcumdsicm. 
It contemplates mare. 
c.) Jew Iowa Savior instead ng it 
m to 

f .) Pau lis not referri ng to the gospel but the law •. 
He is dead the round for the later 
i 
expressi on but are 
c. 
bapti sm comes 
No opportuni 
as true beli evers? 
(b) No conviction to do it; is it all right to skip? 
4. is inward only? {But was a Jew a Jew 
& the life 


in mere name 
ti es covenant 
advantage to be & 
pagan ore equal? 
3. Word advantage m~ans surplus, preeminence, 
extraordinary, more, greater. 
B. Jew. 
1. We Abraham. 
4. "'"'''''''''''''' 
a.) 
b.) Orades. 
c.) Faithfulness of God. 
d.) Truthfulness God. 
e.) Righteousness of God. 
f.) Judgement of God - He must be 
g.) lory God. 
B. ~ 



be a most obvi ous observa· n. 
o 
6. How can sinful man become righteous. 
7. accents Godls righteousnl 
Co} 
d.) Not 
objector • 
2. Vaughan says Paul IS qt. is out 
3 •. ~~_~~ ... ~~l't8!~~_I??~~~~~' &, 
4. Draw not usions are to 


6. Proved, a I term - prove Jndi .... 'l'rYl;::.r~'I' 
III. Big 
A. All. 
1. Jew had advantages, but none moral • 
2. All inclusive - all need sOmething 
have. . 
3. Sod - ncethey could do better 
5. A 
a.) 
b.) Seldom cites 
c.) Not literal but according to meaning. 
d.) Most from Ps. - some Isa. 
eq Serpe is unanswerable proof in their view. 
f.) ve verbatim &/or give sense. 
6. comes ca.tena. 
in 
d.) None to 
3. None seek ft 
a.) None seek perfectly. 
b.) God is pi ctured as looking down to see who1s i 
ng a search. 
c.) do we seek God? Do we 


IIg 
st is in me, no man; 
we access into 

n 
6. Announce 
7 
C 
1. Man - means 
2. er - God. 
Grounds - Righteousness sf. 
all 
Rom. 9 One manls disobedience many 
Si c Christ. 
• 1 


& 
Revealed is & 
·~~iOo+~.~ ..... t! 

:~ 
a.) 
b.) H~_ 
c.) 
4. 
Eph. n 
Gal. 4:4 IIBut when ness of the ti me was 
• 2:2 "And it shall come to 


was granted thaT she should 
in Chri sf Jesus who 





blood 











down to • Fai th 
counted to order to righteousness. On 
grounds of hi s faith, God forgave. 
d.) Means to realize - to bring actual exi 
e.) Counted - to place to our credit. God places 
to our tall 
-24 uWas 
C. Righteousness. 
1. Define. 
a.) The or character of being right. 
I In. 3:7 IIUttle Idren r tet no man dedeve 
b.) 
· . 4. J 
c.) Only way man can be righteous is to acce·pt : 
God'sgift. C I 
d.) Faith brings righteoushess. It is not its equival\ 
e.) luther: "lord Jesus thou art 'my righteousness ~ 
I am thy sin. Thou has taken what wasmtne 8J 
given me what was thine. l1 . • i 
2. Results. 
a.) Prove the quality of faith by the character of 
the conduct. 
b.) For = unto. Eis - Rom. 4:5 & Acts 2:38. 
c.) God draws up & bestows the ti tie deed; fai th 
I accepts it. 
I d.) We plead our own guilt & the merits of the 
I ,::ti afar • tL 
I~ 'OOtcJeW l-t-1r 
I 
i 
\ 
.I , 
acts as conditions of 
h.) Therefore, when Paul says 
! he means justin cation 
inclu'ding 
Paul 
no one so 
3. books us to sin. 
4. Christ's blood balances the books, we are 
5. 
listed as believers & this appearing God 
discharges & rewards us as if we had been 
innocent & .in.obedience. 
isa 
lover 
Judgement. 
5. God justifies the ungodly thru a righteous one 
condemned in his stead 
2 Cor. IIFor he hath made hi m to be si n us f 
E. Fai th Counted for Rt. ness. 
1. to 

shall remain in my New Testament, and though all 
papal donkeys get f~rious, they shall not take it 
out. tI 

THE~ESSED COVER ING 
~ 1 Romens 4·6-8 
I. tt's' cltw'P~~~ftlenf~' fo c'oll a noted one who 
... ,wrfh y~' eon terHl on • 
A. ~dis not needed to prove the valid c1dim of 
Feul, but it does help break down the Jewish 
barrier. j 
B. Vi,. find strength when we have an Amen from 
ine of our own. 
II. RlBI oaHs another wi tness to support Jl!1Snfi can on 
it b~ Faith. ' 
A iff« Ii ef ci ted Abraham. 
B 'il~ bri ntJS the wi tn~ss of Dqvi ct 
IW:,!;~. . ? . 
A .. About him you recall _y things. 
B.,Pcul here cites a specific. 
1. Qpvi d spec~ out of his own life - any mcm can 
. speak better.of his own experiences. 
2 .. !pul cites Ps .. 32 and often apostollc.,p_ 
O,T .... a bit stronge to us. 
"pronounces, .. 
4.J:Je calls it liThe Blesse~. ",. 
a.) ~ to do with Ofte who is apiri~U1'_ .. rOWl 
b.) (Romans must have been s_p f~lktO 
gotten all this one great letter). 
c.)J'GliOoned people are happy pec>ple - (1Od& 
school bEl.i~ ,out). ". ',' , 
d.) ~.t«.:n Greeks hod:.~. happtneseiS' 
bN&sedness. '" . . .. 
\ 
\. 
-_"7 ''> \ 
forgiven. 
i .) He works not bu t be Ii eves. 
i .) irs grounds 
its 
Wlo works in the Sinner 
Wi th works in the Surety. 
2 Cor. 5:21 11For he hoth mode bi t:R to be si FI for us I ~ 
91;.: Daviu's 2nd Statement. 
1. tlessed (happy). 
2. *''tl'ities forgiven. 
a .) Law lessness • 
b.) F,f¥Q i ve - Ii t .. sent a-woy, Ii fted up, carried 
c:lJway (Scapegoat). 
c.) Goo forgives you like you'cI smooth out marks 
on a wax tablet. 
3. Sins covered. 
a .) 4eg.a I - not mora I standi ng • 
b.) <;.overed by Christ's blood. 
c.) 4Jther again, "Lord Jesus, thou art my 
righteousness and I am thy sin. Thou hast 
taken what was mine &. given me what was 
thine. II I 
d.) Q;,vered so that it can't be seen. ~ 
Ps. 38:17 "For I am ready to halt, and my sorrow is 
Ps. 103: 12 liAs far as the east is from the west, so fa 
Mi. 7: 19 IIHe wi II turn agai n, he wi II have compas~i 
Jer. 50:20 "In those days, and· i n that ti me, sai th th I 
S. of Sol. 3:10 "He madedhe pillars thereof of silve 
e.) !t8wim tesertd "'God &. Satan on day of atone 
try me. There is a pair of balances - God pu 
I good works on one side and sat~n puts sins on 
II another. The balance. Satan goes to fin:Sa~ 
one more sin to tip the balance. While he's l ______ go:~ I God~i cks up the~~:~~nd ~~es them a II 

I! 

by faith. 
E. Sic9ni n cance of Ii bra ham~ 
1. We will see at what period his life he was 
counted justifi ed and gage it either before or 


3. It means lito cut away!!, 
4. It demonstrates the 
5. A brahom IS 
did. 
oround. II 
of flesh 
didn't count - faith 
an interesting 
1 • A bra ham IS i ustifi catj on a can ceded poi n t • 
2. Abraham not justified under didnit do 
such but rather revealed 
• 3:28-29 IIThere is neither Jew nor Greek, t 
be are 
d.) Hard not to exalt the visible over and at 
expense of invisible. 
5. Separating wall of Jew & Genti 
C. This Walk. 


abstract non-reo I 
b.) Hard tho not to exalt ble over & at 
the invisible. 
doesn it save 
••• hsI9n. 
covenant 
Lightfoot II Sea I is 
or doctrine it attests. 
covenant & 
IS a 
9. They are for 
10. Th ey render sure & 
11. Identify a possession. 
C. He is the Father of A II Them believe. 
2. Rather, it was 
3. Father all 
4. God's blessings are for everyone. 
5. Middle I down. 


c.) Land. 
IIA Lord aor)eaJred 
• 18:9-10 !lAnd at 
b.) Seed. 
• 1 "A II seed as 
a.) 
b.) Not perfect obedience. 
c.) If made by I it is of no effect none 
COl) Id keep it. 
2. But the righteousness of faith. 
3 
.) 
b.) Kr'I<>1"11e1 
c.) 
d.) 
e.) 
Deut. 
f .) Low revea Is God's contrasti ng 
9 .) Works wrath in it bri ngs l"f'u,\rI,c.ml'1h'''U"! 
e 


L 
1. e 
2. Promises are mode to exci te fai th • 
0.) Be good & P II bri ng a present? 
b.) On return, "Did you bring me a present?!! 
3. Promise must be kept all. 
4. Sure = 


a not ng. 
is real, concrete, not abstract. 
Man was asked, "ls it difficult to believe!)!1 
ans.1' IIBeli eve whom?1! 
4. is on object not 
hr","'",.., 's Body. 
uChoosi ng to 
Sora"s womb. 
Heb. 11 :11 IIThrough faith also Sara herself recei 
of Christ. 
we are m 
me, II trust 
Mk. 5:36 IlA s soon as Jesus heard the word 
4. How should we live to have greater 
of Many Nations 
• lard sai d to become a great father was not 
ve ef he eves so 



it- never 
it. 
2. RV:= as 
D. nct& 
. 48:13 liMine hand 
1. 
2. A ...... f' .............. 
• 1 

is it is • 
:3I-..i#w..IOO+~ 7-1$' .. r9--

1 IINow 
8. Our faith now counted & 
9 • To be i;m pu ted - future emphatic. 
10. Both historic & fiducial. 
C. Our Conditions. 
& 
b.) I etc. 
c .) we be I resurrection. 
d.) It means all it accomplishes. 
e.)A. believed God would raise Isaac 
We beHeved God raised Jesus. 
4. Jesus. 
a .} God wants us to Jesus. Faith in 
not 
5. 
6. 
Rom. 6:3-4 lIKnow 
7. Jesus our substitute.,. died 
Jesus raised - our receipt. . 
8. Offense := to deviate from right path I tum asi de I ; 
to transgress. 
must 
As priest 
The ransom was • Now must believe & 
belief counted thru this sins remitted • 
• is full acquittal before God - victory on 
fronts - human & divine. 






ALESMANSHIP-34 
An insurance agent said to 
;lient: "} want to sell you this 
But I'm not like other 
to 
on 
wake up in the 
call." - Scope, 10-11-68. 
A New farmer got a 
letter. It stated that the 
lines of all the farms in the area had 
been surveyed. And it added that 
his farm was not in Vermont, as he 
believed - but actually in New 
Hampshire. ! 
The farmer didn't seem very 
upset. "Thank goodness," he 
sighed. "Another one of those 
Vermont winters, and it would have 
been all over for me." - Scope, 
1 0-18-68. 
~-------------
sales ",~c 
6 little Scouts 
do you want 




2. 
a.) 
b.) HS 
3.Future. 
a.) A dpated risen 
b.) Heaven eterna II 
B. Halverson. 
1. Provision for 
2. of Justifi cation. 
3. 
c . Tense i1havi ng been justin ed. II 
1. Justification no longer needs to be proven 
now to benefits come. 
a rea Ii II 
6. 
sou I now ours. 
not sameth i ng 
letter in K. 
in US 1 
& peace of 
b.) While sin lasts we are rebels & fighting 
agal nst God. 
c.) Means 
there? 
In Church. 
a .) Church wears His name. 
be) Church looks to Him for ens. 
c.) F R - C - B. 


L 
A. Beech Grove read my 
B. has been on 
c. 
D. 
A. 
B. 
on II 
needs none. II 
the best one Jesus me to God. 
want to see. 
d 
§:T7U'st as if I'd never sinned. 
b) One said it's the wicket gate of 
~
entrance with the long road to 
follow to the Heavenly Jerusalem. 
c) Sanctification is surely to follow 
. in actuality. 
d) B~inK. .tight willi God we :wilL.aae 
the blessed effects of this 
~~ . 
s~ndmg. 
B. Being right with God gives us by faith: 
1. Peace 
~st benefit mentioned. 
b) Reconciliation with God. 
c) Christian is no longer in the 
enemy camp. (Bruce) 
d) ~\~ g~~¥! a quarrel with God--
e) But note it is through Jesus. 
2. 
2. 
e) 
f) Here we "stan d " 
(1) Stand in grace and look for 
glory. 
(2) Our standing is sur~--apart 
from feeling or desert. 
(3) Ours forever via union with 
Jesus. 
(4) We are passi~~ 
tliresbold into t~e. 
(5) In the house are manx~J~~ 
oLa,acent. 
(6) Stand on grace & one day see 
the fullness of God's presence. 
(7) Stand--don't lie down, keep 
going. 
IV. 
3. 
3. 
objected 
Paul shows 
to all. 
3. 
to 
of human affairs. 
4. Being right with God we take our 
tribulations and see their purpose. 
B. It_~t;L:patieJlCa"{P~~ce) 
1. Suffering leads to patience. 
2. Endurance ppoduces character. 
3. Patience does us more good than 
tribution can do us hurt. 
C. Tben· Ex:perie~CharacterL 
1. Character is somethliig-tested. 
2. If God loves you so much He allowed 
Calvary, surely he will love you to 
the end as you are tested. 
3. Experience is Proof. 
D . .J£!;L!.~!~.~._ to Hop~~~ 
1. It does IiOf-carry disgrace. 
2. It is not illusory. 
4. 
3, It sees us 
4. 
5, 
13.' Romans. 
- 4/27/97 
2/97 
Fulton, TN - 6 8/ 
- 6/29/97 
Litton - 7/17/97 
, KY - 5/31 (BC) 

D 
II see IS 
thout s'lrength 
1. Define 
0) We were pow~less to save ourselves. 
b) Sin is weokness. 
c) We were helpless without Christ's deofu 
d) Sin mokes folks sick & feeble; deprived 
of strength. 
e) M'1ro I pros troti on. 
f) Originol word meant "weak thru 
si ckness". 
g) Wi thout strength to serve God or save 
. ourselves. 
2. Note our weakness magnifies God's 
power • 
3. Catch the "yet" - Christ died without , 
waiting for our repentance or improvement.t 
B. Du~ lime Motter 
. 1. It means --
a) At set time - precise moment decided 
by God. . 
b) Due season: right people, right 
language, righf government, right 
conditions (peace). 
c) Chri~t's coming matched the prophet's 
forecasts. (If there was somethi ng in 
Christ'~ coming there is also a 
psychologi col ti me for Our most 
effective preaching 'Of some matters) 
d) Gal. 4:4 'When thefvfness of thectime ll 
e) God was neither 100 late or too soon. 
f) Christ's coming was not on occident 
, of history but purposeful. 
g')He does not explain how it was the 
fulness of time. But He knew! 
John 12:33 IlSignifyingwhat death he should die" 
C. Christ died for the ungodly. 
1. Christ 
0) See who so'ves •. 
b) Note the Anointed . 
c) We hove a Savior and it matters how 
people think about Him. 
g) Means by Christ's blood - at cost 
of it. 
3. The ungodly 
a) Died for the undeserving. 
b) Laurin: 
The necessity - wi thout strength 
The time - due 
The means - Christ diecl{we €Ife not 
saved by his life or example but his 
death) 
The subject - the ungodly 
c) Our righteousness is as fi Ity rags. 


L 
"For 
A. What does 
1. 
2. 
when we were 
his mean? 
death Son. 
B. s a - even 
v-Ion. 
II. What does this mean? 
A. earthly sinless 
Pet. 1:18-19 as much as ye 
1. Yet this death. 
2. One said it was too great a cost to 
bring us to a saved status - he 
surely wants to complete the process. 
3. Really death leaves his work 
incomplete. 
4. R. C. Bell wrote 
a) Past - justified never to be 
repeated thus settles sin forever.· 
We do not come to a judgement 
with Christless men . 
. John 5: 24 "He that heareth my word" 
We answer to God only for our lives . 
and labor. 
I Cor. 3: 8 "Every man shall rec. his own" 
Rev. 22: 12 "My reward is with me to give" 
b) Present - stand on ground of 
grace where the Holy Spirit 
indwells us. 
He consummates all the 
In person, He now 
saves to 
B. 
is He now 
1. Not but 
2. He is well and alive 
3. He intercedes. 
Heb. 7: 25-26"Wherefore he is able also" 
4. He indwells - He lives! 
Christ Jesus lives in me - song. 
5. 0 wounded feet of Jesus. 
iHeb. 9: 24 "For Christ is not entered" 
6. 3 appearings: 
a) Put away sin. 
b) Now before God. 
c) Will come again. 
7. Continuous cleansing. 
1 In. 1: 7 "But if we walk in the" 
1 In. 2: 1 "My little children, there" 
1 Tim. 2: 6 "Christ who gave himself" 
Heb. 4: 15 "For we have not an high" 
. 8. He indwells us. 
Gal. 4: 19 "My little children, of whom" 
Rom. 
10. 
John :5 
John 14:23 
Phil 3: " 
11. He 
. III. Do 
A. no 
L It means lias sure as". 
2. See v. beginning 
we may 
to surrender 
He can! 
3. Not saved by what goes on me 
but by what Jesus does for me. 
B. I need to come unto him. 
Rom. 6: 3 
Rom. 10:9-10 
C. Christ's life has un told blessing for me~ 
Phil. 1: 21 
2:7-8 
Matt. 6: 33 
Col. 1: 24 
Lu. 9:58 
Phil. 4: 13 
1. Not I who can't. 
2. But Christ who can. 
f lived before the Flood, the flood brought on by 
Technology, Affluence, and Advertising. 
I 
In those far-off days, ownership of an automobile 
showed you were rich, and not merely that you had a 
job at the time when the dealer persuaded you to sign 
the note. 
"Gateway to the Great Books" Vol. 1, Page 5 4"i1 
Introduction & Syntopical Guide \C-? 
;~) c/.oclrf, ~ a ~ c 71la11 - /S, {¥ ~' ~ ~ 
J!fd J a .mtt'h 4tf.vv dd I ~trvf/Uif I M # 
{-t'Vf\ 'JJ/tt f ~ f6 14.tt (/ 
-~~- .. ~~~-- -----~-.. "-~~-----.----~--"----~--"--"-~---------.. ---"---.. --.----~-~--.--"-~----.,~~"------
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It 
It 
never 
II. Then how does 
A. We 
s 
God 
B. We are not works. 
1. Morally clean - need more. 
2. Negatively: don't smoke or chew 
or go with girls who do. II 
3. More than honesty. 
Titus 3: 5 "Not by works of righteousness 
which we have done, but accord-
ing to his mercy he saved us ... " 
C. Not justified by perfect obedience to 
the gospel. 
1. None but Jesus can do this. 
2. Do our best, still short, though 
the Lord wants us to be good. 
D. We al'e justified by Christ and His 
suffering for us. 
1. God accepts this instead of our 
feeble efforts. 
3. 
4. 
5, 
E. 
Cor. 5:7 
1. Must do what the 
Rom. 10: 17 
2. us the 
Bible 
a) Human wisdom. 
b) Tradition. 
Heb.ll: 7 "By faith N<;>ah, being warned of 
God of things not seen as yet ..• " 
Gen.6:22 "Thus did Noah; according to all 
that God commanded him, so did 
he." 
3. Thus worship by his commands. 
a) Incenses. 
b) Instrumental music. 
c) Sprinkling. 
d) Not by physical sense. 
Heb. 11: 4 "Abel sacrificed by faith ... " 
III. 
5 
a 
conclusion. brings: 
A. Peace with God. 
1. Do not fear judgment. 
2. Do not dread to meet God. 
B. It is through Jesus. 
1. It is on account of his work, 
not ours. 
2. He died that his blood may save 
us. 
C. Access by faith into this grace and 
rejoice in hope of the glory. 
Phil. 1 : 27 "Let only your conversation be as 
it becometh the gospel of Christ." 
D. Glory in tribulation. 
1. They honor God. 
Peter 
E. 
F. 
Acts 5:32 
Gal. 4: 6 
Acts2: 
G, All possible death. 
1. While weak, He died for us. 
2. Due season - set time. 
Gal. 4: 4 "But when the fulness of the time 
was come, God sent forth his son .. II 
3. Died for the ungodly. 
4. Some not die for righteous man. 
5. Would for a good man. (Hodge) 
"Just man commands respect, 
good man calls forth affection." 
6. God commended his love toward us. 
H. Now justified--saved. 
1. Justified by His blood. 
2. Saved from wrath. 
3. While we were enemies. 
4. Now saved by His life 
New Concord c c - 9 05 ) 





One lody ob i ected to 1 0 comm. -
put so many thoughts in people1s heads II 
5. Unti I 
0) Covers Adom'to Moses. 
b) Low of Moses was not the only low God 
hod for mon. 
c) Coin sinned - before Moses low given. 
I In. 3:12 IICoin - of the wicked one, murdered tl 
& 
f) Sin here actually & Iy. 
g) From any sins after Adorn, men don't 
die physically - This already done in 
Adorn first. 
h) If a man sins, all previous righteousness 
avails nothing. Guilty of murder? No 
relief to prove you ore not a thief. 
'i ) The very fact there was sin I shows there 
. was some type of low - since sin isa 
violation of low. 
,;" ...... ",<:> to aCCount. 
C. No Law 
1. It means revealed & positive and none 
punished before Moses - neither could 
Gentile be afterward. Yet he had a law 
1 :32. Says means where it is not known -
like babies & idiots - Macknight. 
2. Law clarifies & stimulates sinful impulses. 

one. 
our ,.,"" ... ."..W\,.,. 
no on us 
force spent in this life. 
7. Figure comes 16X in NT. 
8. Whot obout Adorn's first sin that mode it 
possible to be inherited thot exempts us 
from inheriting the second? - if it reflects 
in our personal gui It. 
9. If baby born with Adorn's sin, later con-
verted & become a Christian, is he for-
giving Adorn's sin? If so, why does he 
die? Does God turn around & punish a 
man for the sin he has forgiven by allowing 
him to die which is penalty for AdOrn's sin? . 
10. Simi Iijy<Je; likel}.ess 
100+ Class - 4/1/85 & 4/14/85 
, : 1 
If we were 
reason Adam was imperfectly 
B. Death Reigned. 
1. Guilt or personal righteousness is not 
transferable but the consequence of such is. · 
2. All subjects given to the enemy. 
3. The one - Adom. 
• 1 Cor. 15 :45 
47 
1 Tim • .2:13 "for Adam was lstformed, then Even 
. C. A II men to condemnoti on • 
: IV. Now the Bright Si de. 
A. Much more. 
1. Expr'esses high degree of certainty. 
2. Excels. 
1-
2. Reign wi in H~'Mv""n 
3. All possible only by Christ. 
4. If one sin brought so much deoth who can 
see the full power of Christ's blood who 
bri ngs nu Iii fi cati on of so mu ch more? 
5. Jesus is shrouded in glory - Grace abounds. 
6. Christ was more than a life given;· he was 
the life; a way - shower, the way; a truth 
sayer, the Truth. 
7. As in the O. T. our sacrifice must be 
perfect; ~ithout blemish. 
8. 1st man doubted word of God; 2nd man 
could n.ot be led to doubt it. 
9. He is the ideal of God's man as the 
fulfi lIer of God's purposes. 
B 
it come 
to 
VI. A.nd he goes bock to 'victory. 
A. Righteousness 
1. If we dislike accepting one sin hurting us, 
we much more like to see one righteousness 
blessing us. 
2. He was the perfect offering. 
B. Free Gift 
1 • Gift of justifi cation is the center part of 
sentence to condemnation. 
2. We do not earn it. 
3. Itls for all men - Christ died for all - made 
no distinction. 
5. Justification in order nature is before 
sanctifi cation & the couse later of 
sanctification. 
6. One life comesby the fall, another life 
comes by fai th • 
7. We better understand our spiritual wealth 
when we compare it wi th our former povert)( 
8. The width of influence is frightening - . 
Adorn's & Christ's go on & on. 
VII. A Final Contrast 
A. One man 
1. Adorn 
2. Sum of comparison stated. 
c. 
1 • Constituted sinner. 
2. Set down, place, ordain, appoint. 
3. Adam was not made a sinner; he actually 
was one. 
4. Past tense (was made) 
Future tense (shall be made righteous) 
5. Guilt or personal righteousness not trans-
ferrable but the consequence of such is. 
6. God does not say he he made them sinners. 
7. Made:::: i nsta II, instate. 
D. Obedi ence of One 
1. Paul repeats it so often he really wants us 
to see it! 
2. Obedience of Christ - his death for our 
sins. 
soul, 
I not 
6. Many::: the whole human race. 
7. Constitute never means to Cause 0 person 
; be whothe is not f but precisely what he is. 
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Didn't enter to prevail. 
3. Sin did not increase in volume -only in em 
identifiable nUl1lericalness. 
4. In one sense it led to a multiplication of 
sins. 
5. Law showed every man a hopeless sinner. 
6. Gui It increases when you know you break 
a law. 
7. Law puts the ruler by the line to determine 
straightness. 
8. Entered = came in beside supervene; to 
come to something additional. In classical 
Greek to introduce with the notion of 
secrecy. 
9 not on item 
lust see it better. 
B. The Abounding Offense 
1. Does law have a tendency to excite & 
incr~se sin? 
1 
2. Abound used only here & 2 Cor. ]:4 one 
said. 
3. Judiasm does not recognize that ~the law 
was to see transgression revealed~. 
III. Sin Abounds - Grace Did Much~ More Abound 
A. Of all things unfair it'sthat we can be saved-
we don't earn it. 
B. Moses reveals the effects of Adam's sin;Christ 
removed them. < 
C. IISuper Incr'ease" - only here & 2 Cor. 7:4. 
c. SI n reigned - past tense - need not reign any 
longer for converted man. 
D. Merit of Christ's blood greater than demerit 
of Adam's. 
E. Grace offers pardon even where i tis never 
accepted. 
F. Sin's reign shows: 
1. Usurpation - God only rightful ruler. 
2. Rebellion - opposition to God. 
3. Unnatural - contrary to right. 
4. Despotic - compels. 
5. T yranni ca I & Oppressive. 
6. Deceitful. 
7. Powerfully supported (Robinson). 


it 
a) Power Baptism. 
b) Now servants of Christ. 
c) From former experi ence si n is evi I &. we 
now blush at its continuance. 
4. Thomas says we are now to find what kind of 
life is the justified to live. He says the past· 
answer now deo Is with the present. 
, 5. He further says the theme is 111 ow overcome 
sin" -- sanctification. 
6. And justification is gate through which we 
enter way of holiness - we are now 
interested in the way - not the gate. 
7. Laurin says we nowconsider qt. of personal 
triumph. We see how sin affects the 
believer's life. 
1 
II. the Big Question 
A. Shall we continue in Sin that Grace may 
abound? 
1. Continue 
a) Keep committing sin. 
b) Sin would make God more merciful in 
appearance - therefore do it. 
c) Abide, remain like a guest who stays. It 
carries idea of social intercourse & 
cordial relations •. 
d) Difficulty comes in knowing what faith 
is - it is not just mental ascent but a 
personal relation to Christ. It is trust, 
obedience, love that leads to holiness. 
B. 
dec lares it. 
Indignant denial. 
Shortest negative in authorized version. 
Both proof & protest comes to our continuing 
in si n. 
7~ Any theory that advances sin is wrong! 
III. The Contrast: Dead to Si n - live in It? 
A. Dead to Sin 
1 • We di e before baptism. 
2. It's taken for granted we still are. 
3. We no longer commit it (yet not absolute). 
4. It is a rule, wrth exceptions. 
5. True repentance demands we forsake sin & 
accompany this determination of, mind by 
acts. 
o 
1. 
newness. 
I can't is to deceive 
say I need not sin is to state a divine privilege. 
12. Changed from dead in to dead to - it does 
not say si ni.s deap in us. 
13. Death = separation. 
14. Pell said a dead merchant is out of business. 
15~ Died - AORIST - particular event of the 
past. 
16. Godet "Christian's break with sin is gradual 
in its realization but absolute & conclusive 
in its principle. 
B. Can It Life any Longer Therei n 
1. Our defeat c9uld lie in ignorance of facts. 
2 • He'll ask - know you not- where does God 
ever bless or use ignorance - only knowledge 


- so 
II. We are bapti zedi nto Chri sf. 
A. About this baptism: 
1. GK. aorist tense - baptized once - not to 
be repeated. 
2. All blessings are in Christ and baptism is 
gate to reach them. 
3. Thus shows transition baptism brings and 
permancyof it. 
4. One said it's like natural birth - does not 
give life but rather the privi lege of 
enjoyi ng j t. 
5. Repeat: a past act I completed at once. 
6. Wesley: close of one period & the beginning 
of another. 
I come ,into Him I might live unto 
The seal of believer's exodus & deliverance 
from bondag e of ~i n • 
2. It demands watchfu Iness & constant 
recognition of my union with Christ. 
3. What do we find in Christ? 
. Eph. 1:7 - Remission of Sins 
Col. 1:14 - Remission of Sins 
! 2 Cor. 1 :20 - Promises 
D. Baptized into Death 
1. We reach the benefits of his death. 
2. We are dedicated or bound to Christ as our 
leader as Hebrews to Moses in cloud 
I Cor. 10 - (Barnes). 
a someone or something. 
5. Mati on from (impli ed) and (expressed) 
as a Iways there., 
6. Immersed into his name means same as into 
Christ since name stands for the person. 
7. Implies moral, not, physical,inahility to 
continue in sin. 
a. We become one in Christ, so that,what He 
did, ':IVe do ,.. thus both of us dead to former 
state. 
9. Burial signifies existing death. 
10. Burial used signifying death as complete; 
resurrection used also to signify a new life. 
iH see 
rebe Hi ous chi Idofdevil) • 
4. Barnes said it alludes to immersion. 
5. Main impart notrto teach immersion but it 
surely does so in a secondary sense. if What 
do you plan to do tomorrow? II III plan to 
go to libraryll. Main point - plan; 
secondary - library but can we ignore it? 
6. Wesley said lIalludes to (mdent manner 
of baptizing by immersion II. 
7. In it we pass from thi s world into Chri st; or 
into subjection to His will. 
8. When crudfied we put to death our old 
sinfuLappetites & desires - bury. 
water 
dosed over his 1 it was Ii being 
buried in a grave. Baptism symbolical 
like 9ying an9 rising again. The man 
died tp one kind of life & rose to another 
kind of life. 
10. Ruckert tilt means stri1etly to immerse 
into Christ ll • 
11. 5prinklirgcame from Catholics. 
12. Itls not same as circumcision- if so why i 
baptize females. 
13. Infant baptism makes it a matter of works~ 
14. It is total immersion into the bath of 
baptism - Lange. 
fictionary dream. 
6. Jesus ispattern ... he died" buried, rose, 
died no more. We do too; quit following 
sin • 
• Raised - Glory - Walk - Newness 
1. If united to Christ in one part (burial) 
. must also the other (resurrection). 
2. GlOry - the circumstance - that led to use _I 
of power in raising Christ. . 
3. Walk 
a) To live; mode of living changed. 
b) Now live to Christ. 
new h y. If we 
we are ashamed .21) & 
forget our purging (2 Pet. 1 :9) 
d) Jesus raised -, he cou Id not live life he 
formerly did - neither can we. 
e) For the stream to be sweet the spring 
must be. 
f) Christ is the new life element. 
5. The picture in baptism points 2 ways, 
backward to Christ's death & burial and 
to our death to sin; forward to Christ's 
resurrection from the dead & to our new 
life pledged by coming out of the watery 
grave to walk on the other side of the 
baptismal grave - Burger. 







one 
b) Growth together. 
c) Justified are regarded as righteous; 
not made righteous. 
3. "Planted II used o~ Iy here - have been 
form~ together. 
4. Our loyalty grows stronger 8. attachment 
deeper as we discover more fully what it is 
to be in Christ - comes from figure of 
grafting - we have grown together. Shoot 
grafted into parent grows gradually -
Interpreters. 
5. To grow up together with vital union --
like Siamese twins. 
6. We die to sin, He died for sin. 
3. 
4. In waterman is 
to come to 
5. He arose from the dead that we might begin 
to live in d new condition animated by his 
risen life. 
6. Expositors calls baptism a submersion. 
7. This passage cannot be understood unless it 
be borne in mind that the primative baptism 
was by immersion - Congbeare &. Howson. 
III. The Old Man of Sin 
A. What is it? 
B. 1st notice - "we know II. Children of Israel 
looked at Red Sea &. knew Pharoah was dead -
we a Iso know. 
stQ ••• '~tto si n • 
instrument of sin. 
3. ~,i&<s:timt<>~fii;nstFvm~l;~f'S+n. 
4. "The seU as the origination of the sinful 
impulse inherent in the flesh. II - Dodd 
nga 
receives from parents, 
community, experience - Gutzke. 
9. ~fj:a;l'iJ.*~_~~~,s~i~'~S';f"mdy;1S~¢ofue 
v~fele+;~f0:ltffllii;ap~'f~ • 
10. We are to destroy sinful nature; otherwise, 
it will us. 
1. Dead man, physically, can't sin. We buried 
in Christ are free from sin. 
2. Those died - released from sin .;JL;~J,&~~ 
c;L~~",,,,;u:eefrom hi s m.aster • 
3 .;.~~~_*;iI'i!_Ji. 
Christ. 
3. live a life of service to Him. 
4 •• ~~~~~~.~~~~~~~"~W~~~ 
-
1. Brought out from among the dead. 
2. Left dead sti II in the grave. 
B._l.{.i~" 
1. Otk@F§Mf"df~e'Ct,q8t@tf~om'7""'~".t~. 
2. ASi'~~fS'+'~Aw+th~'~~m'/l'~' of si n he 
als<>'~uam,,~we,,"(ef1W*ath • 
Heb. 9:221tAnd almost allt~ings are by the law purgedll 
5. No more di sturbed by it. 
:Heb. 12:3"For consider him tint endured such contradid! 
1 • c~",i~tl'iml'wMt~~tfflterrgr~!"b,;!§fW'tCf God 
2. Different tenses in V. 5 & 8 - believer has 
already died but Hving is still future. 
3. Chl"m~!,!AJtfEr;~ev~'~crt~~A4'&A!wf •• ;K{'ff:'@'G<t. 
4·~~~~~.l~.~~M~~~*~~~~~u 
5. Read 
Ps. 16:11 
Ps. 21:4 
In. 17:5 
3 .4.i~.fi.iI~tM~t 
fl 4°==5:::; 
6. We present ourselves alive unto God & 
expect to be used in His service. 
bes 
7. As He died to separate us from sin, He also 
gave us the privilege of sharing this life of 
devotion with God. 
sin. 
a) Sin must not conquer. 
b) ber: 
we not let it keep reigning. 
c) Obey carries idea of listenin heeding. 
d) in his 
: Phil. 2:12 I1Wherefore,mJybeloved, as ye havealwaysll J 
B. Body is'mortal. 
1. Made wi 
2. when they 
or 
1 

choose to place it. 
d) Man presents himself - always free. 
e) Sin hds no rigHt to be your Master. 
f) Emphasis is on the Jlwere II • 
g) Good to recall our former condition. 
'Isa. 51 :l l1Hearken to me,ye that follow after righteousn 
h) Do we not do this at the Lord's supper:? 
B. You have obeyed from the Heart that Form of 
doctrine delivered you. 
1. Obedience 
a) To be pardoned need obedience from the 
heart thus obedi ence is in order to 
iusti fi cati on. 
gospel. 
b) Teaches baptism but not exclusively. 
c) Mould - put in mould by baptism. 
d) Obeyed mould of doctrine into which ye 
were cast at baptism. (Macknight) 
e) We conform as liquid metal does to shape 
of the mou Id. 
f) Ethical implication of apostolic 
instruction. (Corley) 
g) You wholeheartedly obeyed the form of 
teaching to which ye were commi tted. 
(Expositors) 
h) Expositors says term that describes this 
is righteousness. 
master 
rea 
to go by OUf own standard. 
d) We are one or other type of bondage. 
Ps. 116: 16 110 Lord, tru Iy I pm they servant; II 
e) They are not on the same plane though. 
2. Became servants of Righteousness. 
a) Bond service forbids divided servitude. 
(Wesley) 
b) A change of masters makes a complete 
difference to the slave since he is 
completely owned. 
c) No such thing as being free from sin & 
being neutral. (Gutzke) 
d) A slave's former owner has no authority 
over the slave. 


I . 
- or to 
Satan. 
4. Aren't you ashamed of what once you did? 
a) Shame pinpoifilts a change has occurred .. 
b) Also if it was of no benefit &. you are 
now ashamed why return to such behavi«j 
c) Just because you are under Goe/'s favor 
is no excuse to sin. 
d) Before conversion you made no effort to 
serve 2 masters - why try it now. 
e) To be ashamed of sin is a painful yet 
grad ous experi ence of life. 
f) Repeat - do you like to hear people talk 
about how bad they once were? 
g) We never fu Ily rid ourselves of the 
memory of sin. 
B 
No compromise 
c) Ye have = action in progress. 
d) You have now & keep on having. 
e) Avoid grapes of gall. 
Deut. 32:32 i 
f) Holiness in principle leads to holiness in 
practice. 
4. End is everlasting life - quite a contrast 
in these verses •. 
III. Pay Day 
A. Wages of Sin is Death. 
B. Gift of God is Eternal life - thru Jesus. 
IV. Wages 
A. Defined 
1. Rations issued soldiers - what he earned, 
deserved. 
B. 
one 
1 death. 
2. These wages never reduced. 
3. God never tolerates sin. 
4. Sin pays hard wages (God gives gifts - no 
reward ever earrled.) 
5. Sin's service is heavy slavery. 
6. Know - after death, judgement & penalty 
inflicted. 
7. Sin's a faithful paymaster. 
8. Not a pain inflicted sinner does not deserve: 
9. Every sinner in hell has been treated fairlY.1 
10. Man never more horrified than to think 
he's goi ng to get what he deserves. 
C. Death is reward. 
1. Only promise sin makes. 
2. Satan has nothing else to give. 
thru Jesus. 
the taste 
6, 7 
4. Christ has our interest at heart. 
John 8:34 1'\NhosoevBr com{"itteth sin is the "serv .of sin 
5. Provisions for.our life are made not by 
" ourselves Quf by Jesus. 
6. Enjoy life thru merits of Jesus 8. in union 
with Him. 
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I it seems 
et.:r:ii::t}t' 
It begins with IIno condemnafion,lI ends with 
tlno separation ", with IInO defeat ll in between. 
Thomas also swiped by Laurin. 
F. II Shows the gospel cou Id do what the law 
cou Id not do Ii - Btlrnes. 
G. "In these verses Pau I almost indudes the entire 
Christ!~n system: 1) God & his purpose; 
2)thrTst's tife,.& death; 3) Spirit's presence & 
power; 4) seriousness of sin; 5) Manis deliverarQ! 
6) failure of legal righteousness; 7) new status . 
given believer; 8) Re.¢o~GiHatlon 9) the 
resurrection ll - Interpreter1s Bible. 
can It in it. 
thl'< ... ",tn .. ", no danger of si n 
winning. 
C. This chapter is a sUl1,lmation of all that's been 
previovsly established 1 now no grounds for 
condemnation. 
D. The gospel is complete - secure against sin of 
the future as well as the past. If you sin, repen 
and get forgiveness. 
E. Blessings are restricted to those in Christ. 
F. There is no condemnation unless sin remains 
unrepented of at death. 
fll. The Conclusion; The Condition; The Conditioner. 
. A. The Conclusion - No Condemnation. 
1. GK for II No II very emphatic - no sort of -
not even one! 
8. Condemnation - no ,punishment following 
sentence - pena i ,servitude. 
9. No grounds for condemnation since borne 
by Jesus. 
B. The Condition: Walk not after the Flesh but 
after the Spiri t. 
1. 1st walking. 
a) Action. 
b) Most perfect form of movement. 
c) Means to live or conduct self according 
to a standard. 
d) Walk after ::: in harmony with each 
program. 
II 
d) 8X used - Hendri eken 
Holy Spirit. 
e) Christ'sspirit ,& God IS spirit used inter-
changeable a~d thus will show Christ is 
thought of as fu Ily di vi ne. 
f) Chapter 7 menti ons "III 30X I Chapter 8, 
only 2. Holy Spirtt mentioned 21X in 
this chapter - only .1 X in Chapter 7, says 
Laurin. More X in this chapter than any 
in Bible. 
g) Remember some things the Holy Spirit 
. does. 
John 3:6 "That which is born of the flesh is flesh II 
:Gal. 5:25 Jllf we live in the Spirit, let us also walk ll 
,Eph. 1: 14 JlWh ich is the earnest of our i nhed tance II 
5. Preposition "in Christl! denotes an altered 
state. 
6. No other religion has so intimate a 
connection. 
7. Our safety is not by chance but by choice. 
8. Only way out of Chapter 7 and into 
Chapter 8 is in Christ. 
9. Hendri cksen says 3 errors of today: 
a) Ignore Jesus & push we a" are brothers. 
b) Ignore God & push on Iy Jesus. 
c) Pay attention only to charismatic gifts 
of the Spirit. 
the 
away, that all things 
bec:oITle new, and that myoId, 
rn ..... w't: nature, the old was 
gone. 
But I found out, after ",,,, .. ,,,,,,,<>, 
Christ for Ii few mom;n.s, 
on 

II. 
~~~~~ •• ;ii.!:~~~';~t;;;h or 
it. 
2. It is cd~.~t~r~ll' on your part. 
3. It of course shall encourage your 
walk after the Spirit. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
yours to have. 
th~+;;!0;~se~veS:"'eQ,u9f;lmnaUpn for 
t~~.js ; h~j£~.Qes n'0t say there, 
is",i~(70~J'os.s or,~ffliction to, them 
fo~~~~~e m,aji.be.;hut he says no 
cO~~Hati()n. (Henry) 
6. It is the u~.!lJ'P.l#tlege and 
c~t for those in Christ that 
there is no condemnation. 
7 T~_~ t ~,~~..-. . .l.~_iC;.1J.s , our CJ;~jfh~.j·i, ,'i ge , 
p~~ from the avenger by 
his blood. 
8. Ple~"ttfo'S'er'1ft·fUl'l~t Jesus 
areh0'l'f'lo~~z!Q.~·wnom>this blessing 
i~~?~{f1tea1fied . 
9. No condemnation, rather those with 
wh_'!'.A_t"'iI!l:i~~~~Y::~~$:~D;4 
(Matt. 17: 5) . 
F. 
G*~.~~j 
1. nregenera 
2. Carry out things dictated by the 
flesh. 
3. Sinful, hostile to God, insubordinate 
to His law, no effort to please God--
ends in death. 
III.~t~;W~ 
1. Guided by things of the Holy Spirit. 
2. Holy, Righteous 
3. Peace, Joy 
4. Interests all in harmony with God--
Holy, Harmless, Undefiled was 
Jesus. 
4. 
:10 
2 Cor 5:21 
v. 
4. C~ndemned sin that the righteousness 
of the law might be fulfilled in us. 
5. We are not to mind things of the 
flesh but of Spirit. 
a) We estaffIi'sff our mind-set. 
b) I1iViflg in world of self cannot 
please God. 
c. 
L 
2 ~ 
3. 
~71'1;:1 
('~ \ Q,'ct,---_/v'\ri I v . 
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to dol 
II. let1s look at vorious things: 
First, the Law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus 
that frees man. ! 
A. This needs defining. 
1. Lipscomb said it1s the low given by the 
Spirit tnru :which life comes. 
2. Law guides man & leads man into channels 
where God can bless him. 
3. Law here regarded as his will for us to have 
union with Christ. 
4. Thomas says it shows salvati on by grace 
given before it requires, whereas by law 
comes only after done all requirements. 
12. Winters says 3 laws-here it means law of 
Christ, gospel. ~ 
B. Its. accomplishment is to set us free.;;t 
1. It is. a past act & not a reoccurring one. 
2. Law freed me in Christ, not meaning that 
life is in Christ, says Lard. 
3. We are freed from the predominating 
i nf luence & contro I of si n • 
4. Erdman says this freedom refers to -
a) Past sins. 
b) Possessi on of si nfu I nature. 
c) Possibility of overcoming sin. 
5. Pu rpit Com. states it refers to time when 
Christian became possessed of Spirit of life. 
at once. 
Weakness of the law - Flesh. 
A. God's Jaw is perfect - man is. the imperfection.' 
1. It was weak relatively thru the flesh of those 
under it. 
2. It could only deliver when kept perfectly 
by man. 
3. No man ever did this - (except Jesus). 
4. It provided no escape. 
B. Weak via flesh. 
1. lipscomb taught Moses sought to control 
flesh instead of heart. 
V. Emanci~tio~!. 
A. God s.em his Son. . 
1. Let;s te II what God has done and not devis~ 
our own scheme of redemption. . 
1. 1st see he IS God IS Son. 
2. 2nd he ·come in the sinful 
a) Not in sinful flF3sh - he is sinless.. 
b) Not in likeness offlesh- he is real. 
c) Flesh not sinful of itself else JesllS 
sinned - he was a man •. 
,1 Tim. 2:5 11 For ther.e is one God I and one mediator bet •. 
Heb. 2: 14 'IForasmuch then as the chUdret:l are partakers 
. 2: 17"Wherefore in all things it behoved himH 
d) When Adam & Eve first made th'ey had all 
that belongs toman. Sin entered as a 
foreign element. Sin no more a part of 
your nature than dust in your eye -
Whiteside. 
e) Christ born holy. 
3. 
neutral. 
made by man. 
Once sin enters delicate balance ruined 
and servant becomes master. 
e) $0 dieiy (his Son) incarnation (in like-
ness of) atonement (for sin). 
4. Not in srnful flesh - but likeness of sinful 
man. 
5. Not in likeness of flesh lest it convey doceti~ 
idea & deny real humaniiy of Jesus. 
V I. Jesus Came for Sin. 
A. Jesu~ was sent for 'sin- to put it away! He 
executed it. 
1. He was the Sacrifice. 
John 1 :29 
over man 
or 
b) Actual sin committed under influence of 
flesh. lard says latter meaning only. 
2. How did he do itf 
a) Never, yi e Ided tho tem pted • 
b) Maintained sinlessness. 
c) We could resist if we would - therefore 
we are without excuse. 
3 .We will not resist, not cannot -- for if we 
couldn't it would be no sin - we are not 
raped by the Devi I . 
4. How further is it condemned? 
2 Cor. 5:21 II For he had made him to be sin for us ll 
1 Pet. 2:24 11Who his own self bare our sins in his own II , 
Isa. 53: 4-6 " 
2. Justification ac~omplished 
case, not within us. (Lard) 
in us. 
3. Demands of the law a loving obedience to 
God. 
Lu. lO:27 l1Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all" 
4. RSV uses just requirements instead of 
righteousness. 
5. A righteous life is accomplished not thru 
law but thru grace. 
6. New law gives: 
a) Life not death. 
b) Spirit not flesh • 
c) Freedom not captivi ty. 
d) Inspiration not coercion. 
two man. 
2. Flesh-'\ACIlk bysin. 
3. Spirit - obey constant desire to do right. 
{Lard says here his spirit of man}. 
4. Flesh -life is self-controled - egotism!. 
5. Spirit Walk 
a) Father service of Grace 
Christ - channel 
Holy Spirit - agent 
b) New direction and tone. 
c) Spirit rules in those who are his. 
'1 Cor. 3:16t1Know ye not that ye are the temple of God 
d) Wishes of Spirit revealed by Word. 
e) He makes possible power of holy living, 
h ope of eterna I glory. 
f) Our relief comes from the Godhead itself. . 




3. Carna Ii ty is death. 
I Tim. 5:6 "But she that liveth in pleasure is dead whii 
4. Men break the law of God & feel nothing_ 
5. They hate the people of God. 
6. They despise the attributes of God - goodness, 
peace I mercy. 
,I, •• 13:'11 nAnd I will punish the world for th.ir evil, 
7. Men reiect salvption's offer. 
I. Te be spiritually minded is life & peace. 
1. I hgve the favor of God, the welfare of my.' 
& fhe concern for eternity. 
2. Soint is always about his fathef), busi~ •• -
3,. S,irHuality giv<es pe;sce. '. 
~. God has a holy interest in our we~,,*,~. 
$. 
C. I have an either/or proposition. 
1. No similarity between life & death. 
I06(j~~dUu.JP~ 1-':<4-17 
1~~7-lo-"7 . 
L __ 
\. 
• 
\. 
Vatican on Today's Morals: 
"MANY WONDER WHAT THEY 
MUST STILL HOLD AS TRUE" 
A strong stand against "permissiveness" 
in sex is reaffirmed by the Catholic Church 
in a January 12 statement from Rome. Ex-
cerpts follow from a "Declaration on Certain 
Questions Concerning Sexual Ethics"..;..... 
bility of children. What is represented to be conjugal love is 
not able, as it absolutely should be, to develop into paternal 
and maternal love. Or, if it does happen to do so, this will be 
to the detriment of the children, who will be deprived of 
the stable environment in which they ought to develop in 
order to find in it the way and the means of their insertion 
into society as a whole. The consent given by people who 
wish to be united in marriage mu,st therefore be manifested 
externally and in a manner which makes it valid in the eyes 
In the present period, the cor,ruptionof morals has in- of society. As far ~s the faithful are concerned, their consent 
creased, and one of the most serious indications of this to ·the setting up of a community of conjugal life must be 
, corrlJptipn is the unbridledexalta;t~on of sex. Moreover,. expressed according to the laws of the Church. It is a 
t}il'ongh the means of soeial communfca~ionahd through; '. consent which .fuakes their marriage a sacrament of Christ, 
. ' ~iJblic' e~te:l'tainl:nei1t, this corruption lias ,rc:l~ched thEl poiUt> 
QEiinvadirrgtliefield ofeducatton' and·of infecting the' At the prese:Qt,time there are those who, basing theme 
general mentality; . . . . . .,' ,.. '" •. , selv¢s on observations in the psychological order,hllve 
As a r8stilt, in the course of a few years,te~chiIIgs,:oio'ra1., begun fo judge indulgently, and even to exCUse completely, 
criteria and modes of living hitherto faithfu,fly prese'rverl.". hmno:5exual relatioj1s between certain people. This they do 
have been very milch unsettled, eyeh'arno.rig ChtiSt1\ins." . in, '" ,PP,. P',O, ,Si"t, ion ,~' ' th, e constant teacping of the Magisterium 
There are many peoplc:l today who, being confronted with [the Church's eaching authority invested in the Pope and 
so'many widespread opinions opposed fo the teaching bishops]andto he moral sense of;the Christian people. 
which theyreceiwd from the Church, have come to woU'- ~ A distinction draWn, and it! seems with some reason, 
der what they must still hold as true. The Church cannot bet:w:e~ hOmOSe~alS whose teqdency comes from, a false 
remain indifferent to this confusion of minds and relaxation:' education, from a ack of normal sexual development; from 
of morals. It is a question, in fact, of a matter which is of the habit, from bad exa pIe, or frorP other similar causes, and is 
utmost importance both for the personal lives of Christians transitory or at lea~not incu:ifable, and homosexuals who 
and for the social life of our time. . . . " are definitively such because of some kind of innate instinct 
The people of our time are more and more convinced or a pathological con itution jpdged to be incurable. 
that the human person's dignity and vocation demaud that In regard to this se nd ca~goryof subjects, some people 
they should discover, by the light of their own intelligence, conclude that their te~enc)/ is so natural that it justifies in 
the values innate in their nature; that they should cea,seless- their case homosexual r latiQns within a sincere communion 
ly develop these values and realize them in their lives, in of life and love analog us/ to marriage, in so far as such 
order to achieve an ever greater development. In moral homosexuals feel incapa e/of enduring a solitary life. 
matters 'man cannot make value judgments according to his In the pastoral field, tIl e homosexuals must certainly be 
personal whim. . . . treated with understand' g and sustained in the hope of 
Today there are many who vindicate the right to sexual 
union before marriage,at least in those cases where a firm 
intention to marry and an affection which is already in some 
way conjugal in the psychology of the subjects require this 
completion, which they judge to be connatural. This is 
especially the case when the celebration of the marriage is 
impeded by circumstances or when this intimate relation-
ship seems necessary in order for love to be preserved. 
This opinion is contrarY to Christian doctrine, which 
states that every genital act must be within the framework 
of marriage. However firm the intention of those who 
practice such premature sexual relations may be, the fact 
remains that these relations cannot insure, in sincerity and 
fidelity, the interpersonal relationship between a man and a 
woman, nor especially can they protect this relationship 
from whims and caprices. . . . 
Experience teaches us that love must find its safeguard in 
the stability of marriage if sexual intercourse is truly to 
respond to the requirements of its own finality and to those 
of human dignity. These requirements call for a c.onjugal 
contract sanctioned and guaranteed by society~a contract 
which establishes a state of life of capital importance both 
for, the exclusive union of the man and the woman and for 
the good of their family and of the human community. 
Most often, in fact, premarital relations exclude the possi-
56 
overcoming their perso difficulties and their inability to 
fit into society. Their c bility will be judged with pru-
dence. But no pastor m thod can be employed which 
would give qloral jus .. cati n to these acts on the grounds 
that they would be c nson t with the condition of such 
people. For, ,accordin to th objective moral order, homo-
sexual relations are ts whi h lack an essential and indis-
pensable finality. In acred ripture they are condemned 
as a serious depravit and ev presented as' the sad conse-
quence of rejecting God. Thi judgment of Scripture does 
not, of course, per it us to onclude that all those who" 
suffer from this a maly are ersoI).ally responsible for it, 
but it does attest to the fac that homosexual acts are 
intrinsically disord red and can no case be approved of. 
e that masturbation con-
stitutes a grave ften called into doubt or 
expressly denied oday. It is said hat psychology and soci-
ology show that i is a normal phe omenon of sexual devel-
opment, especia among the you g. It is stated that there 
is real and seriou fault only in the easure that the subject 
deliberately ind ges in solitary pI sure closed in on self . 
("ipsation"), bec use in this case th~ act would indeed be 
radically oppose to the loving communion between per-
sons of differen sex which some hold is what is principally 
sought in the use of the sexual faculty. 
o u.s. NEWS & WORLD REPORT. Jan. 26. 1976 
.I , 
su 
e) It be! 
f) Can IJ please God. 
2. Spirit devotees. . 
a) Spiritually minded. 
b) Life. 
c) Peace. 
d) Spirit of God indweUs. 
II. About the Flesh Minded Folk. 
A. Lit. IIthat are according to flesh". 
1. Attend = mind, pursue, !;Jive attention, 
devoted to. 
2. Some fleshly desires OK but we want all 
desires entertained I thus sin. -
3. How do you mind things of flesh? 
Gal. 5;19-21 
B 
reject what God offers. 
1 Tim. 5:6"She that liveth in pleasure is dead whiie she 
D. Enmity Against God,. 
1 • Charts a course of conduct. 
2. Hosti Ie I hatred. 
3. Flesh enemy of God. 
4. Men break his law without feeling. 
5. They hate the people of God • 
6. They hate God's attribptes - peace & mercy .i 
Iso. 13:1 PI will punish the world for their evil tl 
E. Not Subject to Law of God - can't be - can't 
please God I . 
1 • Itls always a person attending flesh. 
2. Can't attend flesh & obey God at same 
time. 
ngs 
does 
9. Admitted we presentfy have .drawoocks 
the flesh (v-18) but must persevere regard-
less -- keep trying. You can give yourself 
to this. 
III. Th i ngs of the Spirit. 
A. Spiritually minded. 
1. Involved in hol.y interest. 
2. Try always to do right. 
3. Do things of the Spirit. 
Ga1. :22"The fruit of the Spirit is love,joy,peace" 
4. In spirit means under dominion of one's 
own resources. 
5. Chr istian reaches for the most instead of 
content with the I east. 
c 
us 
by the Spirit - all above Lard • 
• Jesus cleanses the temple of our heart so 
Holy Spirit can dwell there. 
7. We have in us the Spirit which is life but 
also a body clinging tous whlchis death· 
stricken. 
8. There is power tliruthe indwelling Spirit. 
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reckoned as • 
c) Body doomed to die - it is said to be 
now what it is sure to be hereafter. 
d) Sin cause of this predicted death. 
2. The Spirit is life because of righteousness. 
a) We are.alive here and hereafter. 
b) We live unless we apostatize. 
c) Holiness is the purpose.of the 
incarnation. 
d) Holiness consists in righteousness - the 
just requirements of the law. 
e) Purpose - to fulfill righteousness in us. 
f) We are set free from law as a way of 
acceptation but obliged . to keep the 
way of holiness. 
reSlJrrecti on. 
2. Lard says we wi II get identical body 
spiri tua Ily endowed. 
3. I believe a divine seed which even in the 
grave will burst forth to beautifu I life. 
4. If God can make us out of dust he can 
resurrect. 
5. The godly rise by the power of Christ as a 
mediator; the wicked as a judge. 
6. We are fascinated by things alive. 
7. Life is a thi ng of growth & deve lopment • 
8. We are born again then walk paths of 
progress. 


1 "But 
I means 
Is (V. 10) 
Boles - are 
Must abide in doctrine (2 In 9) • 
I In. 4: 13 ilHereby know we that we dwell him, 
I Cor. 6: 19 "What? know ye not that your body is 
Acts 5:32 IIA we are his witnesses of these things; 
Eph. IIln also ore builded together for oi 
B. 
or hearing 
Acts 3:23 Acts 5:32 
Con'tbe indifferent to word &. receive spirit. 
C. Yet HS a personality -word the instrum~nt. 
. instrument is not the agent. 

entrance. 
account to is 
that are have crucified 
5. We need to soti sfy body but not lusts. 
B. Flesh brings death. 
1 • We get nothing by sin but shame. 
2. Mof'.e YOIJ pay flesh, more in arrears to 
God. 
3. ,Just 2 eterna I states & we prepare for them. 
C. Mortify deeds of the body. 
1. IIBy exercise of your will and aid of the 
.Holy Spirit you put to death sinful 
practic~s 'of the flesh & thus live II -
, (McGarvey). 
2. We don't eradicate flesh but mortify. 
3. Girl said Paul kept under his body by 
keepi ng sou I on top. 
l, 
4. Either you or sin must die. 
5. Note the use of deeds - it acts. 
6. Exercis~ self - work out o~n salvation. 
7. To live is to die; to die is. to live. 
8. Crucify. 
bal. 5:24 11 They that are Christ's have crucified the fl. ' 
I 9. Fight sin by: , , 
I I " a) Moderate use of creatu~es in those things: 
I which in their own nature are' lawful. 
I D) Prayer and f~sti ng • 
I cYAct of faith in death of Christ. 
i 10. Be satisfied with nothfng shprt of death 
I of sin. 
I 111. Domo/tify = present time. 
I 12. Morti fy on Iy here and 
ot. 3:5 "Mortify therefore your meml~rs which are 11 
L 
a) U'tera lIy' 'to be in the pl-o,cess of death, 
as an ~rm decays - only by severing .' , 
CCln body live. 
b) If religion is worth anything it's worth 
everything. , 
13. Plato sard soul of man liKe a chariot drawn 
by 2 horses; one white" broken, wef! 
m<:,noged, wanting to pult 'to heaven -
other black, evil, unmanageable, trying 
to lead us to he II. 
14. Mortification is IIruthless rejection of all 
. practi ceS we know to be Wrong II - Stott. 


Id 
can't find way to 9 
.Divini can't complete walk without 
Him - Clark. 
6. We will die not withstanding of our 
redemption lest we walk after the Spirit -
we can apostatize. 
7. Led = voluntary submission. 
8. Disastrous to submit to mistaken obligations .. 
9. Life is more than physical. 
10. What is we spend money for pleasure when 
we have legal debts? Or talents wherever 
but not for God? 
11. We are reasonable creatures - willing to be: 
led. . 
~. 
12. Picture of dangling. haher not tight dray 
rope. I1My name is on the church book 
vs here I am, 'send mer If 
13. How led? ' 
a) By'word. 
Prov. 6:22-23 
, Ps. 119:10511Thy'word is a lamp unto my feet" 
: 133 110rd~r my steps in . fhy. word" 
b) By prayer. 
c) By minds - argument, instruction of 
others.' . ' 
d) Persuasion - not force. 
14. Can you hav!! a more exciting guide? 
15. Spirh leads - Devil drives. 
16. Spirit leads all tinte - pilot guides all time 
, dOesn't l:Ie1' ., 
. 17.' No wise man offends guide he is trusting 
to lead him. I i 
i 
l8. This guide becomes a controlli ng 'influence. 
19. WliatGod has done thruChris't &. the 
Spirit the believe .. isexpectecrfo do by 
way of response. 
20~ Spirit· leads; &. protects. 
John 16:13t1howbeit when he, the 'Spirit of truth, II 
21. Led like' blind person wflo needs guide, 
soldier who follows a general. 
22. Spirit conducts as a guide where He abides 
. as a 'guest. " 
II emphasizes 
others. 
4. 1st X Paul uses ~ons of God ... generic -
both sexes. 
5. As many = only such - all not Israel who 
are Israel. 
Rom. 9:6"Not as though the word of God hath taken II 
6. Ch i Idren are usua Ily happy. 
7. Church work should not be compulsion 
but joy. 
8. Spirit leading proves our sonship. 
9. We remain sons - not become - we earlier 
have by water &. spirit &. remai n such by 
Spirit's leading. 
Class,West End - 10/12/86 

I 
WHAT HAVE I GOT? 
Rom. 8:15 
I. Life has its either/or? 
II. We often ask what did you get? 
Or a beer commerical "What will you have?" 
III. Bible makes it rather simple - it's one or 
the other - no middle ground. 
A. Spirit of Bondage to fear. 
B. Spirit of Adoption that cries Abba. 
IV. No saint has the Spirit of Bondage to Fear. 
A.What does this mean? 
1. Slavery our bondage before conversion~ 
2. We do not again enter - that is where 
we were whether we believe it or not. 
3. Bondage & sonship shows sharp contrast 
B.Fear 
1. Sinner is afraid of God. 
2. Afraid of his conscience too. 
"V. J1ather I have received the Spirit of 
Adoption - cry Abba. 
A. Look at Spirit.' 
1. Position 
2.. Attitude 
, B. Look at adoption. 
1. Shows position. 
2. Shows privilege. 
3. Adoption. 
a) Deliberately chosen to perpetuate 
a name and to inherit an estate. 
b) Paul alone uses this • 
• S:23"And not only they, put ourselves also' 
9: 41!Who are Israelites ; ~o whom pertaineth' 
: 5 ".To redeem them that were under the law' 
· 1 us unto 
b) 
Freedom of access to parent's 
presence. 
5. Note family entrance. 
Regeneration - act of power 
- act of love. 
Regeneration internal. 
- external. 
e) Either born into or adopted 
6. God has 3 kinds of sons: 
a) Creation - Adam 
Begotten - Jesus 
c) Adopted - Christians 
7. We are not naturally in God's 
8. Adoption takes another into f 
calls him son, and treats hi. 
9. It lets us become a prt of a 
family. 
10. Adoption takes stranger 
as own. 
11. All this shows: 
a) Believer & his 
b) If child, should 
c) As a son there 

2. 
anyone get the 
& vegetables 
hurt LA"'.',",,""""' 's fall?" 
· 16: 
.c 
creation. 
III 
to appear. 
c) of longed - to 
receive, out hand. 
afar. 
B. 
to encou.rage 
you to know 

e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
5· 
only. 
d) Hope relates to future -
not bothered by or 


. 1 : . . 
.2: 
J . 
are full trust 




1 
} 
) 
one day 
his elder son. 
f) Adoption then 
manifestation o~ believers 
IU~~ status as Sons. 
g) means ac as 
a on. 
come. 
4, 
5· 
6. 
tion. 
(2) in view 
. 1: 
( 
c) 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
line your earp and 
d) For wbat may I hop~? 
(1) Th1ngs God prom1ses. 
(2) We do hope for 
m1sery. 
en 

, ' 
i 



6. 
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for 
now I don't 
like, 
- The Tulsa Tribune 
v 

Engagement 
'~The little girl walked angrily 
• away from two small boys. One 
of the boys muttered, "She broke 
. our engagement. She returned 
my frog." I 
/ 
/ 

WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS RELATIVE TO 
THE HOLY SPIRIT? 
Rom. 8: 26-28 
Gal. 5: 22-26 
I. In view of our title to the lesson some 
questions please? 
A. Do you believe such a spirit exists? 
B. Is the Holy Spirit a person, an 
influence, or the Word? 
1. He knows. 
I Cor. 2: 10-11 
2. He speaks. 
i 'John 16: 13 
, Acts 13:2 
Acts 21: 11 
3. He grieves • 
Eph. 4:30 
C. Of what is he a part? Angels, 
godhead? 
D. Has he always been? 
E. Do you receive him by Holy Spirit 
baptism or as a gift? 
1. Things about the baptism of the 
Holy Spirit: 
a) Promised 
Matt. 3: 11 
b) Promised to apostles. 
Acts 1:4-5 
. Luke 24: 46-49 
: Acts 2 :1-4 
F@ 
Cor ~ 12: 4-11 
3 . had more one 
4. had them all. 
G. Is he essential to 
John 3: 
1. Is water imperative? 
word. 
2. Brewer said it meant buttermilk. 
3. What kind of birth? Flesh or 
spirit? 
II. Do you know the help he gives? 
Rom. 8: 26-29 
A. Help 
1. Does he do it all, or 
2. Is there a place for your work? 
3. Lit. "I bear together with 
another. " 
4. Does he make 
5 
C. What about the 
Rom. 8:28 
1. Is it or material? 
2. Are oceans (Titanic) good? 
Father 
California fires--l,OOO homes gone? 
3. Does God have a plan and purpose 
for his child? 
John 14:21 
I John 5:3 
2 John 6 
4. Called= those who obeyed. 
D. What are his fruits? 
Gal. 5: 22-24 
Gal. 5: 25-26 
1. Do we daily "live by the spirit?" 
2. Do we walk by his direction? 
4. f 
Rom. 8: 14 It As, many as are led by the 
spirit. " 
3. Can we fail in this? Over achieve? 
4. Vain, conceit, proud? 
5. Shall I envy the one that does 
better than I do? 
Matt. 10:20 "For it is not ye that speak." 
\ 
" 
\ 

I. 
III. Let's 
A. "We 
1. We might ask how do we know 
anything? 
a) Experience 
b) Revelation 
c) Reason 
2. Implies a ceDtainty - no doubt 
about it. 
3. If this is true for the individual 
Christian, it will also be true for 
the Church. 
4, Certainty here because: 
Isa. 49:15 
a) God promised and He cannot lie. 
b) All things are at the all powerful 
God's disposal, so the nature of 
events proclaim it. 
c) History testifies - God is always 
showing special care over his 
people. 
2 
3. Now to our 
he adds all 
4. 
A~ m~trn-
ordinary he speaks 
5. Some 
a) All things do not work them-
selves into a pattern for good; 
it is God who engineers it all 
-- even pain." (Stotts) 
b) Is God chained by laws he has 
made? (B. I.) 
c) Is religion an advantage or 
disadvantage in this world? 
(Clay on lapidary's wheel ground 
to dust - for a diamond the 
rubbing brightens its beauty.) 
d) Is the world constant or 
changing?- thus is seen the 
value of the "constant engineer.' 
e) Consequences of one single 
event can change a life -
greatness hinges on veriest 
bagatelle. 
3 
c. 
D. 
controL 
2. Work shows 
3. 
4. 
5. 
ed events -
making our 
2. Work together now -
tense . 
God 
enter 
. 3, Put a candle in one gas, and it 
burns with brilliant colors - in 
another it is an offensive smoke, 
another it goes out - God places 
us properly. 
4. Different parts of a machine work 
in a different direction, yet 
achieve one purpose. 
5. Same with chiselling a statue. 
Don't stop God in the middle of 
his artistry. 
6. Man sees only part - God sees 
the whole. 
7. See the partnership! Wheels move 
within wheels. 
, prayer, and a 
weaning from the world. 
5. Without Bible, who knows what is 
good and how obtained? 
6. "We loosen nothing but our rust by 
scouring. " 
7. God does it 1- who chooses the 
pasture, shepherd or sheep? 
8. When wicked men combine, they 
must use principles of goodness. 
There must be honesty among 
thieves to plot anything. 
9. God wants only good for you. 
10. Every inundation of the Nile leaves 
the soil more fertile. 
11. "God allows nothing out of which 
he will not elicit good." Augustine 
, 5 
2. as to 
3. 
who do 
4, Note character 
privilege 
the certainty (we know) 
Ps. 1: 6 liThe way the 
5. God is 
favor. 
6. The darkness across the sky is 
often the shadow of a great 
blessing coming. 
7. An axiom: ~ood is to the good. 
8. The called: 
a) Another way of designating 
the saved. 
b) Those who love God. 
c) They accepted the call. 
I Cor. 1: 2 
Rom. 1:6-7 
II 

I. 
II. 
answers. 
2 Thess. 2: 
. 1:3-4 
15:18 
use: 
1. They put it these words: 
"By the wise and holy counsel of 
his own will, freely and un-
changeably ordained whatever 
comes to pass God for his own 
glory ordained to salvation a 
portion of humanity while 
ignoring and passing by others. 
through no merit or action on 
the part of the former and 
because of no default or failure 
on the part of the latter each 
action of God being by arbitrary 
decree." 
Guy V:Toods 
IV. 
no human 
Once saved 
C. In 
author of 
kills another, 
made me do 
debates. 
eternity, God did not originate sin. 
D. I Peter 1: 19-20 
1. Does plan of salvation ante date 
the fall, and provide for more 
before even creation? 
2. Isa. 57:15 
2 Thess. 2:7-9 
1 John 2:4 
Prov. 23: 23 "Truths bought with 
a great prize." 
3. Romans 8: 28 "Do it backward 
and in reverse order." 
Neely's Bend CIC -- 1/20/08 
Those 
Those 
v. Man 
A. condemn a man what he was 
forced to do? 
B. Is he not always free to choose? 
Neely's Bend CIC - 1/20/2008 
need 
that 
guarantee tllat no efforts of 
tion, for if great God be 
great peace to the for he now discovers that God has not 
sent him forth to draw a bow at venture, but that His Word shall 
and shall prosper whereto Ie send;; 
what encouragement it shmdd afford 
ened learns that election matter of divinl' 
grace. in his heart: as he discovers, that elect ion 
singled out some of the vilest af th vile to be the monuments of 
divine mercy, should he des i. 
It is a distasteful doctrine. 0 d naturally thought that a tmtll 
so God-honoring, Christ-exalting, and so blessed, had been cordially 
espoused by all professing Christians who had had it clearly presented 
to them. In view of the fact that the terms "predestinated," "elect," 
and "chosen," occur so, frequently in the Word, one would surely 
conclude that all who claim to accept the Scriptures as divinely 
inspired would receive with implicit faith this grand truth, referring 
the act itself-as becometh sinful and ignorant creatures so to do--
unto the sovereign good pleasure of God. But such is far, very far from 
being the actual case. No doctrine is so detested by proud human 
nature as this one, which make nothing of the creature and everything 
of the Creator; yea, at no other point is the enmity of the carnal mind 
so blatantly and hotly evident. 
We commenced our addresses in Australia by saying, "I am going to 
speak to-night on one of the most hated doctrines of the Bible. 
namely, that of God's sovereign election." Since then we have encir-
cled this globe, ,md come into more or less close contact with 
thousands of people belonging to many denominations, and thousands 
more of professing Christians attached to none, and to-day the only 
change we would make in that statement is, that while the truth of 
eternal punishment is the one most objectionable to nonprofessors, 
that of God's sovereign election is the truth most loathed and reviled 
by the majority of those claiming to be belie~t it be plainh' 
,mnoullced that salvation originated not in the ~ll of man but in the 
will of God (see John 1: 13; Rom. 9: 16), that were it not so nOlle 
would or could be saved·-for as the result of the fall man has lost all 
desire and will unto that which is good (John 5:40; Rom. 3: II -·and 
that even the elect themselves have to be made willing (Ps. 110: 3 , and E ill be the cries of indignation raised against such te<4; ing. It is at this point the issue is drawn. Merit-mongers will I 
--A. W Pink 
The Doctrines of Election and Justification 
considera-
never been any 
God had never chosen a 
none had ever been saved. 
in this vital matter of election. "But we are 
bound to to God for you, brethren 
because God hath from you 
Thess. 2: I And are we "bound to thanks"? Because 
the spring of every mercy that the 
soul receives. If election be taken away, everything is taken away, for 
those who have any blessing are who have all spiritual 
blessings "according as he hath chosen us in him before the founda-
tio the world" (Eph. 1:3,4). 
It was well said by Calvin, "We shall never be clearly convinced, as 
we ought to be, that our salvation flows from the fountain of God's 
free mercy, till we are acquaipted with His eternal election, which 
illustrates the grace of God by this comparison; that He adopts not all 
promiscuously to the hope of salvation, but He gives to some what He 
refuses to others. Ignorance of this principle evidently detracts from 
the divine glory, and diminishes real humility-If, then, we need to be 
recalled to the .origin of election, to prove that we obtain salvation 
from no other source than the mere good PleasurejJf G d, then they 
who desire to extinguish this principle, do all they n to obscure 
what ought to be magnificently and loudly .celebrated." 
It is a hlessed doctrine, for election is the spring of all blessings. 
This is made unmistakably clear by Ephesians 1 :3, 4. First, the Holy 
Spirit declares that the saints have been blessed with all spiritual 
blessings in the heavenlies in Christ. Then He proceeds to show why 
and how they were so blessed: it is according as God hath chosen us in 
Christ before the foundation of the world. Election in Christ, there· 
fore, precedes being blessed with all spiritual blessings, for we arc 
blessed with them only as being in Him, and we are only in Him as 
chosen in Him. We see, then, what a grand and glorious truth this is, 
for all our hopes and prospects belong to it. Election, though distinct 
and personal, is not, as is sometimes carelessly stated, a mere abstract 
choice of persons unto eternal salvation, irrespective of union with 
their Covenant-Head, but a choice of them in Christ. It therefore 
implies every other blessing, and all other blessings are given only 
through it and in accordance with it. 
Rightly understood there is nothing so calculated to impart comfort 
and courage, strength and security, as a heart·apprehension of this 
truth. To be assured that I am one of the high favorites of Heaven 
--A. W. Pink 
The Doctrines of Election and Justification, 
the supremacy of divine 
will, C()l1scquen t I y 
election 
up the free·will of 
Trent-wherein the 
are warmest in 
the decrees of the council of 
defined her on the 
and which Rome has never 
rescinded-occurs the "If anyone should affirm that since 
the fall of Adam man's free will lost, let him be a(cursecL 
for their faithful adherrncl' to truth of with 
that Bradford and hundreds of others were burned at the 
of the pope. sad is it to see so many 
agree with the mother of harlots in this funda· 
aversion men may now have to this blessed truth, 
they will be compelled to hear it in the last day, hear it as the voice of 
final, unalterable, and eternal decision. When death and hades, the sea 
and dry land, shall give up the dead, then shall the Book of Life-the 
register in which was recorded from before the foundation of the 
world the whole election of waee-be opened in the presence of angels 
and demons, in the presence of the saved and of the lost, and that 
voice shall sound to the highest arches of Heaven, to the lowest depths 
of hell, to the uttermost bound of the universe: "And whosoever was 
not found written in(ffi't\ Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire" 
(Rev. 20: 15). Thus, t~is truth which is hated by the non-elect above 
all others, is the one that shall ring in the ears of the lost as they en ter 
their eternal doom! Ah, my reader, the reason why people do not 
receive and dUly~riZ the truth of election', is because they do not feel 
their due need of it. 
It is a separatln, octrine. The preaching of the sovereignty of God, 
as exercised by J lim in foreordaining the eternal destiny of each of His 
creatures, serves as an effectual flail to divide the chaff from the 
wheat. "He that is of God heareth God's words" (John 8:47): yes, no 
matter how contrary they may be to his ideas. It is one of the marks 
of the regenerate that they set to their seal that God is true. Nor do 
they pick and choose, as will religious hypocrites: once they perceive a 
truth is clearly taught in the Word, even though it be utterly opposed 
to their own reason and inclinations, they humbly bow to it and 
implicitly receive it, and would do so though not another person in 
whole world believed it. But it is far otherwise with the unregenerate. 
As the apostle declares, "They are of the world: therefore speak they 
of the world, and the world heareth them. We are of God: he that 
knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us. Hereb); 
know we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error" (1 John 4: 5, 6). 
--A. W. Pink 
The Doctrines of Election and Justification 
predestinate: destined, fated, or determined beforehand; 
to foreordain to an earthly or eternal lot or destiny by 
divine decree. 
predestination: the doctrine that God in consequence of 
his foreknowledge of all events infallibly guides those 
who are destined for salvation. :J 
predestine: to destine, decree, determine, appoint, or ..
settle Yeforehand. 
I am not sure how much we can learn from these 
dictionary definitions other than that Noah Webster must 
have been a Lutheran. What we can glean, however, is 
that predestination has something to do with the relation-
ship of our ultimate destination and that something is done 
about that destination by somebody before we arrive 
there. The pre of predestination refers to time. Webster 
speaks of "beforehand." Destiny refers to the place we are 
going, as we see in the normal use of the word destina-
tion. 
--R. C. Sproul 
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purgatory, the 
way. travelers 
the ex ress route. 
What predestination means, in its most elementary 
orm, is that our final destination, heaven or hell, is de-
cided by God not only before we get there, but before we 
are even born. It teaches that our ultimate destiny is in the 
hands of God. Another way of saying it is this: From all 
eternity, before we ever live, God decided to save some 
members of the human race and to let the rest of the 
human race perish. God made a choice-he chose some 
individu s to be saved unto eyerlasting blessedness in 
heaven' d others he chose to pass over, to allow them to 
follow tn consequences of their sins into eternal torment 
in hell. 
his is a hard saying, no matter how we approach it. 
We wonder, "Do our individual lives have any bearing on 
God s decision? Even though God makes his choice before 
we are born, he still knows everything about our lives 
before we live them. Does he take that prior knowledge of 
us into account when he makes his decision?" How we 
·R. C. Sproul 
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tionship between Gods sovereignty and human freedom. 
We must also be aware of the close relationship between 
Gods sovereignty and Gods freedom. The freedom of a 
sovereign is always greater than the freedom of his sub-
Jects. 
When we speak of divine sovereignty we are speaking 
about Gods authority and about Gods power. As sover-
eign, God is the supreme authority of heaven and earth. 
All other authority is lesser authority. Any other author-
ity that exists in the universe is derived from and depen-
dent upon Gods authority. All other forms of authority 
exist either by Gods command or by Gods permission. 
The word authority contains within itself the word 
author. God is the author of all things over which he has 
authority. He created the tfniverse. He owns the universe. 
His ownership gives him certain rights. He may do with 
his universe what is pleasing to his holy will. 
Likewise, all power in the universe flows from the 
power 'Of God. All power in this universe is subordinate to 
him. Even Satan is powerless without Gods sovereign 
permission to act. 
Christianity is not dualism. We do not believe in two 
ultimate equal powers locked in an eternal struggle for 
supremacy. If Satan were equal to God, we would have no 
confidence, no hope of good triumphing over evil. We 
would be destined to an eternal standoff between twO 
equal and opposing forces. 
Satan is a creature. He is evil to be sure, but even his 
evil is subject to the sovereignty of God, as is our. own 
--R. C. Sproul 
Chosen py God 
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that God foreordains whatever comes to pass? Those who 
protested these words were not denying the existence of 
God. They were not protesting against Christianity They 
were protesting against Calvinism. 
I tried to explain to the class that the idea that God 
foreordains whatever comes to pass is not an idea unique 
to Calvinism. It isn't even unique to Christianity It is 
sirnpJy a tenet of theism-a necessary tenet of theism. 
'\ That God in some sense foreordains whatever comes to 
~ass is a necessary result of his sovereignty In itself it does 
not plead for Calvinism. It only declares that God is 
absolutely sovereign over his creation. God can foreordain 
things in different ways. But everything that happens 
must at least happen by his permission. If he permits 
something, then he must decide to allow it. If He decides 
to allow something, then in a sense he is foreordaining it. 
Who, among Christians, would argue that God could n;jt 
stop something in this world from happening? If God so 
desires, he has the power to stop the whole world. ./ 
To say that God foreordains all that comes to pass is 
simpl~ay that God is sovereign over his entire cre-
ation.l If something could cqme to pass apart from his 
sovereign permission, then that which came to pass would 
frustrate his sovereignty If God refused to permit some-
thing to happen and it happened anyway, then whatever 
caused it to happen would have more authority and pow-
er than God himself. If there is any part of creation 
outside of Gods sovereignty, then God is simply not sov! 
ereign. If God is not sovereign, then God is not Go'l..; 
If there is one single molecule in this universe running 
-R.C. Sproul 
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Note that, while it affirms Gods sovereignty over all 
things, the Confession also asserts that God does not do 
evil or violate human freedom. Human freedom and evil 
are under God's sover~ignty. 
GOD'S SOVEREIGNTY AND 
THE PROBLEM OF EVIL 
Surely the most difficult question of all is how evil can 
coexist with a God who is both altogether holy and alto-
gether sovereign. I am afraid that most Christians do not 
realize the profound severity of this problem. Skeptics 
have called this issue the" Achilles' Heel of Christianity." 
I vividly remember the first time I felt the pain of this 
thorny problem. I was a freshman in college and had been 
a Christian for only a few weeks. I was playing Ping-Pong 
in the lounge of the men s dormitory when, in the middle 
of a volley, the thought struck me, If God is totally righ-
teous, how could he have created a universe where evil is 
--R. C. Sproul 
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ASEBALL. Hot dogs. Apple pie. Chevrolet. 
These are all things American. To complete 
the mix we must add the great American 
mono: "We will not discuss religion or poli-
. " tics. 
Mottoes are made to be broken. Perhaps no American 
rule is broken more frequently than the one about not 
discussing religion or politics. We embark on such discus-
sions repeatedly. And when the topic turns to religion it 
often gravitates to the issue of predestination. Sadly, that 
often means the end of discussion and the beginning of 
argument, yielding more hleat than light. 
Arguing about predestination is virtually irresistible. 
(Pardon the pun.) The topic is so juicy. It provides an 
opportunity to spar about all things philosophical. When 
the issue flares up we suddenly become super-patriotic, 
guarding the tree of human liberty with more zeal and 
tenacity th~n Patrick Henry ever dreamed of. The specter 
of an all-powerful God making choices for us, and perhaps 
even against us, makes us scream, "Give me free will or 
~death!" 
\. The very word predestination has an ominous ring to 
it. It is linked to the despairing notion of fatalism and 
somehow suggests that within its pale we are reduced to 
meaningless puppets. The word conjures up visions Of.J 
diabolical deity who plays capricious games with our lives. 
We seem to be subjected to the whims of horrible decree' 
-R .. £. 'Sproul 
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we were 
then at 
It is enough to caus us to 
discussion altogether and reaffir our never 
to discuss religion and politics. 
With a topic people find unpleasant, it is a wonder 
that we ever discuss it at all. Why do we speak of it? 
Because we enjoy unpleasa'nmess? Not at all. We discuss it 
because we cannot avoid it. It is a doctrine plainly set 
forth in the Bible. We talk about predestination because 
the BiQle talks about predestination. If we desire to build 
our theology on the Bible, we run head on into this 
concept. We soon discover that John Calvin did not in-
vent It. 
Virtually all Christian churches have some formal doc-
trine of predestination. To be sure, the doctrine of predes-
tination found in the Roman Catholic Church is different 
from that in the Presbyterian Church. The Lutherans 
have a different view of the matter from the Episcopalians. 
The fact that such variant views of pn!oestination 
abound only underscores the fact that if we are biblical in 
our thinking we must have some doctrine of predestina-
tion. We cannot ignore such well-known passages as: 
--R.C. Sproul 
Chosen By God 10 

s 
I. 5 verbs 
understood I 
A. 2X) 
B. Foreknow 
C. 
D, 
E. 
II. All the above God & 
grammed my response. I have a 
verb my - it's 
III. We want to see at least ~~~:.:;. 
meanings -- the more we see the 
we will be. 
IV. 1st - "Called" 
A. It has just been given us in that 
glorious promise of Rom. 8: 28 - wherei:n, 
all things work together for good to 
a special folk - ,the called. 
B. Moses Lard had a lot to say on this. 
1. Defined 
a) To place out. 
b) To set before - the purpose 
being predicted of God -not by 
man. 
c) Mental (not physical act) of 
placing before so mind can see. 
2. When did this take place? 
a) Not told. 
b) Assumed before time & man 
began. 
1 PeLl: 2 
3. 
could see what 
would do tho man was 
make 
b) God does not have to fore-
to foresee, 
God could as easily see the end 
result a to whom He 
choice; as to a life to he 
gave none. 
Call by gospel - free to accept 
or reject. 
4. Joy of it all. 
a) Since God could see it all, all 
things c~n be seen as working 
together for good. 
5. How are we called? 
a) Gracious purpose carried out in 
time by divine call given by the 
Spirit - Erdman. 
b) I am free to hear & obey; or 
turn deaf ear. (Don't you react 
to mail - positive or negatively, 
else what's a checkbook and 
waste basket for?) 
c) Gospel call. 
2 Thess.2:14"Whereunto he called you by our g 
6. 
1 
1 PeL 2: 
GaL 5: & devour one 
1 Cor. 1: whom ye 
V, Foreknow 
the term. A. 1st 
1. To know of some assumed 
or real date or period. 
2. It embraces approving and accepting 
-God knew what He would like. 
3. To know beforehand. 
B. Does Foreknowledge Legislate Against 
Freedom of Obedience? 
1. First what did God foreknow? 
a) The ideal - not actual persons. 
b) The purpose, not the fact -
still as real as tho it's actual. 
c) He foresaw certain ones would 
become his children - then in 
purpose he accepted. 
d) It relates to events, not persons, 
e) God foreknew a certain class yet 
to be born would accept sal-
vation yet to be provided thru i 
the terms of the gospel yet to b~ 
made actual - McGarvey. 
c. 
this? 
(I can as to who be 
late & who at 
those who emerge 
the range 
! 
, plan, scheme that 
- not 
God employ to do 
1. Method is not inherent 
itself. 
the word 
2. God speaks after the manner of men. 
Properly speaking, there is neither 
fore, nor after-know ledge with God. 
D. What part does obedience play? 
1. Their obedience was not determined 
by his act of predetermination, 
but his act of predestination was 
determined by their voluntary act 
of obedience. 
2. Had God not foreseen their act, his 
provision would never have taken 
place. 
3. God foresaw who would be qualified 
by faHh thus have justification -
Origen. 
5. 
6. We must not 
because God sees 
than the sun 
it. 
7. Unless one 
he is cut off. 
5. 
see 
the 
Rom.11:21-22 
VI. 
E. - reason 
to show us God is able, therefore no 
present misfortune can remove us 
from Him. 
Predestinate Eph. 1: 11 
A. 1st notice nothing about man is pre-
destined to misery - Text speaks of 
nothing but whnt is good for men. 
B. Predestine is to mark out beforehand 
in one's mind. 
Eph. 1: 5" Having predestinated us unto the" 
: U"In whom also we have obtained an" 
Acts 4: 28"For to do whatsoever thy hand" 
1 Cor. 2: 7"But we speak the wisdom of God" 
C. Predestination is never used of 
sinners in the Bible. 
D. Some questions: 
1. Is it absolute? 
a) Pays no attention to how man 
responds to grace. 
b) All of God. 
2, It 
b) 
6. 
the Divine 
what man would 
be & themselves deserve. 
the 
E. thoughts: 
2 errors men make, 
a) Assume foreknowledge necessitates 
an act unalterable 
decree. 
b) That the predicted called, 
justified, glorified are actual 
persons. 
2. Those who are accepted are not 
called differently but willed 
differently. 
3. His predestination was not that 
they would love God, believe, 
saved (or lost) but he saw before-. 
hand who would love God and be 
conformed to the image of his Son. 
4. We are not predestined to faith 
but predestined to glory founded 
on the provision of faith. 
5. Why call those God sa w would 
reject Him? In judgement you will 
see He made no difference - he 
had provisions for all - not partial! 
5. Face of Jesus most God -
He wants you to look 
6. We ought to as tho 
Christ has come into this world. 
2 ,2: 19"Nevertheless the foundation of God 
7. We need not rules but a pattern -
as a carpenter uses one. 
8. Are we Christlike in humility, 
diligence, love, devotion, prayers? 
B. 1st Born 
1. Honor & distinction. 
2. We will share his resurrected body. 
Heb. 2: 10"For it became him, for whom" 
3. They tried to be like him before he 
went to grave, they shall also be 
like Him after He came out. 
C. Many Brethren 
1. God wants many brethren. 
2. Stresses dignity of Christ's brethren 
3. Christ oldest in family of many 
brother&. . 
4. No relatIonshIp equal to being a 
brother of Jesus. 
1. made 
2. 
have another pay 
B. 
Gen. 17: 5 
2. shall not 
frustrate 
the called. 
3. Not speaking of actualities as 
shown by term glorified. 
4. God I s people are certain of that 
for which now they hope. 
5. "Sanctification is glory begun; 
Glory is sanctification completed". 
(F. F. Bruce) 

~h~m in eating the forbidden fruit which Go,d. was pleAsed, 
.according to his wise and holy counsel, to permit, having 
purposed to order it tohis own glory. . 
"Our first parents by this sin, fell from their original 
!righteousness and we in them; all becoming dead in sin 
land wholly defiled .... 
. "They being the root and, by God's appointment, 
[standing in the room and stead of all mankind, the gUilt of 
Ithe sin was imputed, and corrupted nature was conveyed, 
Ito all their posterity, and all other miseries, spiritual, 
Itemporal and eternal, unless the Lord Jesus set them fr;ee 
i "Although the price of :r:edemption was not actually 
ipaid by Chri st until after hi s incarnation, yet the virtue, 
!efficacy and benefit thereof was communicated to the 
iElect in all ages successively from the beginning of the 
L~, 
--- ----------_._-------- - --- ------ ---------------------------------------------
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III. 
B, 
B, he not' 
select? (v'~ 3 3 ) 
D. >·hl!!··that~n6emneth? (v-J'4) 
E. 0.~·'~MHs~parateus:from the love 
o{:;eh·ris~? ~tv-35) 
1. They are the 5 most important ones· 
of your life? 
(Priorities straight - #0) 
2. Tesil1 ... mfM iwn""@l'~§l2nfll@lnlft'lJQ!!. ile~.j 
3. T_ul! iii _wemrf •• "1f udnlilJ : .. is. 
4. Yet the condition~f~ starts & 
maintains itself. t 11/ ;;;!;j 
Emerson: All I have seen teaches me to 
trust the Creat6'r for' all t 
have not seen. 
E~Qn~:·l:S'~·n~'(!i,(lu"S'k·=/··Btttwe IooKo:flfy 
at rrre .. ~. v~r~i 34. . .. 
"W~1'$'he t1t&'t"t!o·n:tlemheth? It 
C'Jflst. 1I 
hearts condemn 
us?" 
c) - w. 
__ - accuser the brethren. 
2. one could sentence me to 
3, 
Hell - that's __ _ 
He could CiJU 1ii.1ll but he 
us. 
b He but he 
As Phillips has it, "who is 
position to condemn - only 
Christ and he died for us 
c) Let's shake our doubts -
Child & Library - #H5~iJi 
B .wh0"-, ihQB oomes 4 
rlJ1'S'ons wonlt{ 
f:~ ..... ~~~~ 
I"!I.,HiM: 5-6 
~ •. I! .s3"Blessed the God & Falher 
a) Believers die in Him. t}'l!''''~ "';!4I"l,¥",>!A, 
b) He made satisfaction for our 
debts. 
2. Ii., !lIRe 
Acts 17: 30-31" And the times of this ignorance"j 
3 . He ~ns i~*Rn""llf"" j"'fer. 
Heb. 1:1-3"God who at sundry times & in" 
20 Righteousness 
3. Sanctification 
4. Redemption 
He that glorieth, let 
L Jesus is the only one who has the 
right to condemn us and he died 
for us! More - raised for us -
right hand - intercedes. 
2. H&u ITJllpt"lIl!!l1JJl3 niiUIII.FidJ] ill'. 
In. 8: 29"For I do always those things that pI. 
3. Q 1 "lIJIIWiln,'*bniae lillO.. 
2 Cor. 5:19"God was in Christ, reconciling" 
4. Gil. ·@fl J I 9i.dl, .. 3. U~~ 
~g. 
Ga1.2:20"I am crucified with Christ;nevertheless 
5. Judge won't condemn those for 
whom He died. 
6. E ... ~rlii'®eililamut!~~iIili' Hitiill 
0f!IIf Pi "a B3i!!1!"lIIli~ l!J@ '''_~i~inst 
1M "*16\illen • 
7. A93apili ~: ld... "Slilna~ 
~i;eb .dUi!Q}~dil!lil!i\ fiU~liH~i;~tion. 
2. 
3. 
1 
2. 
3. 
4. 
bet'W@!!@!!l''''~od & man. 
5. See him as the man of God IS 
right hand. 1 
Ps !laM ~ !J!,,"f!f@i)f!lij;MQ~ . n211m~~tJ5YP'r[,~_ 
6. ~liHi!l!etjrib if'M11hU1R £sdl88,.iiua the 
C~.-cti-ven. 
7. "~~~~, .. iMy S;~tl.i1i!4 
D,!i~~l?I~~~~~m~~'_"f~~'i.)f 
1. He has both.8 lUll! & \,,;]]i'8'JllJIOga 
to save me. 
2. Christ is ~ in Heaven - this 
part of Priesthood He continues. 
3. His is a pwslRlBRfip PJ?1rnn., 
GiRL Itf@!talf. 
Heb. not entered 
Exo. 28: 
8. to our needs 
9. As we stand 
""fM,-
10. 5Jaihllli L!f?M" •• id:t"'lI!'.M!ii~ 
GliB il i!lliIi1~ialll !iew:~1iIiiM 
peal Hi) "hilI §llIiil91 YtrL.ftftlllttiiti-mw 
11. Have you sinned? 
a) "l;t:~:~~l,~q:;:"t'()aequit.; . 
b ) ~?''\1''''%;~t~';'P!,l';cQ''~:;1.it. 
c) Ri~J;Lt'1b.~d .. ;:;.;il'1YQU .ar.e 1 weB:'k 
he01f'!irg'supreme in power. 
d) COBi'iin:,uance -he intercedes 
an~atones. 
: Madison Church (Summer Series) - 7/29/87 
'Earleyville, TN Church - 8/6/87 
iBroad St. Church, Mineola, TX - 9/15/87 
uefferson Ave. Church, Cookeville, TN - 9/28/87 
Refuge, KY (Bible Class) - .7/17/88 
Neely's Bend CIC - 1/7/07 
One President Woodrow 
Wilson's favorite stories was 
about a of . 
fessors a certain 
who were in the habit of AU<';;CJlH/,; 
to consider acts of miscon-
duct on the of the students. 
One afternoon 
about some such by a 
student and one professor who 
insisted a severe 
ment for lad said, 
God has us eyes." 
replied one of his 
colleagues with a kinder 
"and eyelids!" -Good 
8-70. g 

Arise, my soul, arise, Shake off your 
The bleeding Sacrifice In your behalf 
Before the throne my Surety stands, 
My name is written on His hands, 
l1y name is written ot!. His hands. 
gui1~ears; 
appEfa'rs; .J.J .. P} 
He ever lives above, For m:;to intercede; 
His all redeeming love, His precious blood to plead; 
His blood atoned for all our race, 
And sprinkles now the throne of grace, 
And sprinkles now the throne of grace. 
To God I'm reconciled, His pard'ning voice I hear; 
He owns me for His child, I can no longer fear; 
With confidence I now draw nigh, 
And "Father, Abba, Father'~ cry, 
And "Father, Abba, Father~ cry. 
- Charles Wesley 
_ Gr_~at S()ngsof the C:l:l1,g:C!l:l 
5 d et 
Wln. J. KIrkpatrIck 
o wound·ed feet of seek-ing me, Stand at God's bar of 
2. Those precious hands, Jesus, on the tree-Lift up those hands 
3. 0 liv - ing, ris - en Say -ior.Fromdeath and sorrow free,Th~'throned 
D D -!l 
judgment And intercede for 
heav - en And intercede for 
glo - ry, Still intercede for 
... 
: :-:. i/JfJ-




i THE END OF THE WORLD: A 
I Scientific Inquiry. 
By Ke'imeili Heuer. Illustrated by 
Chesley Bonestell. 220 pp. New 
York: Rinehart and Company. $3. 
Reviewed by 
CHARLES H. SMILEY 
I F ONE were to judge this book 
by its binding, black cloth with 
only a single large golden excla-
mation point on the front cover, 
one would expect sombre reading 
filled with celestial cataclysms and 
catastrophes. Even the jacket 
strikes a gloomy note; a shattered 
World and the title share the front 
cove~ with an endorsement of the 
book by Albert Einstein,whUe the 
~ack cover carries a sober-faced 
photograph of the young author. 
looking as if he had bad news to 
tell us. Thus the reader, almost 
hearmg funeral music in histnind, 
is sUl~J;lri~ed to find that the book 
'itseif-isnot depressing. In some 
sections 'it is downright cheerful 
and optimistic; only when he looks" 
at ,the human race does the au~ 
thor shake his head in discourage-
ment. 
the earth in the last twenty-five 
years, Amor, Apollo, Adonis and 
Hermes, one feels that a full chap-
ter on this topic would have been 
better than the four pages allotted .. 
In looking at the possibility that 
our sun may undergo a' catastro-
phic change and 'become a nova, 
radiating energy at; a greatly in-
creased rate and perhaps. destroy-
ing all life on the earth. he fol-
.' 
asked more often than the one, 
"What is going to happen to the 
world eventually?" In looking to 
the future, predicting what nu-
clear energy will bring us in the 
next fifty years, Heuer demon-
strates that the public is well 
conditioned to the idea of spaee 
travel by quoting from letters sent 
.to the Hayden Planetarium re-
serving space on the first trip to 
the moon. Again in explaining the 
extent to which the inhabitants 
of the earth are indebted to the 
sun ,for en!)rgy, the author reminds 
us that "If the Feder!!.l govern-
ment were to have to pay for sun-
light for the United States alone, 
it would call for a:q annual budget 
of $686,000,000,000,000." (That is 
686 trillion dollars in case yoU 
mon't like to count zeros.) One 
hates to think of a "sunshine tax" 
and does the phrase,' "for the 
United States alone" imply that 
the United States' ?niglJ,t have to 
pay for sunlight for the rest of 
the world, too? 
The chapter on atomic war is 
th(;! .only really ~loomy one; here 
weare reminded that the human 
. T.he, book offers an excellent, race has .finallY found the neces-
summary of the varioUs possible sary materials ·for non-selective 
ways 'in which'scientists have sug- . y".1 ,J~£ome Kuhl world-wide homicide. The last two 
gested the world may end, with the I(enneth J:1fUer chapters are on the future, The 
scientific' facts clearly presented Future of the Earth and The Fu-
and the probabilities estimated in lows George Gamow and suggests ture of the Universe. I should like 
each. case. Fot' example, after care- that "the chances· of the sun's be- . to predict that long after the last 
fully considering the possibility coming a novf.t once during its seven chapters have become out-
that the earth may collide with.A lifetime fl-tequite high" but t_hat dated and forgotten the first 
comet. Heuer decides that on the :'the, chan:cel3. ~f ,~he sun's becofu- chapter will still serYe a useful 
average, once in eighty milllon mg a nova Wlt~m the next, few purpose. In it,Heuer tells of many 
years, a cometary nucleus will' years, h,owever. IS only about one of the times when the end of the 
strike the earth and concludes that in several billion" . . .. It is likely . world has been predicted for a 
. . . "we do not need to fear that Dr.' Dean B. McLaughlin, particl,llar day and hour. Doubt-
comets." . . • In this connection Professor of Astronomy at the less many times in . the future 
he remarks on the similarity be- University of Michigan and an ex- similar predictions will be made 
.tween Whiston's "A New Theory pert on novae" would make the and young people will read of the 
of the Earth" published about probabilities even smaller. past in order to estimate what 
250 years ago and Velikovsky's Kenneth Hel,ler has served as a the future holds. One final com-
"Worlds 1n Collision," whichap- lecturer In astronomy at the ment: if the reader finds this 
peared in 1950s and correctly dis- Hayden Planetarium in New York book depressing, he might rea!! 
misses both as scIentifically "com- and recently has been devoting all next Fred Hoyle's "The Nature of 
. pletely untenable.'; Some astrono- of his time to science writing, the Universe,'; in which the uni~ 
mers will. undoubtedly disagree This is his second book; "Men of yerse is pictured as undergoing 
Oilier Planets" was his first; His a -contip.uous re-creation. 
I,
' with Heuer when he dismis,ses the experience as. a public - lecturer 
chances of a collision between an shows up to good advantage in Charles Smiley is Professor of 
},asteroid anct.,the earth as "prac- his choice of material, perhaps;/ Astrono?nY and director of th~ 
'·tically· non-exieitent!' Viewing the even in the title of this book; for Ladd Observatory at Brown Uni-
\rt)COTd of astero\dS diseovere~neartliere are .fe}V questIons that are,/versity.· 
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1. As we come to the close of a year, there are 
thots I'd like to encourage: 
A. What's yoor attitude toward the lost? 
B. That guy you loveris worth going after. 
II. PII do this by showing Paul &.the Jew as an exampl 
Rom. 9: 1 ill say the truth in Christ, I lie not I my cons 
III. Paul IS love for the lost. 
A. I say the Truth- I lie not. 
1. Same thing said 2 ways: + & -. 
2. Shows honesty & intensity. 
3. Conscience testifies in presence of HS - ready 
for his insp.ection. 
4. Saying he was not lying - would some so accuse 
5. Conscience is act of mind by which we, decide 
lawfulness of our action - thus immediately 
or disapprove. 
B. I have great heaviness & contiJ!tJ.(lJLso.rrow. 
1. Great grief - as woman in travail. 
2. Continuous - wlo intermission. 
C. Wish myseIJa~cursed. 
1. He could SQ. wish:. 
a.) If allowable •. 
. b.) If passiM:. - lard says since neither in fact I 
not wish it. 
2. lc:mguClge of intense feel ing • 
3. Accursed = delivered up for destn:'ction. 
4 .• He deepJylovedmen - part of being a g~ 
preacher .. ·· 
\, 
E 
1 
2. 
F. 
1 
2. 
3. 
a.) 
b. ) 
c .) nUI'n!,H,tnU 
G. Promises. 
1. Related to Christ. 
2. Exclusively 
H 
not on~y to 
3. 
1. Patriarchs. 
! I. Christ came. - '1 
I 1. Jesus of this nation. 
IV. Welve looked at Paul- now look at yourself. 
A. What spiritual concern have I shown for my fellow! 
man. 
B. Count the worth of that guy in whom 11m deeply 
interested. 
1/-...eJ.J-~ I:J.. -do/f"" 7 g 
M.t;W~~4 
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1. 
1. Do I teach 
2. I pray 
3. Am I zealous 
rate me! 1 to 
II. One most amazing statement 
concern is Paul's -- it's a 10. 
Rom. 9: 
A. We want to see what he said. 
B. We want to look individually at our-
selves . 
• III. Paull,s 3, Emphasis. 1 
A. "I say the truth in Christ" 
1. That's a strong oath. 
2. We need to be honest with ourselves 
and grateful for our hope. 
3. Our union with Christ, who is the 
truth, demands we speak truthfully .. 
(Expositors) 
4. He asks the Savior to witness the 
reality of his statement of concern. 
5. One watches "Christmas is coming"--
not Santa! 
B, 
c. 
it, 
2. 
3. 
. ( 
4. Safe guide when safely guided. 
(Bailey) 
5. Tender conscience a blessing. 
6. Keep void of offense. 
Acts 24:16 
7. Wh~n conscience is trained righi, 
it leads right. (Winters) 
8. It d.o~s not d~termine what is right 
or wrong--God does this. 
9. Conscience helps us follow the right. 
10. Calls on the Holy Spirit to witness 
it. 
D. Tll\..l$$$leps to as~ure hearer of his 
sincerity. 
1. It's important preachers win con-
fidence & disarm prejudice. 
2. Hearers must be assured of our 
sincerity & affection. 
1. Brokenhearted. 
2. Note 
out 
3. not take the lost 
Statement 
I 
What he say? 
not it 
1. I could wish to be would 
save my folks. 
2. Ferverently he loved his own. 
3 . In ~:t)~.c~~~P-S~_-~S;~ilJ;~eS a. 
~.()f lulr.eaIity . . 
4. It's an impossible wish otherwise. 
5. I~;~~'f~~~t ~·~~~·~~1l.:Qws lap-incomplete 
a:~fibn; . 
6. But is he concerned? 
B .i:\.c~~~~~~ii~oQ'l.Ohrist. .... 
1. Anathema. 
2. Devoted to destruction. 
3. He'd already said he suffered the 
loss of all things -- now to sacrifice 
himself! 
4. To be the object of a curse--for a 
cause. 
C. His love--my brethren, my kinsmen 
according to the flesh. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
to than others. 
would. 
VI . SC8re? 
to 
s stead (Gen. 44: 18-34). 
B. he'd died for 
(2 Sam. 18:33).. 
4, 
C. Moses asked to bebloHed out. (Exo. 
D. Only Ch~istcan take our curse' 
(Gal. 3: 13). 
E. How earnestly do I want to save ql,Y 
brother? 
So. Harpeth - 1/17/93 
Main S~eet, Maneh~t~, TN (BC) - 4/4/93 
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Almost Ull<'-U 'won 
at least 
Protestantism is nine 
Catholicism. 
.~"~"'O Protestant n""ro.mr of the switchers left D1:!,l.nl::lL 
denominations, followed by Methodists with an 11 loss and 
Presbyterians with a 6 percent loss. 
The Roman Catholic lost 18 percent. Asked 
changed their religious 24 percent cited 
person of another faith or denomination. This was by 14 
percent who said they preferred the religious teachings of the church 
they joined, and 11 percent who cited relocation to a new ~VAUU"~"<A".J' 
or the convenience of attending another church. People who 
churches were also more likely than non-changers to describe religion 
as very important in their lives-by a margin of 71 percent to 58 
percent. 
SPECIAL REPORT 
IT] HE CHRISTIAN READER  invited various 
. mission agencies to de-
scribe a recent time they 
saw God at work. Here are their re-
markable reports. 
Praying a Bible into Existence 
On November 14, 1983,twoAmer-
ican students named David and Ray 
teamed up to pray for the 40,000 Tira 
people in Africa. The large group had 
no Bible in their native tongue. 
Two and a half years later, other 
Christians, Jerry and Jan, joined them 
in praying daily for the Tira. Then, in 
March 1990, Jane and Marjeanne 
wrote to the Bibleless Peoples Prayer 
Project of Wycliffe Bible Translators, 
asking for the name of a Bibleless 
people to pray for. They too began 
praying that God would somehow 
move someone to translate his Word 
for the Tira people. 
In August 1990, we heard that Ava-
jani, a young Tira man, was beginning 
to translate the Bible. Great news! 
We wrote, telling him of those praying 
and how he was an answer to their 
prayers. 
"I'm grateful," Avajani wrote back. 
"I have never known that there are 
teams praying for the Tira people. It is 
46 
wonderful news to me. The 
year and month when David and 
started praying, I got saved. When 
Jerry and Jan began praying, I was 
accepted for theological studies. . . . 
and now I have finished. Jane and 
Marjeanne can praise the Lord with 
me, too! In March 1990, a miracle 
happened. I met a man (a Wycliffe 
translator) who was able to arrange 
for me to study biblical translation 
principles and linguistics. 
"God did another miracle. Many 
young Tira have become Christians. 
Many Tira from different denomina-
tions like the translation." Today, 
seven years after David and Ray be-
gan praying in faith-with no idea of 
how God was answering-the Bible is 
being translated for 40,000 new 
readers. -Hyatt Moore 
Wycliffe Bible Translators 
Underground No More 
Many massive changes have shaken 
the former Soviet -bloc nations. Miriam 
Charter witnessed one that made her 
wonder if she were dreaming. 
The event in May was "A Confer-
ence for Women in the Work of God." 
She was conducting it openly in Ru-
mania, a country brutalized for decades 
by the deposed Ceausescu regime. 

II. 
we have--and act on it. 
Israel, Paul declares 
them--then he 
III 
2. El~-name God. 
3. Honorable name. 
4. Rights, privileges see 
national , mark more 
than spirit. 
5. Chosen people, children of God. 
Exo. 4: 22"Israel is my son, my firstborn" 
6. It was the selection of a nation--
not individually. 
B. To whom pertaineth the adoption. 
1. Sonship. 
2. Yet we don't inherit adoption. 
3. Result of graciousness. 
4. Exalted position of a son. 
C. The Glory 
1. Shechinah 
Exo. 16: 10 "Glory of the Lord in the cloud" 
D. Covenants. 
1. Made to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
Moses. 
2. Plural? 
a) 1 original repeatedly renewed. 
Exo. 
Gen. 
2 Sam. 
Deut. 
E. 
L 
2. 
3. 
the Law. 
Gave at 
had the law 
4:33 
4. 
"Voice 
Really to 
F. God 
1. Worship 
2. Whole levitical ritual. 
3. He ordained priests and told them 
how to conduct worship. 
4. Technical term for divine worship. 
5. Different from all heathen. 
a) Origin is divine. 
b) Natural spiritual & intelligent 
(heathen worship "they know not 
what") . 
c) Effect--humble, joyful, moral 
(Interpreters) 
6. Today's worship. 
In. 4:21-24 
G. The Promise 
1. Related to Christ. 
2. Exclusively through though not 
exclusively for Israel. 
3. Jews alone have their history 
written in advance. 
2. 
3. 
III. Then 
A. 
heroes. 
what 
or 
2. be Christ--he had another 
nature 
3. Shows 
4. can't His name 
praising Him. 
B. God 
1. Only place Paul ever calls Jesus 
God. 
2. Teaches equality. 
Phil. 2: 5-11 
3. See his divinity. 
1 Cor. 8: 6 (READ) 
In. 5:26-27 (READ) 
Col. 1: 15 "Image of the invisible God" 
2: 9 "For in him all the fullness" 
Titus 2: 13 "Our great God & Savior" 
4. Always suitable to magnify Christ. 
5. Most positive statement by Paul of 
the divine nature of Christ. 
6. See: 
In. 1: 1 
;Acts 20:28 
c. 
CoL 1: 
2 Cor. 5: 10 
2. Thess. 1:7-10 
3. 
Acts 7: 
IV. For Me? 
vs. New Cov. 
Laws VB. 
Word. 
blood 
Promises vs. Exceeding great 
Fathers VB. Martyrs 
Christ to come vs. Did & Return 
South Harpeth (Be) - 1/17/93 
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there are 
A. You 
B. 
C, 
D. Have 
God? 
II, Does 
A. 
not the one to 
as as you are. 
not heard the 
B, There no 
C. death of 
. III. Yet I read a statement 
Rom. 10:1 my 
A, dissatisfied 
Israel. 
B. Felt keenly for them. 
C. Wants them saved--does that mean they 
are lost? 
D. Invested 2 things: desire & prayer. 
E. Do I share the same thing? ' 
IV. As we examine this, we find: 
A. He addresses the matter with the word 
"Brethren. " 
1. Is this the Roman brethren to whom 
he writes? 
2. Or is it the Jews of whom he speaks? 
3. Brethren refers to those in Christ--
born of the same womb. 
4. Can you think of a finer title to 
have? 
B. Coupled two things vital to the success· 
of any enterprise: desire & prayer. 
3. 
4. 
there 
5. Was not 
6. How do I 
D. to God 
1. 
2, 
3. Form prayer is a supplication. 
4. Is he praying for sinners? 
5. Will prayer alone do the job? 
6. Suppose it was easy to pray for 
Israel in view o{ way he was treated? 
7. Is prayer sometime all we have as 
evangelistic weapon? 
8. One wrote "what was impractical to 
performance may not be impractical 
to prayer." 
9. Anyone you can't pray for? 
10. Could you pray for the lost if your 
heart was not in it? 
11. No one knows the resources of God! 
12. Did he have to specify how God was 
to answer this prayer--even as we 
pray for the sick. 
E. Saved 
2. 
5. a 
be saved. 
6. Paul showed 
7. happened to ( 
could it not happen to his people? 
8. Biblical Illustrator has this on how 
to save another. 
a) Our hearts must be at work. 
b) Correctly estimate their state 
and condition. 
c) Guard them against error and 
unbelief. 
d) Point them to Christ. 
100+ class, West End - 1/5/97 

II. 
III, so 
! 
IV. wrote. 
A. I bear them record. 
1. " ~-Israel, see last verse 
9. 
2. Record--give , knew where-
of he spoke. 
B. They have a zeal for God. 
1. :~~r!~r~}~~~m!?"~~}f~~~g"~l?~!~,~ia~~~ ~~c ____ .,,-~c ~" __ "~_."~ __ ~".,,~"01 ___ ~_"~ :hang:! 
2. Yet compliment anything you can, 
theirs toward' God. 
3. Are we their inferior in zeal? 
4. Their zeal hindered their obedience 
they were so religious. 
A zeal that shuts out or obstructs 
k!l9}X~_d~i~kdieiic~~j§~~I~J§§~:~rDL ) 
Matt. 7: 21 
5. Are we to cool off zeal of others? 
Acts 13: 27 
6. Is zeal without knowledge good? 
7. What is zeal? 
a)P a"ss~~!!~t~J,trg()1!:t,c 
b) Zealous effort CSiIl\!ere .. QuJ_does 
that sl,lrfice?) 
: 2 
4. What's the difference between the 
Jew & the Protestant. 
V. What was wrong with their Zeal? 
A. Did it have the! right object--God? 
B. Does God demand knowledge 'I 
1. ~i~p~~~h~~~!ght~~~}7:2:~~~~~~.~than 
!'~i!Er~Qn~J!J._~_~XQ!lE,~~.! Augustine) 
2. A new will abrogates an old 
whether we want it to or not. 
3. Do we sin more thrQugh ignorance 
or malice? 
4. Jews lacked spiritual insight. 
5. Were they willfully ignorant? 
Romans 10: 21 
6. Sincerity will not get you there if 
you are on the wrong road. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
VI. method 
Ignorant God's righteousness. 
1. Rejected his plan. 
2. Ignored his way. 
3. (Locomotive on track is powerful--
off track destruction!) 
Remem ber _liLQ!-~f!:~ightEg:~~wj.j1L~~ 
En~grr§li=§ii~_~~iIlK~9~a.2J~i~L~gd 
Chinese crew. 
R1ghte~~sness is the quality or 
condition of something. 
5. 2 kinds of righteousness: God's 
and man's. 
B. Set up their own. 
1. Wouldn't open their eyes. 
2. J1Q~ t:lb0l.!t:::~:Q1~L.Englishfor 
tr~Y:ill~_iiL~ 
3. Endeavormg. 
5. 
6. 
Matt. 15 3-8 
Mark 7 :7-8 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Matt. 23:11-13 
the law and 
C. Did not subject selves to 
ness of God. 
1. Were not obedient tOc'Qruiitinn 
C hi:{~ f:p~~~§l~Q<tib~e~d~·~~~~··~ ~ 
2. There is belief and obedience. 
3. God requires submission. 
4. Submit-:--a militl!r~~~teI!nL .. ~>t~arrange 
under>;~suJ)ordinate . 
5. Rlgh"feousne>s~s>'<or->justification is 
obtained by faith in Christ. 
VII. Why Did Jews Fail: 
A. Hear this: 
1. Ignorant of God's Righteousness. 
2. Self-sufficient--sought to establish. 
3. Disobedient--didn't subject. 
4. Frustrated purpose of the law. 
5. Failure to accept righteousness by 
faith in Jesus. 
West End 

L 
2. 
3. 
re~ 
to 
does Law 
4:. Christ, you, accomplishes what 
erfecf·Qiie~d:l.enc~e·"woula~liave·a:one . p '", ' , .. ' ' ..... " .. - .... ~,., ..... , ... ~~ ..... ~. 
(Barnes) 
5. End = termin~tion, fulfillment, aim--
la w:tiimg(rJ9:~iiy:e~.·j:Qli~.~i?p~JJ.f~~]·Qr 
gQPQ.thing.s . 
6. Christ is termination, at which the 
law ceases~to·b·e····-·········-····· 
B. Law 
1. Law looked to justification. 
2. Law told them what to expect if 
they'd only accept it. 
3. Law could not free transgressor from 
guilt. 
4:. It proposed a righteousness I could 
not furnish. 
5, 
c. 
3. 
4. 
life. 
c) Murderer finds 
2, 
other--
the 
a law to death. 
D. Believer 
1. By belief in Christ and through the 
efficacy of his blood we are justified, 
and being sinless we are in fact 
righteous. 
2. No one but a believer is justified. 
3. B~Lis.-ne~~d~J:S.tood.U;}~.b~ 
w1!h9J!Lohedience. 
4. Disobedient belief i~~~QQL.cQntem.::: 
pratea~lrlTiie=Blble:- (Lard) 
5. Goesper:h~~bles man's pride. 
6. Whoever receives it admits he's not 
g·§Q{[~e-ii~~~joe~~fi'iii~3r;··-~· .. ·e~ .. _.~-~ 
7. Gospel exalts Christ and makes Him 
our .salvation. 
8. 
2. 
accused 
quotes 
seemed to warrant. 
b) Exact quotes not 
3. Obedience must be 
Deut. 27: 26 
Gal. 3: 10 
James 2: 10 
4. No one ever did it but Jesus. 
5. Rt. of the law never accomplished 
by man. 
6. His righteousness was acquittal 
deserved by merit. 
7. God's -- bestowed by grace in re-
sponse to faith. 
8. Keep statutes--if a man does he 
shall live by them. 
9. Merit comes in undeviating obedience. 
10. Two ways: obtain by doing (Lev. 18: 5) . 
or by faith (Deut. 30:11-14). 
11. Theoretically right--Rt. by law--
but impossible in practice. 
12. Rt. by law an achievement. 
c. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
1. Man who has done 
should live by them. 
2. None ever has so none shall ever 
live by them. 
3. Live here and hereafter. 
4. 
4. lvlaIL's~"p~~alw13~_12 r0Il!l?!~~Jli,I!LJo 
substitute his own methods. 
IV. Now LeCFaith~-Speak---~-~c_~~, 
A. Righteousness of Faith. 
1. Justification personified--it speaks. 
2. Law-~do to live. 
Faith--live to do. 
B. Say not in Heart--Ascend to Heaven & 
Bring Christ Down. 
1. Heart--thinking part. 
2. Ascend 
a) Philosophers of old made long 
journeys to get knowledge. 
3. 
4, Don't have to climb heaven's steps--
Christ came down--nor probe lowest 
deeps for Christ arose. 
5. Deep 
a) Hades 
b) Sea--illustration in infinity. 
c) Deep--opposed to Heaven. 
6. Implies Jews did not believe in 
resurrection. 
7. I?~~tu?J~~~is<helief::=~' O!lj~§ELJLQJL_do 
whaLW:~L~now you can't do w~~ill not. belieYi~-ff<~<·~~---~~<·~~<·~~·~·~~·· 
8. Som;-bothered by Christ's death 
wanted to see Him again and be sure .. 
V. Was There Reason for This? 
A. What saith it? 
1. What does justification really say or 
demand? 
6 .. 
C, Mouth &; Heart 
L 
2. It can be seen in those 
who will. 
3. It is available to all. 
4. .!I~tlxL=.i:gJ~lle.c14_ ... feeling , ... will. 
5 .. f!~aRLJ:yjt:hQ.1lt m()J.l!h.ifLg()~tol}:gJce . 
6. MQuth. Wij:.ll~Q.1;tLheart is.hY:I!QCJ~.!§Y. 
D. Faith--a doctrine in~'which faith or 
belief is the chief component. 
E. Preach 
1. Power in preaching. 
Matt. 10: 32-33 
2. Present 2arU.9JJlJ!le--keel;L<:)Il1~JUIlg 
fIi'[StoryUl we get home. 
- ~~~=~" ,- ~~-- ~,,~,~-~-.-~-- - ---~- ~ -~~.-, 
West End 100+ class - 1/19/97 
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B. 
these words. 
1, There may 
whom Paul had 
heard it so 
sermons, 
as to 
or 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Tell story DL who had a woman 
say believed as 
a long time. II On he baptized 
her. A brother criticized him saying. 
"You forgot to take her confession." 
DL answered. "Well. she didn't 
forget to make it." This man valued 
form above sUbstance. 
8. Ironside calls this the soul's con-
fession. 
9. Confess neither sin nor salvation but 
the Savior. 
10. Profess is to speak that which agrees 
with something which others speak 
or maintain. 
11. We agree with God! 
12. Confession makes you commit your-
ljIelf to a course. I I. d 
~.bJ. eon f-$:}'{7/(IVi Cj\tell9fff!?i·/t ~ I'lL ~jICf...0 
, 3~ - ff!{JtdfL,;!;¥ I;e~·ht 
30> 'IN -~tr ... 
c. 
4. 
D. in 
Now places 
practical form. 
2. Believe with simple, unaffected 
sincerity. 
3. Belief alone is not enough. 
1 Cor. 15: 2 
4. Belief does not come after confession 
literally. 
5. Faith must change us. 
James 2: 17 
6. Belief in heart shows our sincerity. 
7. It's more than an intellectual 
conviction. 
8. It's in your heart--that's where 
confession is made. 
9. Heart & mouth show what a person 
is. 
4. 
E. 
Matt. 10: 32 
5. 
F. 
L 
2. 
b) Conditional 
c) Emanating from proper source. 
d) Effective to those that receive it. 
G. Parallels--heart of man believes unto 
righteousness; mouth confession to 
salvation. 
1. All this for one glorious aim--our 
salvation. 
Isa. 28: 16 
2. Rich in mercy as He provides for 
our salvation. 
3. Thomas had these Elements of the 
Gospel: 
a) Substance--Righteousness and 
Salvation 
b) Foundation--Finished work of Jesus .. 
c) Accessibility--nigh, mouth. heart. 
d) Channel--Faith 
5. 
e) Maintenance--Confession. 
f) Scope--Whosoever will. 
g) Certainty--not be ashamed(v-11). 
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Jehovah. 
B. 
C. VB Moses ) 
D. Confess--Believe III 10) 
E. Faith ; mouth con-
fession--salvation (v-lO) 
III. We now add: 
A. Scripture's teaching (v-11) 
B. Believe vs shame (v-11) 
C. Universal common ground (v-12) 
D. Calling on God 
IV. Examine Individually These Essential 
Conditions. 
A. Testimony of the Scriptures. 
1. Must have basis for our faith. 
Heb. 11:1 
2. It's a unit'--quotes O. T. 
3. All point to divinity of Jesus. 
4. "Saith"--Keeps on saying with rock 
solid feeling. 
5. Jesus said It stands written--during 
temptation. 
II 
c. 
, no 
door to 
another Greek. 
Romans so Greek 
became all 
b) Greek's obedience did not 
impoverish Romans. 
4. Not grace for one and law for 
another. 
5. Adam Clark had this contrast: 
LAW 
1. No prov1SiOn to pardon 
2. No help to perform duty 
3. No allowance for imperfections 
4. Supposes righteous soul and 
vigorous body 
5. Requires perfect obedience 
(kills) 
GOSPEL 
1 . CfiIiiSt atones, 
forgives 
2 . Christ aids 
constantly. 
3. No trial too 
great to bear. 
4. Same 
5 . Mercy( gives . life ) 
3. name your call. 
22:16 
4, From that moment on we are never 
to ignore name, 
5. Must call in right 
Matt. 7:21-23 
6. Specifically call on Jesus--do it 
right way. 
7. Call is to invoke. 
8. Necessary to make the call--lIit's 
your call." 
9. Unlike Naaman--call in His way. 
B. Not saved by good works, or miracles 
(v-6), but by personal reception. Word 
brings this (v-8). 
C. Call is universally extended for 
salvation. 
1. Call on the Lord himself. 
2. Saved--our word again. 
a) Includes primary & lasting 
salvation. 
4. 
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ITEMS READ s 
Romans 
C. Shall we once see what the 
said about 
II. text is Romans 
A. It has 4 features and 
the impact is to read backwards. 
B. We want to see the 4 then see the 
inversion. 
C. Items are: 
Call - Believe' - Hear - Send 
D. Now start at the right and go left 
to see the end results of preaching. 
III. We see them in the order given. 
A. How shall they call on Him in whom 
they have not believed? 
1. It's a natural question and the 
answer is "can't." 
2. He deals with impossibilities. 
3. Form of question demands "They 
shall not." 
4. 
Romans 8: 
5. 
52:7 
Proverbs 12: 28 
Luke 6:46 
Acts 2: 21 
Romans 10: 13 
b call can come 
- no other saves. 
We persuade men to call. 
must have 
who 
" who do not call 
not be saved." (Luther) 
f) The call is more than saying 
His name - must obey. 
6. Belief evidently is not a gift 
of God. (Laud) 
7. Message is designed to produce 
faith that is essential. 
B. Now study Believe in HIm whom they· 
have not heard. . 
1. Believe is not directed toward an 
abstraction - but person, Jesus. 
(Pendleton) 
C. 
3. 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
3. 
b) 
we hear. 
heed. 
a 
Herald one sent, to 
convey message 
( see what happens when 
there is no preaching.) 
Corley calls preachng the pledge 
and proof of God's saving purpose 
Close connection between pro-
claimed word and presence of 
Christ. 
Preacher to convey an authorized 
message - word of God. 
Message designed to produce 
faith. 
7. Heralds are not upstarts. 
D. How shall they preach except they 
were sent. 
1. This is the last step as we 
reason backward. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
noun 
E. and see 
IV. Then comes the preaching 
A. It's written. 
B. Beautiful Feet 
Ecc. 5: 1 
Acts 5:9 
1. Premature preachers went on foot. 
2. Means how, beautiful is the coming 
of such a herald. 
3. Feet comprises respect to things 
internal and spiritual. 
4. Swift, eager feet 
5. Beautiful - full 
6. Feet stands for whole person. 
C. That Preach 
1. God provides world with preachers 
to 
the inverse 
intelligence. 
4. No 
5. 
I;;:;.!.Cl.L.!.UU. but teach the 
apostle preached. 
John 16: 13-14 
Gal. 1: 12 
6. Seed is the word. Luke 8: 11 
7. Note God has not dispensed 
preaching nor does He 
miraculously plant faith. 
8. Preach - proclaim gospel to man. 
9. Lit. evangalize peace. 
10. Christ sent men to preach. 
11. Church does not send men to 
pervert gospel. 
D. They bring glad tidings of good 
things. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

I. 
II. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
be, 
these verses. 
5. We see the golden 
as ones 
used in man's salvation. 
6. It is somewhat like the progression 
in Romans 8: 28-29. 
7. But here, we, study them, then read 
in reverse or'der to see the pro-
gression. 
B ~ Read now the 4 questions with their 
dividing "ands". 
HI. Question #1 
"How shall they call on him in whom they 
have not believed." 
A. The Calling. 
1. It's not all who fall but all who call. 
2. Salvation not on basis of creation 
but on calling. (Laurin) 
3. If salvation can be universal, the 
publication of the gospel must be 
also in order to activate the call. 
4. 
5. 
I do what 
make the 
Must know who Jesus and 
His 
Obviously those who do not call 
will not be saved. (Lu ther) 
g) Prov. 12: 28 "In the way of Rt." 
Isa. 52:7 
h) Call is more than uttering his 
name. 
i) Must obey. 
Lu. 6: 46 "And why call ye me Lord" 
Acts 2: 21 "And it shall come to pass" 
'Rom. 10: 13 "For whosoever shall call" 
B. Essential to the call is -Faith. 
1. Evidently belief not a gift of G.od. 
2. Belief not directed toward 
abstraction--but the person Jesus. 
3. Belief born of hearing & hearing 
by reason of the word. 
4. Message is designed to produce 
faith. 
A. Hear 
L 
2. 
B. Preacher 
1. 
2. 
3. One 
who authorized 
VI. Question #4 
"How shall they preach except they be 
sent?" 
A. Preach ! 
1. Proclaim Gospel to man his job. 
2. Lit. evangelize peace. 
3. 
3. Preaching is called the pledge and 
proof of God I s saving purpose. 
4. God has not dispensed with the 
preacher--he does not miraculously 
plant faith. 
B. Sent--Last step as we reason back-
ward. 
1. God sends preachers. 
In. 16:13-14 
Gal. 1: 12 
one 
are not 
We are to 
) 
4. 
3. It does not mean a church to send 
the 
• (DL) 
4. 
5. 
messenger and message. 
6. 12, then 70, 
commission. sent. 
(4,5,6 Pendleton) 
7. Christ sent men to preach. 
8. Perversion of gospel to prove now 
preachers cannot preach unless 
church sends them. 
9. Here he is speaking of original 
sending. (Whiteside) 
10. How does God send men today? 
11. God will provide the world with 
preachers. 
12. God sends preachers to nations who 
will hear--he never works in vain. 
13. Three things constitute the call to 
ministry. 
a) Be a genuine Christian. 
b) Have the truth--God does not 
call us to teach error. 
c) Possess the ability. 
c. 
Acts 5:9 
5. 
2. 
b) How seasonable or how at the 
bloom, 
Lovely and pleasant. 
3. Sometimes feel work in vain--was it 
at the right time? 
4. They do not proclaim gospel to their 
own advantage but to obey God and 
save sinners: 
5. Feet 
a) Primitive preachers went on foot. 
b) Feet shows how beautiful is the 
coming of such a herald. 
c) Clark says feet sometimes has 
respect to things internal and 
spiritual. 
Ecc. 5: 1 
d) Need to be swift and eager. 
e) Feet stands for whole person. 
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How many 
ever amount 
have taken 
to 
E. read the 
II. Revealing 
A. 
We can apply these to the extent 
our mission work. 
11. 
B. Number 1 is answered. 
1. Of course they did. 
a) Negative of a negative amounts to 
a strong affirmation. 
b) Gospel extensively known to both 
Gentiles & Jews--recall the 
synagogue preaching. 
c) Witnesses: 
(1) Voice of Heaven's messengers. 
(2) Saving faith of Gentiles who 
heard & obeyed. 
(3) Faithfulness of God. 
2. Their refusal to hear pronounced 
them unworthy of further favor. 
C. Now told how extensive was the 
opportunity granted. 
2. All 
( 
order on 
Wherever 
had been 
Are we 
mission work? 
D. Not Israel Know?" 
Above we saw " 
them. 
our 
Sound affirmation --strong, intense. 
Paul will show what he is now 
saying was taught in the Old 
Testament. 
Know means to understand. 
Despite all advantages Jew rejected 
gospel through unbelief. 
Moses' statement. 
1. God told them how he'd use Jew & 
Gentile but they refused to see it. 
2. Was Moses first in prophetic line? 
3. See Deut. 32:21. 
4. He was 1st in order, in the 1st 
place. 
5. Provoke to Jealousy. 
a) Jews should have been glad to 
see Gentile response--not 
jealous or envious. 
6. 
to have their 
A 
12:3. 
nor 
made wise was 
excelling above Jews. 
7. By a foolish nation anger you. 
a) He'd accept Gentiles hi their 
obedience. 
b) He'd reject Jews on their 
disobedience. 
c) Foolish was the estimate Jew had 
of them. 
8. (We'll need to look at Isaiah in 
another lesson.) 
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D. Wiiiit:~~lJ~",ltii;i;J~r 
ad~~_~'. 
III. WQ ·face immediately lihe depth6ftnre:e 
things. 
A. Word ,.th belongs to ~s, ~ .. 
and. ~.~ge--all are magnificent. 
B.~~~~1&~.~'k", God 
f8lf%t~~~~an. 
C.~ 
1. A,~~tbj:Jl:g .,V:3st3!;l,4:, .i~comJ:H·~:ensi~le . 
2. Like l!~Yss, Q:~ • 
3. De:3~te:~ •• ~llat w;:hie,hcan,n~tbe :f,ully 
fatllt&}~~~ll"~~l'~essed . 
Ps. 36:5-9 (READ) 
1 Cor. 2: 10 "For the Spirit searches the depths 
of God" 
Rom. 
Rom. 10: 12 
. 1:7 
2:4 
3:8 
1 
2. 
1. 
. It's 
thiiags . 
It shows his?~~~!~;t1. 
I tl'S?RjM;"~b:@J~J.l!~~l",*,b;~~st,meaRs to 
ac~~p~8'~,t1!l'e';be,S!t~nds . 
5. Wisdom seen as he~~~~~;:;.i~ti>l?)an 
totirEJ'i;eDdiii"\2i0:C,3!l};mien ° 
6 ° M,li!:nb~~,~ .. ~J;?;We,~,t~saV:"ce"himself 
~Jl.~~;~l: wisdom .. 
O~~l?'~~~~~i~i:; 
Immediately seen in earlier part of 
chapter if Jews object then are 
Gentiles saved ° 
3 ° If Gentiles are saved they are made 
subservient to reaching Jews with 
th~. G .... o ... S ..... p ........ e ..1 .. 0 •... A ... ·•... l .. '.l ...•.. · ... · .. t.h ..•... 1.·.n .. .• l,gS.' .. ~OOQ~;·'ib.a.Q 
OOitiUuf~i¥~i ;.;,.~~s~lf(l.{Lard) 
'I 
I 
:f* 4. 
o 
3. 
;~,~~"_ .. _~n 
5. God can ~ __ ·~',.·d,~.· and 
cir~tances--even to~re and 
lllt llef--He can work out plans for 
His grace. 
6 ~"i$t.~~".~h 
#~ . nia,,~ign. . 
7. It;~ •• _A."_·~"""~~ 
-Wm. 
8. God' knows man and in view of time 
and circumstances in which it would 
:!it~"""i"*-~e of 
9. ~nll1 •• ~~~,~. It;;~ 
f~,~\~_U".W'i,~~:t:~ives 
mew.at,#?4MIIla;2.IlIILJllInllll 1:%" 
tra~~J!I] I.UIJI.ll)._!'.iiJtll~_I"""-
t·1A",~ .  ', __ ~1"~~~" U l~\_."-,,.~,----- "'I:U 
eff_I.]~WMJ;~es 
an.", ". ";, (McGarvey) 
10. Knowledge applied t'O apprehension 
of truth--divine intuition which 
fo foreknows the outcome of all factors 
;;ft inhist6rybefoFe they come to pass. 
(Corley) 
11. These are of God--we assume there 
is one of Absolute Power & infinite 
love--weliiiiidl.~~~ out-
co~,9.f his dealings. 
12. H'lns ad IItJlil!lJ!!I!IIl8ggM.jMai.[~ 
U.I S '] d JPI]1IWther than a 
tnaat. i ; I .2 ",.lrM@:lf • 
A. 
3. 
4. 
We See More 
:2. J;'ll0~~!'n'l~m:ts 
L 
2. 
. Path, road on we 
God's manner of doing 
Acts 13: 10 "Right ways of the Lord" 
Heb. 3:10 "They err .. they have not known my wayS 
3. His ways we may not grasp are 
never self-contradictory. nor are 
they the opposite of God's ways 
unplanted in man pertaining to 
justice and birth. 
4. God's ways are not man's ways. 
(Isa. 55) 
5. ~,*.~~~~. 
6. ~~~~~t)_i~_-
c~~~_"~ecuted. 
P aat Findin,g· .Otlit • 
~~of 
tlfli,~~d. 
~~~~~an 
to.,,~~~. 
v. Man 
A. 
2. 
kncwnthe 
None. 
3. (Some conclude they do search out 
and make plain His will) 
4. Wfl~.~~~J:"'_1tl~~;8od 
f~tands. 
Isa. 40:13 
5. ~~~~~~~;¥~ 
t~e. 
B. Who has been His CouRselor? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
2. 
3. 
4 
Job 41: 11 
5. 
debtor 
shovel. 
no 
2. Easier to account for his justice 
than his mercy--why does He need 
be good to me? (Clark) 
3. 
to dispose 
2. was not created 
E. To WillOM Be Fore·~er;' 
1. 
2. 
Ps. 73:17 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
~ard. 
has 
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Come take of the riches of Christ; 
Exhaustless and free is the store 
Of its wonderful fullness received 
Til you hunger and thir$t never more. 
For the depth of the richs of love; 
The riches of love in Christ Jesus, 
For better than gold or wealth untold 
Are the riches of love in Christ Jesus. 

ness. 
2 Cor. 7: 
reasonable 
these 
beloved, let us cleanse 
ourselves from all filthiness 
the flesh and spirit, perfecting 
holiness in the fear of God. II 
B. Holiness is active, "Be ye holy. II 
II. Go to the Old Testament and see some 
things that are specified. 
Lev. 19:1-4 (Read) 
A. We see parental respect. 
1. Age win give each of us added 
wisdom in doing this. 
1. Fifth of ten CommandMents: 
, 21 18 
5, 
CoL 3: 5 
B. 
Lev 19:11-18 ( 
1. Remember the 
2. Remember the sojourner. 
3. New Testament more emphatic. 
Gal. 2: 10 
Eph. 4:27 
". Generosity toward poor makes us 
be more honest, less greedy. 
5. So greedy we steal? from the 
government? 
6. Are we dishonest in any trans-
gression? Word of Donald Kirby 
with big company and their 
fertilizer. 
7. Stealing leads to lying to hide 
our failures. 
4:25 
we 
another.!! 
C. Do we take advantage? 
Lev. 19:13-14 (Read) 
1. Do we take advantage of each 
other? 
2. Could be we do not properly pay. 
3. On other hand not give full day's 
work. 
Deut. 24:14-15 
James 5: 4 "Behold the hire of the labourers 
who have reaped down your 
fields. . ." 
4. Deaf man can't hear your cursing. 
5. Nor the blind you stumbling 
blocks. 
, Tale-bearer? 
8. Remember what James 
• 12:34 
E. Hatred out! 
Lev. 19:17-18 
1. We are to be active in love to our 
neighbor. 
2. Love him as ourselves. 
Luke 17: 3 !!If thy brother trespass against 
thee, rebuke him; and if he 
repent, forgive him." 
2 Tim. 4:2 "Reprove, rebuke, exhort with 
all long suffering and doctrine." 
I John 3: 15 "Whosoever hateth his brother 
is a murderer ... " 
Annual Lesson 

WHAT WILL I DO WITH THIS BODY? 
Rom.12: 1 
I. Our bodies--we all have one and we all 
consider it. Plans? 
A. I'll feed it. 
B. Reduce it. 
C. Pamper it. 
D. Embalm it. 
E. Burn it. 
F. Ignor it. 
G. Use it to the glory of God what 
little time I have it. 
II. Since God gave it to me, does he say 
anything about it? 
A. I beseech you brethren. 
1. Great doctrines of Roman letter 
presented. 
2. Now comes practical part. 
a) Weighter, artumentative part 
of letter is over. 
b) Practical matters approacehd. 
c) Spiritual and physical matters 
joined. 
3. Beseech 
a) Earnest exhortation thus shows 
importance of matter-body not 
to be hidden or despised. 
b) Authority is lovely when 
concealed by entreaty. 
~. ' 
c) Brethren - we stand on same 
level with Paul. 
B. Approach through mercies of God. 
1. Plural 
2. Sum of all that God's done for us. 
3. As the sun descends millions of 
miles to touch the petals of the 
tiniest flower, so the highest 
Christian doctrine is intended to 
affect the lowliest Christian 
dueties. (Thomas) 
4. He that has compassionate fe,elings 
is easily moved to do a kindness. 
(Clark) 
5. Until men really appreciate how 
much they owe to the mercy of 
God, they will never with the 
right feeling worship him nor be 
effectually stimulated to fear and 
obey him. (Calvin) 
6. Because of God's mercy we should 
be more anxious to serve him. 
(Haldane) 
C. That ye present your bodies. 
1. Bodies must be a living sacrifice 
and minds c)1anged by renewal. 
(Lard) 
2. Presentation continuative its mind 
to do--not yours. 
3. Christ saves the whole man--no 
religion values the body as highly 
as the Christian one. 
_ ..... ? '-1;- , 
\. 
if 
6. 
2. God's done so for us 
use all we have for him, 
3. Animals put to death as a sacri-
fice--now we are living ones. 
4. We respond to God in service. 
E. Holy 
1. Pure and free of immorality. 
2. Be "wholly" to the Lord--like a 
burnt offering, not partial. 
3. No longer live to ourselves. but 
under obligation to serve God in 
all that we do. 
4. Come before him clean. 
5. Without reservations, altogether 
committed. 
H. 
• but be 
2. World is inconsistent with 
3. This age where Satan rules. 
2 Cor. 4: 4 
4. See pride, luxury, vanity, extrav-
agance. 
5. Conform= assures an outward 
expression that does not come 
from within. 
6. Not representative of his inner 
life. 
7. Stop masquerading in the way of 
theworld--speech, expressions, 
style, habits. 
abrupt change. 
4. Christian is different from what 
he was before. 
5. Change your circumstances. not 
circumstances change you. 
6. Via mind renewal. 
J. Prove what is tood. acceptable, 
perfect will of God. 
1. It means to test--as metal. 
2. Evaluate God's will. 
3. Prove - an assayer's term to test 
purity. 
4. Does it meet the specs? 
5. Must know what God wants and 
what he forbids. 
12. 
13. 
thus one knows 

\ 
\. 
2.1 
A. One man wrote of eagle "Made for the I 
skies and crammed into a cage. II i 
1. H. G. Werner "Many of us settle c life 
for too little - narrow religious shibbo-
"leth, one-string occupation c a political . 
fad, some hobby that I s become a dugout I 
not a means of recreation, belittling 
person in authority - all eclipse life. 
2. World squeezes you, made a tittle lower: 
than angels, into its mold. 
(~ Kierkegaard's Wild Duck 
(b) Domesticated and made captive by 
modern life. 
B. What are some-of our cages 
1. Shall we Flame some 
• These cages 
...• ~.J}f the Common 
. 1'. My me u~ f111l:1d wtth1:he incidentaL 
.2. Tradil1g stamps, deodOrants & aspirin. 
(~) I didn 'tknow what .a headache looked 
like till we got TV f 
3. I allow little things to erode. 
(a) Chas. F. Keltering "You can buy a . 
fiddle today but you can 't expect to give 
a concert in Carnegie Hall tomorrow. tI 
(1$ if,Our churches are full but our people 
are ,empty." 
(c) Foreign mfg. - insists it can't be done 
__ _..._'7 ,-'0- , 
'·'S. Cage of Custom 
, 1. It's always 3 songs and a praye:rrl 
,;,( a) Indian sl1loke sigp~ls 
2. Phillip Stern wrote about Civil War -
story of McLeans 
(a) Live in Va. - farm was scene of ' 
Battle of Bull Run. 
(b) Shello! Union crashed into home -
move out, have nothing to do with it 
"we've beUh here long enut' 
(c) Moved to Western Va. - rtever to be 
touched by war again. 
(d) Lee signed surrender in their front 
room - rnoved to Appomatox. 
3. We get satisfied C status quo 
(a) Capt. of losing row team said: "1 GlJiD 
tell you how we, lost - too many 0;1 ou~ 
'rnen rowed too Idngin the same'l~.c~ 
(t» Didn't wtn but nobody drown~q 
~t) Letter tlT¢ltRe'StaHon to w#iiCh."~ .,~J 
list. ' 
C. Cage '(ji Center 
1. Our ego gets us - it aUh.s .:;M::.,tr; 
1. I'm not a part of a team.' 
S. Mutual is a~otd I don'l't'ki1pW~ 
t,. One man de~ibect a:wo,m~i'r ~~~ 
Edith. ",She's an island t>oUndedoo 
North by Edith, on the South by Edittl 
&: on theE& W by Edith. 

i 
\ 
\. 
, custom, center, 
, it's ChthR. 
e shall make you 
n:E.il~·····}:n(!!(~eQ! 
)/ The New Y ~rk Cp~y Post Office, 
, which normally can deliver most,of 
the mail it receives from persons 
responding to radio and TV ex-
hortations! was stumped recently. 
The letter was addressed: "To the 
Station to which you are listening, 
New York City." 
January 1966/ Page 7 
'. 
\. 
college swimming coach was 
summarizing his team's achieve-
ments at the annual athletic ban-
quet. "Well, we didn't win any 
meets," he said, "but we all had a 
good time and nobody drowned." 
\. 
The airliner flew into a violent· 
thunderstorm and soon was sway-
ing and bumping around the sky. 
One nervous lady happened to be 
\ ( sitting next to a clergyman and 
\: turned to him for comfort. 
'\ "Can't you do something 1" she 
i \~emanded forcefully. 
i "I'm sorry, madam," said the 
reverend, gently. "l'm in sales, not' 
management." 
* * * * * 
Mother Nature is providential. 
, She gives us 12 years to develop a 
love for our children before turn-
ing them into teen-agers. 
-E.I;'. Bertin in Fa. School Jnl. 
* * * * * 
WhE;ln a man is constantly 
pressed for time, the creases show 
in his forehead. 
* * * * * 
"I do hope the weather is n~ce 
" said one lady kangaroo' to 
another. "I. just h~fe it when the 
child~en have to play inside." . 
" 
r~ .~~*~~~y 6f~rt$Humor" 
·~L. Ma.,glil 
page 49 
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A little girl was making faces at, a bull-
dog. Her mDthar saw her and scolded her 
severely, explaining that people should be 
kind to animals. "Well, he started it," 
said the little girl, as she only partially 
straightened up her face. The mDther ex-
plained to the child that she was entirely 
mistaken in supposing that the bulldog was 
making faces at her. She explained that 
the bulldog was only wearing his natural 
normal face and meant no harm at all. In 
. " I fact, he was a very friendly dog. If that s: 
his normal face," said the child", flthen he 
ought to wear his unnormal face. 
Leander Keck in book on • ~~DATE TO WITNESS, 
says that modern Christian witnesses are closer to the 
situation in Acts than believers have been for sixteen 
hundred years. Then as now Christians faced the frontier 
situation of a world without Christendom. Keck believes 
that the secularism and humanism makes 
this in its outlook and actions 
fact. this view 
and regards the "Thole idea of 
dated as a II 
, anti-God movement because 
God as worth 
FIRST CORINTHIANS FOR TODAY 
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..... I.-U.~vlJ in water, over saw 
where the hog had managed to pull himself up the slippery, 
muddy bank. Picking up the trail, they found that the hog had 
circled for a few rods through the corn and had again returned 
to the creek and crossed it. 
"John," said the farmer, "you go across "and walk down the 
other bank. I'll stay on this side and walk down this bank. I 
believe that crazy hog is on both sides of this creek," 
I was just thinking, as I read Lincoln's droll story, of how 
truth is on both sides of many an argument. 





II, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
B. 
1. Tribulations common to all. 
2. Take folk to lunch and we all 
share trials. 
3. Tribulation ,- rake. 
4. "Patient under affliction." 
5. "In suffering be steadfast." 
6. "In affliction be enduring." 
7. Wears us down--we reach for the 
unlawful. 
8. Steadfast in times of trouble. 
C. Continue instant in prayer. 
1. Many things interrupt. 
a) Iniquity 
b) Family 
2. In prayer persevere. 
6 
C/C - 12 

Rom. 
passes a 
A. Does 
Jer 
Acts 
I 
~ 
I~JZ: 
IS '"','1 
JJlIfJ ~; 
1-t?~D B. 
~~).." 
1/..-31 
J}t:Ji) If: I? 
.rs24'1: 
,---I./-::. 
1. Romans 13 most noted 
are other 
>. 2.,,: 
my hm:!:mler 
Cyrus my shepherd 
my 
my jeWel.6:2~ ID~ Jet? 5",t/;'J"S 
Note this Roman passage. 
1. Count times Il0f Gnd" - 5 5 times 
~-- ~-~'--
in four~s. 
2. Minisli1r, ~er, tax collector 
is minister (V-6), "attending 
continually upon this very thing" 
sounds like the ~S! 
3. Who is included? Every soul. 
4. Written AD 58--what if letter fell 
in hands of Caesar--complimented 
or condemned it? 
D, 
not say 
could 
servant expression 
state is not God but serves 
F. Christian yieled the most passive 
obedience to the laws, though they 
declined the active cares of war and 
were a singular 
people who held an inoffensive mode 
of faith and worship. <-~orl§) 
G. He does not deal with questions of 
opposition to an evil government nor 
justification of a successful revolt -
Ie - 3 30 08 
3 30/08 
would 
In Greek, divine name, .D.h e b.. is ego elml, 
present tense. "I am" the One \~rhQ makes things happen 
,!l9W. H.§~..LQ!'~~f~gr:ttlce-~lhe_l?J~~t~~>-~Jl]d-iha. 
f~!!J(!e. Be~_~~~~~_~s thi~~,_!1_~l?l?~l1O\X . .f_Jll-the 
pres~~Jno~~ll~-t-~e ~~~FY~~~~_!~~l'itb[sLj:h§LlWst 
and we can surrender the ~.ru1ur~~1a~him .. _~-00eatl~ of 
the-~~T~~~!:nti~~ .. 
-'----
--Lloyd John O€,ilvie 
The Bush is Still Burning 
pg. 18 
For reservations or information visit call (800) 228 2800 



ask 
others. 
Moses 
1. Both do 
and 
3 . as to honor 
4. we God and 
our own happiness. Above 
summary. 
5. Obey as long as nothing incon-
sistent with Christian duty. 
6. Beyond this obligation to obey 
ceases. 
7. Chapter also reannouncds ancient 
law of our neighbor. 
8. In V-I apostle speaks of Christian 
only. 
9. Says should be "ruling authority." 
L 
13, 
what God commanded, 
14. 
15. To fail in these respects brings 
duty of disobedience. 
16. No earthly ,power can command the 
Christian to do wrong. 
17. If just oppression, still obey. 
18. Give government benefit of doubt. 
19. There is no legitimate or rightful 
authority but from God. 
20. Other types of authority never 
from him. 
21. God never sanctions them to do 
wrong. 
22. He may tolerate. as he does man 
sinning, but doesn't approve. 
25. 
27. 
B. Erdman 
52. Church and state 
spheres. 
53. Yet both are divine. 
3. 
54. Christianity obligates a Christian 
to perform duties to state with a 
greater faithfulness. 
55. Duty of submission to civil 
authorities is without exception--no 
matter one's social position, 
theories (politically) held or 
religious view expressed. 
56. Origination of civil government is 
God. 
57. To resist is to resist God. 
58. Government exists to benefit man. 
2. Thomas-
3, 
4. 
law. II 
I Peter :13-17 
5. 
go 
as 
6. Also he said "Man can It claim all 
the privileges and reject all the 
duties of the state." 
7. Every man must be obedient to the 
civil government under which the 
providence of God has put a man. 
(A. Clark) 
Titus 3: 1 "Put in mind to be subject to ... " 
I Peter 2: 13-15 
8. Remember Paul under Nero--
sensuous, sunsual brute who 
ripped up body of his own mother 
to see the womb that bore him. 
Hos. 13: 
Bell - Jesus told Peter to 
up the sword. 
b) What can war but endless war 
still bre~d? (Milton) 
II. On subjection= to place yourself under 
To God. 
James 4:7 
To Leaders 
I Cor. 16:16 
To civil authority 
Titus 3:1 
I Peter 2: 13 
A. 
laws 
all to up-
hold justice and (P. C ). 
C. No public edict has a right to coerce. 
any man's conscience (Russia and the 
psychotic punishments). 
D. Treason is a busin~ss outside a 
believer's function (P. C.). 
E. God holds government responsible. 
Ps. 75:7 
Dan. 4: 25-26 
Exo. 9: 16 
Job 34:29-30 
F. If a ruler speaks against God, he is 
not from Him, therefore we ought to 
resist. (MacKnight) 

B. 
D. 
my to all? 
complex and 
world has the Lord 
I I,;;;;~r:~~~~~~l: 1-7 statement on 
B. 
3. 
• yet both are 
,",,@If'!iU''''. 
4. ~!.:ti.~1Jfi.'~$B~Y~*I~h. 
I"a~(~~~e{Vit~cltnerr"'B;nd a church 
rrrei¥~er? fU?;!Areti?r, uHiZ·e¥~. 
III. l}l}:(}1.1g1'1every . question may not be answered 
thEl~e things are clear: . .' 
,",""A{i:'""'f:ftat'''wfifch"is said is for every 
'"t~~lt lChristian--no excePtions:~~~~~rt'y .c Soul . II' 
• 'u<)':t-;1a J.or 
1t12~ tN.~."P."N"'.~7M.';'." .. ,~."; ... ;.%.~.;w;';::.';.·.' ~.i;Y;'~.l¥.l!!9, .• *,,'fl;;~~.'~;;Y·"":'.···:;"··)"t· from. /. ffW>I~2··1lS'lng,:~>··"":f"rr1?ih".tattls exemp ; 
~ t¥;?it:aws of tIle State. 
2. 
~'~~1~'~~;/~t:11" l·~'·'·"~g(i'i~rrimen tal 
gh, his lifeisim-
him via constitution; 
poweiP. Has to do 
of government. 
11. 
12. 
1 Cor. 
3:1 
1 PeL 2: 18 
1 PeL 5: 5 
. 5:24 
2: 
3: 
e. 
co:u.i'age:virtue. 
b) "Statei'Sa.boa'YO'F'mE!'H"i'lJafi.;aed 
tQg,eiber. a,nd .fil'.o·.~Q2¥enaiftt~d;t()' 
maintaincertainl'elati~.$hip'with 
ea,cb· ·othe:r· ·by· ·obSel"V;ffl!g"'Certain 
laws." (Bareiay) 
c) " Christi&ll\S'Y'.i.eldedthe'rn6s't 
pass,ive obedi~nce to . iibe ,laws , 
thQu,gb···,tb~.:y ... ,d'6'c1ine,d·.itae,,'aetive 
ca:res"Qt,waf, .. I!t .. go¥;er/J;lUil\l'ent· •• They 
were a singular ·p·eop1eiwl:lo·,·held 
an inoffensivem£l'G:eof< tlai.th .. ,& 
w;el'ship." (Gibbons) 
d) Society needs government. 
e) rr,Ja.~t~"st::;;'l.~"etref$t;,;;rnan . 
~:;1fK''''--
Dan. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 5X in 
6. 
7. 
t_~e'tore~ou~~r 
<+%;'<'", 
8. Ii.~~zMl;'w"'ate:ver 
to~~a:rry on goverl1ment. 
II 
not 
9. Nothing can exist apart from God's 
will & pleasure. 
10. ASB~ia his hammer 
CY»~41I,k~cc~~:D, ~li~~~~' 
Egypt his garden. 
Tyre his jewel. 
11. I~~~1/~~~a'2~~tJgo\liiern­
~_J!'ms that guarantees their 
ex~tence. 
«'~' 
2. 
3. 
4. 
L 
2. It means the 
people. 
3. They should be 
4. 
justice, motivated by highest 
standards. 
a) T 
ri 
liD~~~i; character. 
b) ~~_r~~~ltl~rs. 
c) God expects men to rule for the 
b~_~t~~~~,[;;~mty, not for 
self aggrandizement. 
5. _"_t.~~gmlc't<,~;lc 
a) Thus must keep themselves clean. 
b) Without such bad & selfish men 
would be supreme. 
6. ~~.~".~:i:~4~~$\:"Wie"l~~:p:evH) 
b~*~~~~i~~;':~~_"~;~ing got)d. 
a)"" ~~'fijffflfff'!'lH'as':tWg3~riiht to do 
'-~*¥j:~{fj'fijife)vr~~r;;aslln official commisSion. 
Matt. 22: 21 
Ps. 76:10 
7, 
6. 
&; honors 
you. 
) 
Government should love &; salute 
c) 'good. 
(Lard said when this no longer 
happens no need to obey.) 
d) E~~ct;jil';~;~)~!,~(_~Y~;r$e::tfititit'7yt)U. 
e) A'£i1\iItmi.s~,>!f~J!i?'y;g:~!~S!KlfIMone 
WOO~~J1!~~n~s!,!!i!~~c!~e"!!but 
ra~_iP"'i\~n£~ees!!!ju!8'ti~!.!!!tr~ 
rule~f!4~$i'!nt;);t;!!!pe:lffo1?mchis'!!cuty 
he!!!i'8iP,1ija~~~i~.!~viar'authQ1!ity ! & 
~e!!;juslice--Grubbs . 
f) i~tion: pr~fl'~~~~~~d, ~~~h 
e$'1. 
g) Thus if you do evil be afraid. 
h) Only the guilty have reason to 
fear. 
v-5 
(6) Avenger inflicts anger. 
(7) You will suffer reward due 
to your disobedience. 
(8) E~~"~~,*;~~.i~,~~~r, invested 
with it. 
F ~.£tj~1it)l'[! 
"Wherefore ye must needs be subject" 
1. ~_"~f~~~~:lp'li'lJ1Hiii~ltment. 
2. ~~~~~~~~&*~p'~~i'.se. 
3. £ powerful motives to restrain. 
a) ~i+~£i··Y¥"hment. 
b) ~~~~;~?l1;~od.€Onsci~nce. 
(ff Conscience our sense of right 
or wrong formed by the word 
of God. 
(2) Don't break conscience. 
3) 
coerce s 
4. s ministers--even the 
IRS? 
B • ~ender to All Their Dues. 
1. Saints have a given obligation. 
2. ,,~:...-~--PJ!!Yforrulers. 
i 1 Tim. 2: 1-4 ---
3. Jesus taught on taxes. 
Lu. 20: 20-22 
4 • ~~'i(bl:a~li/;tci&iil:is~t_'t(;:1W~UpcP&s~~s 
a;fv~~~'~W~itlitI;';;,W~tlial!)'i;nl!):tri'give 
t~5~~~,/g~~~~~~~$~'i'!~0~'W~:;,-\Hl;Ck • 
5. Do not be delinquent--be prompt in 
payment. 
C F'ol'ms of Dues 
ji'.'Tribute 
a) Property Tax 
b) Toll on 
Fear in 
discharged. 
b) Reverential, 
c) Obedience to 
d) Owe to one in office. 
Honor" 
a) Respect--profound veneration, 
due the l1ighest person in the 
State. ' 
b) Honor those in authority. 
c) Never behave rudely--respect 
those in office. 
d) Praise & commendation. 
e) Hold in high esteem. 
Franklin, Ky - 7/7/91 
Franklin, KY (radio) - 7/8/91 
A DOCTOR was explaining.to. his 
young assistant, "When a man comes 
in with a nervous stomach, I ask him if 
he plays golf. If he says 'yes,' I advise 
him to stop. If he says 'no,' I advise 
him to start." 
thingil partly ge~ 
nius, partiy happenstance. First, a P&G 
worker mistakenly ehurned 11 batehof 
the new soap too long, making the 
whipped. bars light enQugh to float. 
Orders for "the soap that floats" 
poured in. 
Second, Pfl)l:tcr established a bench 
mark for the purity of soap, defming 
any ingr()dient besides fatty acids and 
alkali as foreign and unnecessary sub-
stances. By that definition, the new 
soap wus 99.44 percent pure. 
Third, Procter sat in churcb one 
Sunday musing on the words of the 
forty··fifth Psalm, which has the words, 
"All thy garments smell of myrrh. and 
aloes, and cassia, out of ivory palaces, 
whereby they have madetbee glad" (v. 
8). On Monday Procter changed the 
name from White soap to Ivory soap. 
P&G then launched an advertising 
life 
ness interest. bas 
central pillar of his life, trom which he 
hopes toaequire meaning. Thus work has 
become his god. Other gods can be mate-
rial possessions, another person, or a p0-
litical or philosophical ideal. The critical 
issue is that we bow to th~ living God, 
who gives significance to our life. 
When we really enter into. worship, we 
catch a fresh vision of God. I became a 
Christian when I was about 20 years old. I 
had to make some momentous changes 
from,my former way oftbinking and life-
style. Over the next few months I did 
make some of those changes. 1 even de .. 
eided to enter a Bible college and prepare 
for the preaebing ministry. 
But once I arrived at college. I was hit 
with an overwhelming sense of inade~ 
quaey. The significance of what I had 
done bore down on me. 1 had left the 
conHnued on page II 
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A. 
B. 
terms you use to 
'"tt~fine the duty of government? 
6. Should a Christian head a 
revolution? 
7 .. Would God ever authorize a 
government to do what's wrong? 
8. ,Will God for a while tolerate 
what's wrong? (He lets me sin 
without being immediately punished). 
9. Can you bow to a government 
that runs you out of your home? 
(Priscilla & Aquila--today and 
10 .c~I~J~~f~~!'f~!Y~1f your govern-
ment is overrun and an idolater 
is in chargeZ:i.o 
B. 
. Protect the good. 
2. Punish the Evil. 
3. Our responsibility is a ~illing 
sUbjection. \ 
4. Corley wrote of 3 reasons to obey. 
a) Government is divinely ordained. 
b) Ministers of Justice carry out 
tasks forbidden Christians 
to do. 
c) Franchise of public conscience. 
5. ~P~~!mt taught: 
"'It is not passive obedience to 
things sinful but obedience to 
wholesome laws enacted for the 
good of the community by common 
consent. " 
D. 
E. 
F. our 
thus escaped the lash. 
Jesus prayed things not come 
winterHnre-;~TusrWnat does that say 
you? 
Neely's Bend C/C - 4/6/08 
Neely's Bend C/C - 4/20/08 

~ J 
s 
see many 
but look to the 
does God 
can do 
II. He teaches 
are not 
A. :Moses Lard 
person, 
to 
added "Authority must 
what God commanded." 
not. 
1. How would they know this? 
2. Do you think rulers do this? 
3. They should praise you for doing 
good--if they are honest them-
selves. 
4. Lard went so far as to say if he 
does not appreciate you, there is 
no need to obey--is this not 
wrong? 
5. Over and over you hear them say, 
"I am a servant of the people," 
then how do they get so rich? 
10. How are we to act 
tyrannical, rewards 
suppresses good? 
11. The Expositor says, "Christians 
will not as a church lead a 
rebellion, anly as an individual." 
12. Is it right to point out unfairness? 
Be a whistle blower? 
B. Verse 4 describes him: 
"For he is the minister of God to 
thee for good, but if thou do that 
which is evil be afraid, for he 
beareth not the sword in vain for he 
is the minister of God, a revenger to 
execute wrath upon him that doeth 
evil. " 
10 
men. 
Symbol 
d) Washington and Adams 
one when inaugurated. 
e) Thomas Jefferson first president 
not to wear one at inauguration. 
f) Garfield was asked to take his 
off when he preached at 
Murfrees boro. 
g) Symbol of a judgment that 
comes quickly now. 
h) Capital punishment? 
1) Winters wrote it's ridiculous 
to say sinner can use it but 
saints can 't. 
2) Are there just wars? 
c, 
2, 
to behave. 
5. 
6. Remember this is the 
III. There is one further arresting power -
V-5 says it's our 'conscience. 
A. Two reasons to obey government--
ordained of God and not violate our 
conscience. 
B. Conscience is our sense of right and 
wrong trught by Word of God. 
1. George Baily "Conscience is a 
safe guide so long as conscience 
is safely guided." 
2. Breaking consciences is sin. 
3. Conscience joins prudence in our 
obedience. 
Bend C/C - 4/20/08 

II. 
are 
B. No 
them. 
c, 
us. 
not we 
knew how the 
A. In Rome the early Christians were 
brought face-to-face with Imperial 
Rome, thus relationships are outlined. 
B. Fact that some governments turn out 
wrong and bad does not prove Paul's 
statements untrue. 
C. Devil sometimes controls leaders' acts 
but does not mean government 
belongs to him. 
Titus 3: 1 
I Pet. 2: 13-15 
D. Rulers discharge a divinely ordained 
service-in spite of Bismark's "God's 
on the side of the best battalion." 
E. Three times calls 2'overnment 
"servants of God:-t' 
I 
up. 
Dan. 4:17 
H. 
all 
3. Revere 
4. Honor value and hold it precious. 
5. Note it embraces every soul to all 
phases. 
III. Paul moves to the specific item: Taxes 
A. Jesus paid his (Luke 20: 20-22). 
B. Jesus called a tax collector as an 
apostle. 
C. We obey to escape punishment. 
D. Specifically (V-G) told to pay taxes--
called tribute. 
E. Those who collect are God's servants 
as shecking as it may sound! 
F. Obviously government cannot exist 
without taxes. 
· We 
the 
us. 
I. Note V-4 uses 
J. 
IL 
God and state. 
1. We back and 
a value 
2. We do not give to the 
we give back. 
3. Man in authority may be unworthy-
institution is not since God wills 
it. 
L. Tribute means public due of any kind. 
IV. Romans 13: 7 gives further enlightenment. 
A. Several words use : tribute , customs, 
fear, honor--all to be paid. 
1. Tributes - public dues of any kind 
a) Even to foreign powers. 
2. Customs 
a) Duties imposed by merchandis-
ing. 
b) Could be imported or exported. 
deeds. 
, Honor 
High the 
This grants respect, peace. 
c) Never behave rudely. respect 
his office. 
d) Praise a:t;ld commendation. 
e) Hold in esteem. 
f) To lower officials too. 
B. Next verse teaches that ever we owe 
another in love or money, fully pay. 
Neely's Bend C/C - 4/27/08 
"For I have sworn upon the altar of god, eternal 
hostility against every form of tyranny over the mind 
of man." Clearly, Jefferson saw himself as the righteous 
party in this dispute. 
Bucer worked with the pastors the church in Basel 
to produce in 1532 the Confession of Basel. In that con-
fession, concerning m~gistrates, we read: 
Moreover, God hath assigned to the magistrate, who 
in His minister, the sword and chief external power, 
for the defence of the good, and for the revenging 
and punishing of evil (Rom. Xiii. 4; I Pet. Ii.14). 
Therefore every Christian magistrate doth direct all 
his str,ength to this: that among those which are 
committed to this charge, the name of God may be 
sanctified, his kingdom may be enlarged, and men 
may live according to his will, with an earnest 
rooting out of all naughtiness. 
--David Lawrence 
Martin Sucer: Unsung Hero of the Reformation 
pg. 67 
In to 
as to common course 
. .not to 
and to 
and the 
helm the State 
the and the 
has 
-over--





SUCCESSFUL LIVING 
CONRAD ~.H.ILToN"the well-known hotel executive, is 
credited w~th the following ten rules for successful living: 
"FindyourOWf:\:.partic;ular talent. Be big. B,e honest. Live 
enthuslaistn. Don't let your possessions possess you.· Don't 
worry.~po\lfyour pxoblci11)s. Look up to people when you 
can-cl:f.jwnto~Q. one. Don't cling to the past. Assume your 
full sIEireof responsibility in the world. Pray consistently 
and confidently." 


How could a 
. I ask you, 
car, doctor, 
C, Further, have 
you be 
II. seen 
but as the 
to the theme of 
be more 
we owe." This we never liquidate. 
A. Debt to give the gospel to those that 
have never he~rd. 
Rom. 1:14-15 
Hodge: "Acquit yourself of all 
obligations except love, which is a 
debt that remains ever due." 
B. But there is also a monetary one and 
it's stated first. Let's go to it first. 
HI. "Owe no man anything." 
A. We earlier saw our duty to the state-
now to our fellow citizens. 
2. 
Matt 5: 
3 have the 
sacred 
be secure 
another. 
B. Am I to take statement the 
a 
My taxes on my house are 
accumulating as I speak--do I 
pay them hourly? 
b) Is it not against contracting a 
debt I know I cannot pay? 
c) Speculation on a big new house 
and only a car table in it?? 
d) It means pay all you owe--not 
that you all times must be debt 
free. -- Lard 
e) McGarvey: "Earlier we saw 
obligations to those above us, 
now to those about us. Debt 
not prohibited, but to be able 
to pay when it's due. 
pays. II 
j) : "This means leave 
a debt unpaid. It is un-
Christian to assume more than 
we can pay." 
k) Grubbs: 1 "Do not refuse to meet 
your obligations." (Winston & 
Smithville Bank) 
1) Literally, "Let my debt remain 
outstanding. " 
m) Pulpit Commentary: "Pay your 
debts otherwise you live contin-
ually on stolen goods." 
n) Psalms 37: 21 "Breach of debt 
is wicked." 
0) Not being in debt to others 
teaches mdustry, frugality. 
(Barnes) 
you owe 
and 
a debt we can never pay 
to 
B. Then to 
1. Never 
2. Never 
3 • you love. you 
another. 
4. If you love you will not commit 
adultery. (See next verse), nor 
any other offense. 
5. Neighbor is more than next door 
folks. 
I Thess. 3: 12 

L 
A. 
B. such 
reverence & 
II. We learn is the debt we can never 
U~'A~'.v; we are to because 
love is the 
1. Its debt is 
Great - due all many. 
b) much to pay ,even 
1 In. 3:16 
c) 
d) 
Phil. 2: iJ 
e) 
Eph. 4: 32 
5:1-2 
1Jn.4:8N 
2. Law is not fulfilled by sentiments but 
by deeds. (Robinson) 
3. It is ~.£tive, creates decision~...2.d-
will.~"»~-~~-
4. In' one act of loving i1i1l fulfilled duties 
perscribed by law. 
III) deAf i't(li9/P') CU",(.i!:?fJ,VII.Ofl''''''' 
B, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
love & to 
philosophy its subtle workings. 
7. Love fills to overflowing. 
8. The more intensively it is exercised 
the better the world is. 
:III. Jhings Love Will Not Permit 
A. Adultry 
rDOesn't sound like modern ideas. 
2. He that loves another will not 
deprive him of his wife. 
3. Love would stiffle at birth thoughts 
that lead to adultry. 
4. Love is very careful about another's 
comfort & chastity. 
5. "Love affair" - "boy friend" 
"Live in one" - we call the foulest 
things by fairest names. (Robinson) 
3. 
2. to others -
c.~.~_ 
of 
3. Really no commandment but love -
God & 1hn . If ~" 1/ If. J II' J'J 0/ J Ul \' 
E. SQvet rt?j r, 11&1t lnfOfJ/'J.l 
1. Same as~g~§ir~El. , . 
2. It is for a desire indulged tQ-.an 
unl]lwruI Qegre~r for an obiect 
~_",==_k"'~"_""~_ _~._"._ .• -.><.~ __ ~,_~ __ ""~_~m~~ 
th;!.tj~~LJUong . 
3. No man wants to be robbed, harmed, 
murdered, have his marriage 
disrupted, suffer purgery, be 
defamed. 
F. Any Other Commandment 
1. Moses, Christ, Paul, James in 
9' times ,repeat all or part of 10 
co'mmandmefirs':-~'-'~' .--~-
-'-'",=~, -~ •. --~'-~~"'~"'~. 
4. Love in 
individual 
I Thess. 3: 12 
5. Christianity deepens the meaning 
of three terms: QQE, ~QYe, Nel.g:b.ha.r. 
B. L£Y~_I!eg,.atively "No Ill" and ,Qositively 
"Fulfills" . --1. D_",:!!y draws rigid lines foLkar_M 
exces~ cool,_~~1ing. 
2. Love-rises to a boiling pitch -
longs for work. 
3. Law of obligation is a huge skeleton-
love clothes it with flesh & sinew, 
endues it with life & beauty. 
4. Love is the full content - the 
SUM TOTAL OF THE LAW. 
5. Love gives when nothing is really 
due. 
f 
I 5. 
6. "Do you send Christmas cards to all 
who send to you or those you want 
to remember? . 
Nu. 23:19 
7. Love worth continuous action. 
8. If you love you won't injure another 
thus keeps the whole law. 
9. Fulfills 
'a) Religion of principles not rules. 
b) It completes. 
Cheap Hill church, Ashland City, Tn - 6/19/90 


rl\~~e r {;.... II· ~~u~/j(~".-l.-· 
lJ.;Je {' hrist I ~~ ... ~'1 .'. ! n .,. '1F Ella 
I .~. 1~·ihristalltrl . fJ;1~~::;p 
~r the •• ~nt. X have 
G"ertlilin thin~s .. 
A.. Goethe, "*"fell me of your 
certainties, I have doubts 
enougJ:l of my own." , 
B. Read Roa. 14:1_12 and pick 
out Lf.or me whatlnlf:iQ'lIl .. 
Then l;Ja5EHl on the ah~JOlute, 
'\in.1terl~J-e truths I know. 
Itll s~eith.t l:1.~~rties·I 
't\.f411'~. 
i 
\ 
\ , 
i make him stand 
F. 
or 
III. But as startling as it may seem 
(to some Pharisees) some other 
folks found that straightpand 
harrow r0ad, th.ere ~~_~~" 
011 the way besl-des me! 
5.~_r e :t~!l.£.~ .. tt f 0 1 k s~~n 
12 1st verses 
l:·~~~ So~T~~ tt~', 
,,~" "Who" " --:---
: I 3 
"ever:x;man " ~" "man," 
~W-~" .thY brother," 
"himself,. 4 
lil. W-h a t am Igo"ing to do with 
___ :::;> you as we ,journey together -
~~_'~ that's our que~tion? 
IV. We often divide humanity into 
c.amps 
A. Jew - Gent.ile 
B. Rich - Poor 
c~ Male - Female 
D. Weak _ f?trc>ng - hertJlI Rt:J1A'l pi 
V. Who are the we.ak' and the strong? 
A. R. C. Bel1.wrfite ftd'if1'erences 
are ihe-vitahls!' . :Avoidance 
of differences is impossible. 
Yet dif'f'~reiices" are de'sirahle 
~ "db' for it,. g"~~ves ,the c~l:lUrdh -What 
£1Jv'r"~ev!&r.y., . J<hn. t supplJ.eth." 
~ 1. B. fUrther said "men rna 
. <iiff:e,I'Ho being infer-
t9..:c" 
2., Dtffe,tences though: cap 
Ii ~ berertil. '8,oil fox: res f.J'J:,c.t1on;'·' . 
1l~ ~~o ~ '{r~=lc.!afd we called 
wellk a htndranc~ elI':' 
, tit~·ti,p.i~' ill a k e I' 
2... ~ircli~ saidi t was a:r1~' 
ultra~scrupu1ou8 man. 
a 
b 
~wA t heart he a 
ist 
@ Al 1 e g erned b 
aws ~ hasn t discov-
ered the bea of 
grace,11 
). He thinks he gains 
God s favor by doing 
certain s. 
3$ aid he's a man 
o overlays his faith 
c tender scrupulosities. 
4. ate its those 
o ave structed con-
eienee who trouble at 
things indif£erent • 
.Qr1Ll;Lb_ says it has nothing 
~o e enlightment - it 
is not a narrow minded 
ignoramus but he is weak 
in moral conviction -::---
not steady, swayed by 
influence of others 
{a2 
opposite - the 
z~ ___ ctedJ c~~sci~~nti2us 
man who is lOl~l to his 
onvictions. 
D 
ness or incorre tnes is 
not our problem. 
= hold in Chris-
ellowship, don t 
or treat c conte 
but not his 
ns 
~~~~an9s thoughts 
do not lead him into 
Some ate idols meat. 
Some. ... ate ve getab Ie s 
(It do~sn·t say meat 
offered to idols - we 
so infer) 
He j~st eats meat - no 
idol his thought 
(a) • 
f 
5 Weak a e always more e 
gg~_~~:rn 
Interpreters B 
V-not a si 
be~~=~~~~ .. ~y,~~~~ ... ~~j~b~A_~d~1~· 
One esteem one above oth 
ers that they are all 
s 
alike 
Some see the Jewish carry-
& and others see all 
alike. 
V-5 "Let eve 
persuade 
1", X·hus T am my own man! 
if~ 
a). Di£!l~RJt,)es are not 
to. be discussed 
d are not to be 
? 
dis'c1'iminated 
Jud,gem'Emts are not 
to 4,e passed. 
2~ Scripture speaks of 
it'in my own mind' "but 
like a bbat seeking 
its course unguided 
either in narrow 
channel Dr spacious 
lake." 
B. L.e.t l5aea know he J j vel> 
I) -h.A.A\tJ 'ia w j t b m ca n 
r1N~ I~"f)'- t '(V-7 1Ifor none of us 
",~-'l~~J ,~ liv&tht:() himselff)to m~~ 
>l.ij t')Dtfn~ "", 1. B~cordial to the 
~~'J;t~ 10k,' brother-weak or 
c::. hi.," . ltilrong 
.A .J..cfe,.t~Y',r~ .2. Dtm't ridicule and 
M 7' '- .. ~ laugh at what other's 
. f~()¥Je wiiJi, 10 Ik. hold sacred. 
~~ ~ '.' 3. differ but not 
n'J.~~ c~l/)l'HI" Lh. 0 h as a rum in_II 
a~~~ hal}as we muat., " 
:I.-eave' aurs off" 
, 4 (,L lit J1:riJl ) " .. 
-r* Itl 'iiii~t\S~ , 5." ~'~~~ t',c;a~:u~O~rgo\OhOe.m:S 
d~~,i" ehanee of ~eav~n. 
~ 'I r 'dem" 6.' 0 rId lS f111ed 
f~c!lmP."tu.m"( jlllbil wi t e' 2-E!i S1 y 
~~_~NlfwYt~~e?~'e£fi (My 
'fN;t ~ 1nt tlU'n~ it. 
____ ~..J 
V'. 
tact his 
on hi 
ow 
Christianity is the only 
religion that produces 
true, noble individual-
and inde e 
D. Let none judg,e his brother~ 
iYl.,things non-essential. 
1. Recall L~rd's "when 
Christ speaks 
2. 
3· 
4. 
9 
Don'i confuse weakness 
&: wickear;ess 
WD;.e st. "{I~Q.,a,erjQj,)J3 .i£~ 
peGular error of the 
ascetic; contemptoJ]sJ:4~SS 
of the liberal." 
5. DQU t t en gage j n pre smn.p_ 
tious meddlini 
E. Let eacb (crOwn Christ'to be 
- , . :J . I conscious of our calling to 
~' .Nf)' -{\., apJ2esH before his throne .. e~#1/ 1. My final accountability 
OV is to God. 
2. Map's judgement doe.sn't 
". ,. r~ach man - God'g does. 
'0. R~cognize God in it all-
give Him thanks. 
4'. Ing:all that I do I must 
magnify God. 
'" ; 5' i ' Battle cry - -TO THE 
LORDi'" 
a~. Ail that Ido is 
answered in the cap-
sule ·Can I do it in 
the LoreH tt 
6 .&e:kl"ftRom. 14 calls the 
- Chri~tian from the vain 
wanderings in the fringes 
to its center by telling 
again what. the Kingdom of 
God is .. " 
1/ rvt' ~r,t.fJ:r'm'f-R~. 
. " . 
, 
'. 
\ 
tf 
Trying teach parrot to 
talk, the bird owner said "Good re 
to it upon· m 
for several months. The 
refused to cooperate, said rOt 
bea 
One morning. the man. out of 
sorts. walked tight by the bird mil: 
without his usual Unli 
The parrot eyed him and stahl 
said: "Well! What's the matter with tabl' 
you this 
Fconomics, 9-69. 
- Dental and 
P C( 
It was reported that on the Long . . _.,. 
\. 


Ie 
c. 
way about 
because 
III. I to read about see 
He a nice "guy." 
Questions about the Spirit. 
A. (This is another difficulty--I "see" 
Jesus but can't see my own Spirit, 
much less God's.) 
B. Where do we first meet Him? 
1. In Creation. 
Gen. 1: 1-2 "In the beginning God" 
"And the earth was without" 
Gen. 1: 26 "And God said, Let us" 
2. In the Word 
2 Pet. 1: 21 "For the prophesy came" 
Eph. 6: 17 "Take the helmet of" 
C. Next Question-nWhat is He like, I don't 
know whether I like Him or not?" I'll 
describe some features & you decide. 
1. Do you like truth? 
In. 14:17 "The Spirit of Truth" 
2. Do you like a friend who helps? 
.Rom. 8: 26-27 "Likewise the Spirit also" 
3. Do you like one who comforts? 
In. 14:26 "But the Comforter, which is" 
4. Do you like a gift giver? 
~ Cor. 12:4-11 (READ) 
I 5. Are you impressed by Power? 
:Acts 1: 8 "But ye shall receive Power" 
i 6. Does holiness impress you? 
11 Thess. 4:6-8 (READ)--That's his Name. 
2 • 
7. What about consistency &; honesty 
i that's expected? 
11 Cor. 2: 10 "The Spirit searcheth all things" 
8. If you like truth, assistance, com-
fort, gifts, power, holiness and 
honesty, you will like the Holy Spirit. 
; D. Next, was Jesus favorably associated 
I with Him? 
I 1. Rather close--conception! 
I IMatt. 1: 18-21 (READ) 
j 2. Led by 
'jMatt. 4:1 "Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit" 
i 3. Starting the church 
!Acts 2: 32-33 (READ) 
! E. What will He do for me? 
I 1. Come into me. 
IActs 2:38 
! 2. Guide me by his teachings. 
IRom. 8:4 "Walk not after the flesh" 
12 Cor. 3: 3 (READ) 
i 3. Grants assurance 
I 
iRom. 8:14-17 (READ) 
i1 In. 3:23-24 (READ) 
I 
5. 
: 19-20 (READ 
6. 
20 (READ) 
Gal. 5: 
8. 
2 Cor. 13:14 liThe grace 
F. 
Ps. 51:11-12 (READ) 
Rom. 14: 17 "For the K. 
Berry's Chapel - 5/23/93 
all 
LS 
love God &; comm." 
God not 

3. 
concerned about 
meats & conscious objection to 
them. 
b) Meat from broma = ~ •• ~._!l; 
the 
family. 
special foods like 
oysters are to this 
5. F,,~~Mi§~tfl'''~~d''''etry:' 
6. 
iPhil. 1: 11 
i1 Pet 2: 2 
? 
c) 
external. 
Gta:rk"sa:y5p~trc~uf'SUTli is 
p'PS(i]"ttcea,'by"God's"mercy. 
b) ~_ ~ __ iJAfor 
~~c'&f'''~M? 
others. 
b) These are 
concern --not 
spiritual happiness. 
:Gal. 5:22 of the Spirit 
f) ChI'. is not gloom! 
IV 
Je'~. 
2. Such service is always righteous. 
3. Serve Christ as your Master. 
; John 20: 28 
4. ~~~. ~~~~~~N~~. 
B •. liL.~~~~:.~~:~~ &·A;p:~_d of 
M:en~"r: 
1." __ "_~. 
2. N,,~.~"'yua"'(fo the 
tmW~s""or"'wlirch the Kingdom 
~sts. 
4, 
Not merely wish & talk about it--
a ).ttiJPJ.!.""_~ .rig>ll;t 
ctill;er. t*f •• 
b) Christ alone gives 
peace. 
c) It''·iij;~·;ifi0:t;:;.tD~~t1e·at the JeX'fYe~~e;' of 
~:'tWt:h. 
1. ~,;i~~~~;;·'a;·b~u.s,e,;;;biUilfil;;·\1~ one 
a~tner. 
Cor. 3: 9 "We are labourers together with God't; 
4. 
5. 
Street, Dickson TN - 1/ 90 
I OWNBDAND OnbxBD a day-care 
,center called TI:le;Kid~' ~n,dqm and 
was accustomed: to the active, noisy ..J 
preee_l e"."itonment. One par.t, f' 
piekinluP'ttor.ild On a ' , , 
, nooo, .roplfd of( a " • 
ia"'Ih-, , ,he , .... de it ' ",' , • 
wild Kingdom:' , 
-contributed by , 
.. ....,iuw4~_., ... ! 
MeetfIws liD "'6 die .,.., ~ 
me for the remainder of my V1l€ __ ~ 
After returning home, I told this ' 
perplexing tale to some friends, one of 
whom was my regular gas-station own-
er. Laughing, he cleared everything up. 
He told me that he prints the last name 
of his customers on adhesive tape and 
p.uts~t on the ~nside of the gas cap to 
aId his helpers In remembering names. 
- PHILIP D. BINGMAN (Scottsdale, /1,,'%.) 
~ ________________ 337 
Stopping his car in front of a 
Vermont village store, a New 
Yorker got out and spoke to a "II.. 
man sitting in front of the store. ,r 
"Is this a peaceful place to live?" 
asked the New Yorker. 
The man yawned, then 
replied, "It sure is. I get plenty 
of sleep every night, without any 
interruptions. There's never any 
noise night or day, and no one 
ever bothers you with a lot of 
talk." 
"It sounds wonderful," said 
the New Yorker. "Were you 
born here?" 
"Yep," 
Englander. 
here." 
said the 
"Born and 
New 
died 
James Morgan 

necessary. 
. When 
B. When 
. When 
head. 
1. When 
2. When 
D. Yet as the 
over 
III. We want to examine a Roman passage: 
Chapter 14:10-21. 
s 
A. First see, and this softens objection 
how valuable a single individual is. 
1. Jews saw approval via being part 
of a nation. 
2. Do we by being part of the 
church? 
B. Kingdom entrance. 
1. It is an individual matter. 
2. None thereby proxy or heritage. 
3. It is by a prescribed course. 
2. 
4. It's your obedience to the gospel -
the loss of everyone does not 
damn you. 
5. It is not by relationships, 
tradition, wealth, but obedience. 
6. God does not save by groups, it 
is personal and individual. 
Gal. 6: 5 "For every man shall bear his own 
burden. " 
C. Many influences corne. 
1. Our parents. 
2. Their example. 
3. Abilities. 
4. Still it's individualism. 
i 2 Cor. 5: 10 
IV. Worth of the individual should temper 
our text! 
A. Why do you judge your brother? 
1. Not discussing matters of faith, 
but of indifference. 
2. It has to do with divisions. 
Rom. 16:17 
3. Matters of faith know liberty. 
4. Matters of meat--eat or not eat, 
indifference. 
5. We are being taught to respect 
each other. 
6. Some brothers are weak. 
\ 
c, 
our 
we judge do we 
place? 
3. Can we judge at all? 
Matt. 7: 1 
John 7:24 
1 Cor. 5: 12 "Do not you judge them that ... II 
4. Yet don't judge indifference--
things not moral, religious, 
commanded. 
5. "Every knee shall bow." 
lsa. 45:23 
a) Total submission. 
b) Give account of himself. 
D. No man put a stumbling. 
1. Word to the strong. 
· 8: 
Rom. 
E. 
1 Tim. 
3. Opinion does not make meat un-
clean. 
F. Walk no longer in love. Destroy not 
with meat brother. 
1. Thus a brother can be lost. 
2. Not always saved. 
G. Let not your good be evil. 
H. Kingdom is not eat and drink. But 
rightness, peace, joy in spirit. 
1. Rightness--right living. faithful, 
discard of all duties. 
2. Peace--with God and man. 
3. Joy--not strife. but joy. 
5. 
4. In the Holy Spirit. 
I. Well pleasing to God and approval of 
man. 
1. God first. 
2. Man second. 
3. "Let peace follow after things that 
make for peace." 
Rom. 12:18 
4. Thus "Edify one another." 
5. For meat do not overthrow work of 
God. 
6. Eating is right in itself, but do 
not cause to stumble. 
7. Hodge - "Though a thing may be 
lawful, it is not always expedient. 
The use of the liberty which 
every Christian enjoys under the 
gospel, is to be regulated by the 
la w of love; hence it is often 
morally wrong to do what, in 
itself considered, may be 
innocent. fI 
\ 
\ 



(f) From F. W. Robertson . 1816-1853 
SERMONs -.-Inspiration pp. 391 .;.." 392 
ffAnd this it is which makes this Bible, not only 
a blessed Book, but our Book. It is this 
universal applicability of Scripture which has 
made the influence of the Bible universal: this 
Book has held spell-bound the hearts of nations, 
in a way in which no singfe book has ever held 
men before. " 
"This collection of books has been to,the world 
what no other book has ever been to a nation. 
States have been founded On its principles. 
Kings rule by a compact based on it. Men hold 
the Bible in their hands when they prepare to 
give solemn evidence affecting life, death, or 
property'ithesick man is almost afraid to die 
'unlessthe Book be within reach of his hands, 
the battle-ship goes into action with one on.' . 
board whose office is to expound it, its prayers, 
its psalms are the language which we use when 
we speak to God, eighteen centuries have found 
no holier, no div,inerlangl.;!age .. Jf ever there 
has been,a prayer or a hymrtens.hrined in the 
heart.of a nation, you are sure to find its basis 
in the Bible. There is no new religious idea 
given to the world, bUl it is merely the 
development of something given in the Bible. II 
, II ~jG i'Sl gq iBfJi I' 
a.) In my trials I have a boost of spirit. 
~" 
r 
b. ') Scrp. prevent despondency. 
c .) Wants us to conti nue to have hope yet there as 
Ma,claren points out is nothing in man's trouble 
alone to produce hope - takes God. 
d .) Scrp. encourage vi a records & reve lations of 
principles. 1st wave that goes over boat looks 
like it will sink it, as others pass over one sees 
it will weather the storm. 
e)' f2i'M I~ beJ:hn3. duwr uJI,ofe )tJc. ~ 
is.::2 ~/'-~'f'l!'' :.2 WwI $(){JieR. 
J.)DtY\({ ~~.~n~~ h > 
j) tdow~ tA~F~e (!)~. 
0) Lue ~ lA1ev~ I I 
'" (~(, It ~' cl ~e f fi€.(;~C 
'~ ( 30) (l I (. 'I*-2.ueth f. romJse ~ . 
"' .... ·'fll~~~~lot~~.1 
~ &rvL 1I-/~-7t;:. 
~.~M..t,-~, 
~~~, 
on our 
for our 
others who don 
ter 
We more time worry-
about our appearance than we in 
feas on Your Word; thus we s 
ourselves 
" Dink Bennett. 
do 

.I , 
\ . 
,-I 
" 
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MARK TWAIN AND SCIENCE 
! 'j 
'1 
"Since my own day on theMississippi cut-offs have been 
mQ<:f~at Hurricane I.sland lOOjaJI'J(l .l~p.,; ~fk(t:f1j~9:S;;:,~f/ 
j ""'~"~;:{"';'<'l,~·:·?,;,:,}'!':~':<\:"I,;,.:,':':"~ :' 'f " : 
river, in the aggregate, sixty:-seven mi s. In my own time 
a cut-off was made at American Bend, which shQrtenedthEi 
river ten miles or more. ti ':C~ 
1/;" 
J' 
"Therefore, the Mississippi between Cafro and New 
Orleans was twelve hundred and fifteen milesJong one hun-
dred seventy-six years ago. 1t was eleven hun d re dand 
eighty after the cut-off of 1722. It was one thousand and 
forty a fte r the American Bend cut-off. It has lost sixty-
seven miles since. Consequently its len g th is only nine 
hundred and seventy-three miles at present. II 
II Now, if I wanted to be one of those ponderous scien-
tific peopte,and 'Iet on l to prove what had occurred in the 
remote past by what had occurred in a given time in the re-
cent past, or what will occur in the far future by what has 
occurred in late years, what an opportunity is here I Geol-
ogy never had such a chance I nor such exact data to argue 
from! Nor 'development 6f species', either! Glacialep. 
ochs are great things but they are vague--vague. Please 
observe: . 
o 0 I[ l - \ C 
S' tl_/ t- \.LL r{,.. ~ ~ 
(Conti nued from Page 1) 
1I1n the space of one hundred and seventy-six years the 
lower Mississippi has shortened itsel f two hundred and forty-
two miles. That is an average ofa trifle over one mile.and 
a t h i r d per year. Therefore any calm person, who is not 
blind or idiotic, can 59 e thot il"l the Old Oolilie Silution 
Peri cd, just a III i 1.Ii on years aSQ flext No.vember-., the lower 
Mississippi River was upwards of one million three hundred 
thousand miles long, and stuck out over the Gulf of Mexico 
like a fishing rod. And by the same token any person can 
see that seven hundred and forty-two yea r s from now the 
lower Mississippi will be only ami I e and three quarters 
long, and Cairo and New Orleans will have joined their 
streets together, and be plodding comfortobly along under 
a single mayor and a mutual board of aldermen. 
I 
There is something fascinating aboutsdence. One gets 
such wholesale returns of conjecture out' 0 f such a trifling 
-",i~stmelltof £o$1·tl " • . .' . " .. ~.~rt~ 't~*"-ft". '.' . 11 T1('\X ~,~Y:WJ' t 5Y!iit'. 'f r~"ri'!;'@j,~~ .. 4w{.S?,~ .•. ,.,1~ '$~'.'~¥hm '.JUl! Ii 1$'*", It, ,f, iMtl.i;) ' .... ' ". .' '>, .. --lir.e o*;'tfl:CM1ssissippi, p. 2v,' 
(This ton9ueJn'Cheek;~lfftlW;i'~i:n isho m 0 rou s but it 
does point upthe necessity of b$ing car$fril'l aLthe sci$ntific 
method used and the conclusions drawn. Especially is this 
true if the conclusions conflict with t he statements of the 
Bible. II let God be Joundtrue but every man a liar.1I 
(Romans 3:4.) --MDT) 
* * * 
RECORD 
(October 20, 1968) 
Bibl e Study 383 Wednesday, Oct. 16 
Morning Worship 527 ladies' Class 33 
Evening Worship 381 Study -Worship 506 
Contribution $1,322.23 
Budget to date 
Contribution to date 
OEFICI Tto'dbte 
$4,461.00 
3,908.72 
$ 552.28 
ylup Poll in 12 Western Nations 
Opinion on State of Religion, Morality 
PRINCETON, N. J.-Western opinion on the state of religion and d 
morality is grim, according to the Gallup Poll. 1 
During recent comparable peri-
ods across sectiohofcrfizens of The text in third place was the fi(1)r~ .. 
"-" ...... --"".~--~,;"-.-.. --' ..... -- three verses of JOHN 14. .:..::? ' 
12.\Vest~r:f:L .. !1.~!1().~~.,~~!~~1,lr:._. A spokesman for the Grea 
veYeQQy __ Gallup ._.organizatkms. Sydney Conference of the Seventh-
, In .seY1:1Lnations, 50 percen~ day Adventist Church, which con-
~ore nuestioned said life is get- ducted the survey, said that it also . --«'='.-,,-.-----'-~--.-;._ showed people were reading Bibles 
tInLworse In terms of .relIgIOn. less than they were when a similar 
Fifty percent or more in all J:>.!!t poll was conducted a decade ago. 
two nations salo-rrre"'Ts-getting 
"worse" in terms of morals. and .in 
eight lands half or ":"m9re sa.id-llie 
is "worse" in terms of honesty. 
TlliL.United States was the most. 
~SimiStiC on !.1:e issue. of morality. Seventy-ei~ht ,Jt~ru1.t said .1llQl:als 
are-aeCITnIng; 8 percent said morals 
are "better"; 12 percent ~
change; and 2 percent had no .Qlllll-
~. 
Executives of UCC Support 
Vetoed Retraining Program 
NEW YORK-Executives of the 
United Church of Christ have 
thrown their support behind a pro-
gram i:(1 a Pacoima, Calif., church 
to retrain 30 "hard-core gang lead-
ers." 
A $242,316 Office of Economic 
Opportunity grant for the project 
was vetoed by Gov. Ronald Reagan 
after some Pacoima residents com-
plained about the plan. 
The Netherlands showed the 
greatest degree of pessimistic opin-
ion on the decline of the state of 
religion. Of the Dutch polled, 77 
percent said the level of religious 
life is "worse";' 9 percent said 
"better"; 8 percent felt no change; 
and 6 percent had, no opinion. 
In the U.S., 50 percent said life 
is "worse" in terms of religio:q.; 26' 
percent said "better"; 16 percent 
saw no change; and 8 percent had 
no opinion. 
Truman B. Douglass, executive I. 
vice-president of the_United Churcb.{ 
Board for Homeland Ministries; 
Joseph Merchant, chairman of the 
department of ministries to com-
munitU~s of special needl and Ralph 
The Gallup Poll observed that in 
1960 twice as many people said life 
was "better" in terms of religion aiL 
M. Moore, Jr., the denomination's 
secretary for youth program, asked 
Bertram Hardin, OEO director, to 
override the governor's veto. " 
said. .... worse." . • • 
On the question of honesty, 61 Negro Congregation Finances t1percent in the 1J.~. felt. a. dechne; 2nd Factory in Philadelphia 13~ent saw ImRroyemeI!h.~. : percent Qbserved nQ changej _and 7 PHILADELPHIA-The opening of a 
percent had no opiniQIb.... second Negro-owned and operated 
Nations other than the U.S. and factory here was annouced by Leon 
the Netherlands surveyed were Aus- H. Sullivan, pastor of the Zion Bap-
tria, Canada, Finland, France, Great tist Church and founder of the Op-
Britain, Greece, Norway, Sweden, portunities Industrialization Center. 
, Switzerland and Uruguay. Called Progress Garment Manu-
/Australian Survey Shows 
V John 3:16 Favorite Text 
facturing Company, the enterprise 
has employed 20 persons and has re-
ceived its first contract. 
Mr. Sullivan's opportunity center 
encourages improvement of the 
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA-A sur v e y Negro's social and economic status 
among 20,000 persons' here showed by self-help. It has spread to scores 
that the favorite Bible text is one of other American cities. 
that promises "everlasting life" to The first Philadelphia enterprise 
those who believe in Jesus Christ. opened by the center was Progress 
The text is JQHN 3:16, which Aerospace Industries, Inc., which 
states: "For God so loved the world began operations in June. Both busi-
([) that he gave his only Son, th~t who- nesses are owned by Zion Invest-
ever believes in him should not per- ment Associates, funded by monthly 
ish but have eternal life." investments of the 650 members of ®. Second most cited w~r. Sullivan's congregation. 
SEPTEAABER 22, 1968 
'l'j' " , 
'i 
I 
, , 
L 
B 
a) ~,;,~~~<~{.gb~~,,;m~ive. 
b) Note how 1 skillfully he will work 
into this 
6 •• !!~i.~~*~.~~ 
liijiti~,ii"~~ ~;;::~~_!'l1~~~~. not 
in 
b) You c~ __ ~.~~ 
c) With confidence you can be 
grateful have 
ceived. 
1. Lit. to carryon a combat. 
2. Conflict in company with another. 
3. Join in deep effort. 
5: 
Col. 4: 3 
Eph. 6: 
4. 
5. Fervent, 
6. 
8. 
9. 
2. 
1 Thess.b1(:25 
2 Thess. 3: 1 
Heb. 13:1~/ 
4. 
5. 
af'e 
····l11l!Jtt!e11ei.d but 
,,~. '':ll1it,,'tt,;S'\~;u;tt}nl y 
n~ l<:¥d his fellow 
C.istians was saints. 
Not sure his brethren would 
accept him. 
c) ... ~_~;fj:i;i i~~l!~ftie·ior 
4. 
5. 
6. 
$~ 
_~~'fj~:r)ftFt~~~brl:(i: fhe world is 
w~yi'wtbt1,j~~~" C6~;t_$"t".wJ;'t~Paul. 
;IV. _'P.~~~'1£hem!;i:1 
A. 
~j:re pray~,:t's 
gdH'd wlsfre'S. 
2. Angel had peace theme at birth of 
Jesus. 
3. This chapter has God as: 
a) G~?Plif~~ce (v-3). 
b) God o~~~tXv-13). 
c) God of J:Bjr~e 
Gof od ',->",,, ',,"''',",'' 
4. 
B. 
End - 100+ 
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A. 
B 
Co 
D. 
answers--the 
A. 
one 
B, are we 
to our 
In the feminist movement should we have: 
A. Women preachers? 
B. Lady elders? 
C. Grossed over words--such as man? 
D. Women deaconess? 
Romans 16: 1-2 
IV. In our text we meet a special lady about 
whom 6 things are said: 
A. Name--Phebe. 
B. Our Sister. 
C. Servant of the church in Cenchrea. 
D. Actions becometh saints. 
E. Succor of many. 
F. Succor of me. 
1. Would that we are content with this. 
2. Our times demand an inclusion of 
woman leadership. 
B. 
3. 
2. 
3. 
Phebe. 
was no 
those days. 
at 
4. Church letters enable the church to 
know that a stranger arriving and 
seeking hospitality is a fellow 
Christian, a genuine member of the 
Christian society and not a parasite 
or aspy. (Bruce) 
5. Commend--introduce to favorable 
regards. 
6. Phebe first named of 35 folks--
various nationalities--middle wall 
of partition broken--all one in 
Christ. 
C. Our Sister 
1. What better way to describe a fellow 
Christian--brother or sister. 
2. First of 6 designations of Phebe. 
E. 
L 
do we know 
as for an elder or deacon--JBM) 
c) Raises the question was she 
appointed or did she assume the 
service? 
d) She is doing service with 
apostolic sanction. 
e) That makes it right. 
f) Other churches should do what 
Cenchrea did. 
g) He says she was officially a 
deaconess. 
h) Worked with the sisterhood. 
i) Worked with the poor, sick, 
untaught, erring, unfortunate. 
j) He wishes other churches would 
do the same--(then they had not 
at his writings?) 
3. 
4. 
6, 
each woman or man 
should seek an V~.LL~·~ 
where 
or serve. 
a word not trans-
lated, 
b) Romans 13 
deacon. 
c) John 2 deacon, servant. 
a 
d) Word has a general and a 
specific use--for those who have 
a special task. 
e) Here in general she is a servant. 
f) Feminist movement wants word to 
be "leader" but not proper here. 
8. Obviously she served the church as 
my sisters do today. 
E. Church at Cenchrea. 
1. Only NT mention of church there. 
2. Who started it? 
3. Seacoast town--8 or 9 miles from 
Corinth --east side--town Asia Minor. 
4. Rough city? 
G. 
2. 
5. 
know what her 
business was other than honorable. 
2. Play on words--help her for she 
a helper. 
H. Succourer of Many. 
1. She's a helper of man. 
2. Her noble service entitled this good 
woman to high praise. 
3. As we do to others they are under 
obligation to us. 
4. Helper = patroness--maybe wealth 
and social position hers. 
5. "We don't know how she befriended 
but it brought her imperishable 
fame." (Erdman) 
6. Hospitality grows out of awareness 
of needs of others. 
7. It enriches the lives of those that 
practice it. 
L 
1. bene-
2. Let thank them what 
11 
.. Servants or Deaconesses? 
Romans 16:1 
, . 
. In m~ opinion, the question of female appointees in the 
early c~ch turns upon," interpretation giveR 18 i'.'J:& 
New Testament 1>,."', both of which areindecilhze, 
and in ,twn the _ppretation liveD them bas to ee 
examinea in Sbtllrht of the hiatog of the early church. 
PhoelwL was a diaJconos of the Cbm:CA ifl Cenehrea 
(Rom. 16!!); but. onUs immediately· confronted with 
defi~s. Was she an appointee of that 
congregation or merely one of the thousands of females 
through history who have served the church? Diakonos 
is an indeclinable Greek word which occurs many times 
in the New Testament (Mt. 20:26; 22:13; 23:11; Mk. 9:35; 
105 
106 EXEGESIS OF DIFFICULT PASSAGES 
10:43; In. 2:5; 12:26; Rom. 13:4; 15:8; 16:1; 1 Cor. 3:5; 
2 Cor. 3:6; 6:4; 11:15, 23; Gal. 2:17; Eph. 3:7; 4:7; 6:21; 
Phil. 1:1; Col. 1:7,23,25; 1 Thess. 3:2; 1 Tim. 3:8,12; 4:6). 
"Servant" or "minister" would be the most likely ren-
deringofthis term; however, the KJV transliterated it in 
three instances, thereby perpetuating or creating a re-
ligious jargon for organization of the church. Even in 
Phil. 1:1 and 1 Tim. 3:8, 12, "minister" might well be 
more what the Lord had in mind and would safeguard us 
from the trap of appointing men who are given nothing 
to do and who do not conceive of their position as 
implying that they are to serve. Alexander Campbell 
thought that high churchmanship had caused the KJV 
translators to perpetuate the organization they knew by 
this translating procedure. 
In the cas~ of Phoebe, who is the only female in the 
New Testament to whom diakono8 is applied, Tyndale 
(1525) used "minister"; and that term was used in the 
Great Bible (1539), the Bishops' Bible (1568), and the 
Rheims (1582). It was the Geneva Bible (1560) which 
contributed "servant," and it was followed by the KJV 
(1611), the ASV (1901), the NIV (1973), and the NKJV 
(1979). The RSV (1946) made the innovation for the 
English Bible by transliterating the term as "deaconess," 
and the NIV gave this reading as a marginal option. 
Translations do not determine the meaning of New 
Testament passages; they merely reflect the under-
standing of translating groups. In view of the non-
technical use of diakono8 in many New Testament 
passages, no man can say on the basis of New Testament 
material alonewhether Phoebe was merely a seryantor r----........... -._.-
was~. 
Equally ambiguous on the question is the second New 
Testament passage where, in qualification lists (1 Tim. 
SERVANTS OR DEACONESSES?(ROMANS 1(;:1) 107 
3:11), we read "even so must their wives be grave ... " 
(KJV; emphasis mine). This passage stood as "wives" in 
English translations from the time of Tyndale until the 
RV / ASV (1981, 1901) except for the Rheims which had 
"the women." The RV / ASV take up "women" and in that 
they are followed by the RSV. The NIV gives "wives" in 
the text, but has "deaconesses" as a marginal option. The 
English translations reflect the inbuilt obscurity that 
there is in the Greek word gune. As in rural America, 
"woman" may describe either a female or a wife-a man 
may say "that is my woman"-so gune may describe a 
female or a wife. Which is implied must come from the 
context; but the context in 1 Tim. 3:11 is not dogmat-
ically clear as the above cited variants in the English 
translations reflect. One interprets the passage in keep-
ing with presuppo~itions he holds. If he thinks the early 
church had female appointees, then he understands the 
list to be talking of deaconesses. If he thinks that it did 
not, then he takes the term and "its qua1ification~ to'be 
describing the wives of the deacons. On the basis of the 
New Testament text alone, neither side of the debate is 
likely going to persuade the other. GUne occurs many 
times i'irthe New Testament. and in the letter to Timothy 
has the meaning of "female" in 1 Tim. 2:9-12, 14. But it 
also has the meaning of "wife" in 1 Tim. 3:2, 12; 5:9. 
There is not much way to make progress in the 
discussion but to have recourse to church bist.or.x.!<> see_ 
what the situation was in the early church. In the 
documents of the early church, there were in the congre-
gations elders and deacons, and after the time of Ignatius 
there was the monarchial bishop; but there is very little... 
evidence for female appointees in the second and earl 
thi£.. centuries. Be ore gna IUS, pres yter (presbuteros) 
and bishop (episcopos) were used interchangeably; but 
108 EXEGESIS OF DIFFICULT PASSAGES 
The Latin term is quae ministrae dicebantur; 
ministrae has within it the same obscurity that d'iakonO,'; 
has with which we started. They could be servants of the 
church, or they could be 
can Ho\~Jight of t.h(~ fadJ:.haLChdstian 
sources of this century do not mention SJlch female 
appointees though they do discuss church m:iJ&Ilization, 
the person who wants !2 make them appojJl~~~!,rleeds 
PXQV~ bjs case. He cannot <kUbat. 
situ~funJs entirely different. By 
does female appointees in its 
Syrian Did(lA';Calia of the late third century has deacon 0 
esses who assist at the baptism of women,-go Tnto 
housesorhe~then where there are believingwomen,visit 
the sick-;mTnISler to them, and bathe them. 2 Sl1epherd in 
The~~4i;)iet;:i(J1W~-O/-t/u;.l3-ihl-e say 5, "Ouf-chief 
sources abillILth£ulrd~-M--d~conesses derive from 
JPliny Epistle 10.97. 
2Didascalia Apostolorum. trans. R. Hugh Connolly 
England: Clarendon Press, 1929), pp. 146-48. 
SERVANTS OR DEACONESSES? (ROMANS 16:1) 109 
Church Orders and conciliar decrees of the f n-fifth 
3Massey H. Shepherd, Jr., "Deaconess," in The Interpreter's 
Dictionary of the Bible, ed. George Arthur Buttrick (New York: 
Abingdon Press, 1962), 1:786-87. 




A reporter was interviewing 
Sir Winston Churchill. "What 
dq you say, Sir," he asked the 
venerable statesman, "to the 
pre . in the year 
200{), w. ome.n vi b. e ruling the 
worw:?" ~ 
Chll"rcl11rC smiled. and said, 
"They still will; eh?" - Voice, 
5-11-70. 
What makes a woman in her marriage? 
Is it a modern house? children? A 
successful Husband generous with 
Tn,,,,,,,>,,"' Perfect housekeeping? Going to social 
events together? 
Many of these are important. Some are very 
vital to her marriage. However, for a woman's 
happiness she needs three essential ingredients. 1) 
Deep love and devotion of her husband, where 
she is loved, cherished and treasured. 2) Her 
human dignity must be preserved and, 3) her 
heartfelt desires granted. Without these ingredi-
ents she will be unfulfilled. 
Many a woman has the mistaken idea that a 
career is the answer to her fulfillment. When 
basically she is only bypassing the fact that she 
lacks real love and acceptance in her marriage. 
Unwilling to face the truth, she only creates a 
wider gulf between herself and her husband. 
2 
before he 
Listen to this: Woodrow 
called his friends an unemotional man, wrote 
these words to his wife after 17 years of 
that I am, all that has come to me in 
lowe to you ... I could not be what I am, if 
did not take such serene from my 
union with you. You are the of COllltent 
and so long as I have you, and you too are 
happy, nothing but good and power can come to 
me. Ah, my incomparable little wife, may God 
bless and keep you.' 1 
"And after being married for 28 years, he 
writes from the White House: 'I adore you! No 
President but myself ever had exactly the right 
sort of wife! I am certainly the most fortunate 
man alive.' ... 
"These were 'l:aken from 'The Priceless Gift,' a 
collection of letters written by President Wilson 
to his wife Ellen: ,~ac~ letter is a love letter, 
warm and intimate~ 

~cts 
1. Worked togeth 
2. Made tent'S 
18:2"Came to C. and found & certain Jew" 
: 3"Because he was of the same trade" 
B. 
3. Shared ~ & ~ of spreading 
gospel. 
4. Aquila was a.>,'W' s see 
Christianity crosses lin~s. 
5. Extended hospitality t~, Paul. 
't»iSil~~I.~sus 
1. Third move we know. 
2. Forced out of Rome (Acts 18: 2). 
18'S"Sailed ... with P & A ... came to Eph," 
3. They stayed in Ephesus while Paul 
went to J.Q.f'ttsalem Afrh'P8Il 
4. tt:;tWcBi;/:~~,eil. 
LQve;:;'~sh~W!s(:;it:s&l;fICm ' ff;(jr'tla:~es 
~'t~IJm~~~~~~~~'ions 
Source of ~fiftli@ifi6htopersoh 
named. 
b) _~«~t~:f~f(f*~tnselves & others. 
c) Tribute to church in Rome 
(P. & A. are back after 
banishment) 
d) .. Shows genuineness of Epistle. 
3. ~~~~fifi;g;'~:UcJi1it'e:~~Xi~w .,' •. &":'~~ntUe in 
5. 
6. 
7. 
. 
members--took 
world--remember their 
the 
. "(~I.;' ~,~ 
po~ular &; often used. 
~,,~lft!!~~~~~~~?'must be 
in"~rist . 
18: 12-17 -. ;~ 
2. Also ,at ¥phesus. ~~~~ II nw.t!ra 
19: 30-35 2.hr: Gte~.':; -e"" 
3. At Ephesus 
Cor. 15: 32" After the manner of ll)en I 
6. the exact 
b) 
d) felt it. 
Tim. 3: 12fl All tha.t will live in Christ J~I 
1. 
& said it. 
thanks" 
_~Ilso. 
Jew & Gentile. 
Whole church said thanks. 
Greet church in their house. 
Early church had no meeting house--i 
came third century. 
Met in synagogues & homes, plus 
wherever tliey could-- even . 
Catacomhs. 
rlo COAST'GUARD oltlcer of my acquain-
tance was ordered from Norfolk, Va., 
to a new duty post in Tulsa, Okla. He 
was told that the government would 
'1 pay formoving his ho.usehold and per-
sonal goods, but regulations would not 
',oermit payment for moving his canoe. I \\ The {Jinxer carefully filled his canoe 
with dirt and planted begonias in it. 
i~ 
When movers arrived, he handed 
them all itemized list of his belongings, 
includi,?g "one Is-foot fiberglass 
planter. --c,". CAtllI.1. (Chosop"ak" I'a.) 
DISCIPLES'DEPARTURES 
J~ 
. Brookhollow Christian Church (Dis-
c.iples of.C.hri,.st), A.' ... b. !lene, TX, ~asi ... )j) ••...u .....b ........... -.. hShed a "Chu~ch Polley on B~ptIsm:", . 
"We practIce baptism by Immersion . 
for those who have reached an age of . 
understanding and make a confessip.l1,of 
theiTfaith. Fortbose interestedintraJil~­
fer; .. yve accept other forms of C~ri$~~~n 
baptism. Ify~u ~aye beenbaptlz.eq.'i.n '1 
ilnother tradItIOn, It IS not necessarySQ,~ 
Immersed." .' .. 
Handout: from Brookhollow Christian ChurchJilcw. 
A DIsciples of Christ Conveption,! 
meeting in Indianapolis~ IN, po~tpoIle.~;~ j 
vot.e on a "Jesus Re~olut~on" wh~ch w()u:Y<;ij 
afflr .. m. that salva .. tl.Dn 1.S. p. os. Slbk ... ,.O .. · ..•.•. ·.' •.. ~1.1.··.·~·\.i 
t~rou~h J esu,s .. A re20rt from the'E)lS- ~ 
Clples CommISSIOn on TheDlogy su . 1 
"n J1light be inappro'pria~e ana sell 
eous tD say salvatIOn IS .only pot;, 4 
through Jesus." Some church DfflCt~ls .. j 
stated they feared "a statement excluding! 
non-Christians from salvation would harm 
iflter-faithdialQgUr~'" . . .. 
Times-Union,JacksonviHc, FL, 8/5/89, via John T. 
Smithson, III, Starkville, MS, Church Newsleuer , 
~ iT IS <?NE of t~e most beautiful-;~~ 
V~ensatIons of hfe that no man can sin-
cerely try to help another without 
helping himself. $~ 
J _ _ - William Shakespeare (1564-1516) I 
! 

Mother. 
" 'Who the dead mouse in my 
drawer?' " answered 
AT THE liND of my factory shift. I 
was asked to ~rchase some supplies. 
The machines conveyor belts needed 
talcum powder to prevent them from 
sticking, and we had run out of a$pi~ 
'~... rin for workers with noise-induced 
i tension headaches. I drove to the near-
est store and loaded a shopping cart 
with four cases of baby powder and 
several boxes of aspirin. As the man 
behind me in the checkout line peered 
at my purchases, he laughed and ex-
claimed, "Must be one heck of a kid'" 
-Contributed by Lonnie Aspen 
From: Jesus and His Times, Reader's Digest Pg. 168 

came to W. E . & 
2. Then he could talk about 
multiple names he 
about the 
B. many names are 
1. Carroll says 35. 
2. Barclay says 24 individual names. 
3. Corley says 26. 
4. Tyndale says 26 individuals &; 5 
households. 
5. Halverson--29 and says Paul implies 
could name more. 
6. 26 for Morgan. 
7. All underscores men can nod--you 
count for yourself. 
II. But what can a chapter like this say to us? 
A. From Robinson 
1. Grace sanctifies the courtesies of 
life &; refines the manner. 
2. 5 classes of salutations. 
a) Helpers & fellow laborers. 
b) Relative & countryman. 
c) His own converts & well known 
friends. 
d) Churches 
e) Households 
remembrance 
4. About the church: 
down. 
degrees 
worker ) much labor 
labored much ) . 
c) Yet none s01nsignificant as to be· 
forgotten or left out of Lamb's 
book of life. 
d) See the everyday world of the 
1st century church. 
e) Great diversity of individuals: 
women, slaves, prominent free 
men, imperial household, Jewish 
& Persian nobility. 
f) All barriers of race, culture, sex 
removed. 
g) Paul says nothing about their 
faults--no evil report. 
h) 2/3's those named are Greek. 
B. Truly the chapter says much but 
emphasis one theme: "~n Christ. II 
III. Now let's go to our little friend from Canbo. 
--as Dr. Seffert used to say. 
A. 
Beloved used 4X 
Love was returned 
2. Epaenetus 
Know 
said here. 
man's 
,8,9,12), 
s 
b) "We have one little sentence about 
those going to Heaven; volumes 
about those who have turned the 
world into a slaughter house." 
(Lard) 
c) His name only here. 
C. 1st Fruits of Achaia 
1. 1st one in Asia to embrace Gospel, 
says Lard--yet Achaia was Greece! 
NIV has Asia! 
2. Corinth the capitol. 
1 Cor. 16: 15 
3. Suppose others baptized at the same 
time--or he alone. 
4. Takes courage to be 1st in your 
family. 
5. See 
!Exo. 22:29 
Nf?h. 10: 35 
D. Unto 
14:4 
1. All 
2. 
believers are Him. 
all labor is to 
3. Note--not to the 
4. 
C) - 1/25/ 
men unto 

L 
1. 
2 
3. 
here. 
we can 
not the 
some know 
4. But 
Love 
than 
b) An apostle knew them whether 
we do or not. 
c) Names are important. 
d) Greetings, are meaningful. 
e) Sincerity is conveyed. 
II. Of the 4 we study now the 1st is 
Epenetus (E-paen'e tus) worthy of praise. 
A. Was he one who went to Rome? 
1. Know nothing other than what is 
said here. 
2. No MMS exists on Romans that does 
not contain this chapter. 
3. Some names so ambigious don't know 
if it's man or woman. 
B. Do know he was 1st fruits. 
1. This is one of the many descriptive 
terms in the chapter. 
Exo. 
Lev. 
Deut. 
2. 
b) Pioneer 
c) 1st convert 
d) Small part of a coming harvest, 
as I looked for 1st July 4 tomato. 
3. Unto the Lord 
a) Given to Him 
A decision 
Paul surely knew interesting folk--
great variety in the church. 
5. This man "well beloved." 
C. Greet Mary "t ' 
~ § ~ 
1. One of 6 Marys. /\f('"J,/t"~6:1 ""," 
2. Know nothing about 
me of the 
D. 
2. Male &; Female?? 
3. 
4. 
here. 
Rom. 9:3 
5 . ellow P"'U:'V!JL-=:.L-
a) Paul frequently in prison. 
-2 C~ ~.@"3 
b) Don't know where they were in 
jail together 
6. Of note among the apostles. 
a) Distinguished among them. 
b) Note = marked, designated. 
distinguished--either good or 
bad--here good sense. 
c) Known to other apostles--does 
not mean they were apostles. 
7. In Christ 
a) Union with Christ 
b) In His cause. 
c) In His Spirit. 
was. 
9. 
more! 
IIIo To Whom Do 
- 9 
no 
31 
- 4/2 98 
A growing movement in the Roman Catholic Church wants the pope to pro-
claim a new, controversial dogma: that Mary is a Co-Redeemer. Will he do it, 
maybe in time for the millennium? Should he? By KENNETH L. WOODWARD 
HIS WEEK A LARGE BOX SHIPPED 
from California and addressed to 
"His Holiness, John Paul II" will 
arrive at the Vatican. The shipping 
label lists a dozen countries - from 
every continent but Antarctica-
plus a number, 40,383, indicating 
the quantity of signatures inside. 
Each signature is attached to a pe-
tition asking the pope to exercise 
the power of papal infallibility to 
proclaim a new dogma of the Ro-
man Catholic faith: that the Virgin 
Mary is "Co-Redemptrix, Media-
trix of All Graces and Advocate for the People of God." 
Such a move would elevate Mary's status dramatically beyond 
what most Christians profess. But in the last four years, the pope 
has received 4,340,429 signatures from 157 countries -an average 
of 100,000 a month - supporting the proposed dogma. Among the 
notable supporters are Mother Teresa of Calcutta, nearly 500 
bishops and 42 cardinals, including John O'Connor of New York, 
Joseph Glemp of Poland and half a dozen cardinals at the Vatican 
itself. Nothing like this organized petition drive has ever been 
seen in Rome. But then, it isn't often that Catholics beg a pope to 
make an infallible pronouncement. 
If the drive succeeds, Catholics would be obliged as a matter of 
faith to accept three extraordinary doctrines: that Mary partici-
pates in the redemption achieved by her son, that all graces that 
flow from the suffering and death of Jesus Christ are granted only 
through Mary's intercession with her son, and that all prayers and 
petitions from the faithful on earth must likewise flow through 
Mary, who then brings them to the attention ofJesus. This is what 
theologians call high Mariology, and it seems to contradict the ba-
sic New Testament belief that "there is one God and one mediator 
between God and man, Christ Jesus" (1 Timothy 2:5). In place of 
ILLUSTRATION BY JULIETTE BORDA 
the Holy Trinity, it would appear, there would be a kind of Holy 
Quartet, with Mary playing the multiple roles of daughter of the 
Father, mother ofthe Son and spouse of the Holy Spirit. 
"Personally, I'm confident that there will be this recognition 
of Marian truth before the year 2000," says Prof. Mark Miravalle, 
39, the leader of the petition drive and a lay theologian at Francis~ 
can University in Steubenville, Ohio. Miravalle has met with the 
pope several times and published three books since launching 
his bold initiative at a Marian conference in 1993. An infallible 
papal definition, he says, would put these doctrines "at the highest 
level of revealed truth." 
Rumors of the potential new dogma have triggered blister-
ing criticism from other Christian denominations and ignited a hat-
tle within the church itself. "Calling Mary a Co-Redeemer Is a 
heresy in the simplest s\3nse," says the Rev. George G. Passias, 
chancellor of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America. "It 
is one thing to ask Mary to intercede with her son, but it is another 
thing to exalt her as the Mediatrix between God and men." Episco-
pal theologian R. William Franklin, a veteran of the ecumenical 
dialogue between the Anglican and the Roman Catholic Churches, 
is equally outraged. A new papal dogma on Mary, he warns, "would 
be a further nail in the coffin of ecumenism" by stressing two 
points that Protestants cannot accept: "the Marian de-emphasis 
of Jesus and the re-emphasis of the dogmatic authority of the pope." 
But, says Franklin, "I don't think the church gives a damn. It's 
an arrogance which stems from the mystical Marian·devotion of 
the current pope." 
The proposed dogma would likely cause serious rupture 
among Catholic theologians as well. Last June the Vatican 
newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano, reported that the Holy 
See had asked a commission of 23 Mariologists to study the pro-
posal. These are specialists in the theology of Mary and the 
scholars most likely to applaud the initiative. But, by a vote of 
23-0, the commission advised against promulgating the new dog-
ma. It was, the panel argued, contrary to the teaching of Vatican 
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than in the 
Taken , these visions point 
to what the Marian movement believes is a millennial "Age of 
Mary," which will produce a final dogma that confinns her ongoing 
maternal mediation between God and humankind. 
To traditional points of pilgrimage, such as Lourdes and Fati-
ma, the movement has added MedjugOlje, a backwater Croatian-
speaking enclave of 250 families in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
where six children say they began receiving visions and messages 
of the Virgin in 1981. Today, it has become the new Fatima, visited 
by an estimated 10 million to 20 million pilglims to date. On re-
turning home, many report their own visions of the Virgin, so that 
places like Phoenix and Cleveland now have their resident seers. 
Tracking Mary has become a cottage industry. In the ripening ap-
parition subculture, there are hundreds of small-circulation Mari-
an newsletters, magazines and newspapers - not to mention illus-
trated books and pamphlets, plus graphic videotapes showing 
weeping statues, miraculously bleeding communion hosts and vis-
itations with prophesying hometown seers. Mary has her Web 
sites, too, where devotees post the latest messages from visionar-
ies abroad and provide chat rooms to discuss the meaning of it all. 
Here, old-fashioned Catholicism blends easily into New Age 
hunger for the supernatural. "It seems like everybody and his 
brother is having visions, and I try to keep my distance," says con-
ference regular Wayne Weibel, who converted to Catholicism af-
ter making a pilgrimage to Medjugorje. 
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From to 
Rom. 
I Once more we turn to the 
names of Romans 16. Some are 
II. 
obscure-but from the 
of we can 
lessons. Let's 
~ verses 8-11. 
A. As 
means II 
name 
B. Telephone 
toward the 
1. You III 
held be 
of the book 
this common 
catacombs-but 
2. 
C. He 
in 
1. 
2. 
3. 
name in the 
as sa says 
Express, you 
crucifix. 
about Amer 
won't find a 
It was often a slave 
designation. 
was a beloved brother 
the Lord. 
Sl~ve or Emperor - Paul 
loved all 
Means brother in Christ -
not in the flesh - our 
bigger family. 
If you love one in the Lord 
do you tell and show this. 
(Mark took Barry to lake 
when he was so troubled.) 
I I 
• 9 
A. 
B 
L 
2. 
3. 
As 
Name 
I ve and 
older ones to work 
Who is your Urbane? 
suspected, name means 
to the " - but 
not mean all the work 
was urban. 
belonging to the urbs. 
C. Also means Polite - was 
common name for a slave. 
D. Name found in imperial house-
holds. 
IV. Our third friend is Stachys 
v 
Sta-chys, Greek 
A. Of him know nothing other than 
this reference 
B. "My beloved" 
1. Paul great in intellect yet 
ardent & tender in feeling 
2. Knew affection like a woman 
c. Word means ear or grain-also 
associated with imperial hous& 
holds. 
D. Could mean yoke. 
B. 
we at 1 s 
we know f s told 
L It was a sh name 
2 It means or 
excluded. 
do is that he 
to 
2. 
3. been 
and stood the test. 
4. Do not know the ordeal -
only that he won 
was 
5. He via this letter is pro-
tected against any unworthy 
profession 
6. 6X adjective of worthiness 
is used 
Col. 1:10 Worthy of the Lord 
Eph. 4:1 Worthy of vocation 
Rom. 16:2 Worthy of Saints 
3 In. 6 Worthy of God 
1 Thess.2:12 Worthy of God 
7. It's great to be approved 
of God and brethren 
VI 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
VII. Our 
v 11 
A. 
B. 
s 
as our 
Name means Best Counselor 
that he was of 
s & 
Not name - was 
he an 
Lord asks 
home? 
s 
the delicate touches, tender 
revelation and slight 
difference of commendations 
found in the chapter. 
VIII. And the 8th name Narcissus 
A. Note he is not addressed 
B. His name a flower causing 
lethargy or astonishment 
C. Know nothing about him 
D. Was only part of this family 
in the Lord? Paul greets only 
those who are in Christ. 
His divided? 
E. Household consists of family, 
slaves, servants, the who 
establishment 
5 
F s a i sus 
who the 
corre 
s hands - took 
- then 
G. reached 
Rome s 
IX So - where 
your 
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words .• 
e .)'<42.t rt~~~ 
(1) WC;;;-she 91 . 
(2) Aorist point to some spedal occasion in 


L 
knows 
A. Burton 
to 
B. 
knew 
--but 
II. Those Hard Names 
A. one name 
same 
b) Was son who 
carried Jesus' cross? 
Was he well known? 
d) No wonder he is to be especially 
remembered. 
2. His name means Red. 
3. Chosen in the Lord. 
a) Excellent 
b) Highly valued 
c) Chosen for some special assign-
ment? 
d) Choice individual. 
4. His Mother and Mine. 
a) Literally salute his mother--
literally his. 
b) She is mine by choice, figuratively. 
c) Note delicacy & tenderness of . 
Paul. 
d) Makes you feel you are one big 
family. 
2. 
3, 
2. 
revealed 
namesake. 
b) Why are 
Rome knew them. 
c) A lot of young preachers I don't 
know. 
4. Pat' ro b~s 
a) I don't know how they know the 
diacritical markings are right. 
b) .. Know nothing. 
5. Her'mes 
a) Did he write the shepherd? 
b) Name of God of Good Luck. 
c) Commonly a slave's name. 
d) Know nothing of the brethren 
which are with them. 
e) Thus a whole verse goes into the 
category of "we know nothing." 
f) Just know Peter is not in the 
list. 
3 
you a ..... '"''-C< 
here? a man--had a 
b) Great to see whole 
in Christ. 
4. O-lym'pas 
a) We don't know anything here. 
5. All the saints that are with them. 
a) Did they come from the same 
locale? 
b) Church strong in their area. 
c) And so our list of names closes. 
III. And Now the Holy Kiss. fp2:/2r'501) 
A. The Bible has different kinds of ldsses. 
1. Idolatrous Hos. 13:2 
2. Deceitful fir"ut)~. 27: 6 ~1\e:-d1'1 
3. BetrayalJ1ttN-::t/B Luke 22: 48 !JuJ#()'".;t:// 
4. Passionate Song of Sol. 1: ~rp!l') 
5. Penitent Luke 7: 45 
6. Parental Luke 15: 20 I 
7. Sorrowful Acts 20: 37 
8. Affectionate 1 Pet. 5: 14 
If:.t~"l/~i-
3. 
a custom so 
to create a 
make 
"We are not compelled to kiss" 
b) "Was not establishing kiss of 
peace as permanent ordinance" 
(Erdman) 
c) WheR used' be holy "Interpreter" 
1 Cor. 16:20 elfel'h~ ~Gttt:rbf}t.2I'UJ~-I/e;k 
2 Cor. 13: 12 (}r~ne ~tiw c Md. J{fli5 J 
Phil. 4.21'- <PI 
1 -Pet. s-:-t4 :-..I-
1 Thess. 5:26(~re?t-~&I'~ f. 2-/~hl?ler 
d) "Let the kiss be holy and the 
handshake sincere" (Grubbs) 
e) "He w as not starting a new 
custom but just keeping one these 
folks already had refined." 
(McGarvey) 
f) "Not saying we had to do it but 
if it be used be holy". (Winters) 
B. 
known. 
------------~-----
Behaving In Church 
"Did you behave in church?" asked Junior's m.other. 1 
"I sure did, .. Junior answered. "I heard the lady, sitting behind me,ll 
say, 'I never saw a child behave like that before in all IllY life.' ", 
j 
j 
.. ~ 

I? Union ? 
2. Is it sectori an? Do I deve lop the We;t End spi ri 
3. lst century ? 




3. he never 
4. we have - God can 
for us whatever needs to 
done for our betterment. 
4. 
5· a man 
upon thy 
Due to qualities -
constancy : 
a) Obedience with an adequate 
understanding what 
6. 
moves men. 
, is 
VH&,~A'Q. Other usages: 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) Purpose of this was to 
lead all men to believe, 
& tQ i~duce obeqience 
spr~ng~ng !~om ~t. 
H. 
3 
4. 
2. 
on c 
3. It is 
which the result 
4. Obedience never 
but follows. 
men 


r"H~ A PPEArtA NeE 
I SCARLET BE~STi Rom. 17:3-6 
I I. From the Wilderhess John saw the Great Whore & 
I the Scarlet Beast. 
I A. How could. this encourage one? 
l B. What did he ~e? II. ..... q I1Hf.l.ell "' th&tW¥t88,M@s. 
I 
I 
V. 3 "SO he carried me away in the Spirit 
I A. Wilde~ss is place of Go~s people against the 
. city .flA':d~tX)-t10~JJ laxld i~ dfZJJ;)bie 
lB. In wilCJerness one is safe from the city. 
1111 ...... giN II I lIaJ(II .. __ i..,Wil"!' IBt. ' 
I A .irE 11. It. It] Ib131 . .fI.:iled ~~ ~, 
I 1 • Woman - the fallen church associates with evh. 
2. Great harlot si~ on a ::~=eiQf~~. 
3. Evil woman CO:8M~t.~h Iifl- l.,lilmf&st. 
4. She's shameless. ~ .. t-e~oq t.IJ7C'{Jftv ~
?, World patronizes her: ~f.eN WO(Jd"/D &1 
. (L.J;lMs B Ilnt_l;hil_"'""~"'~~' 
1. lie's seal I@I. 
a.) Shows viole~ 
b.) Don't know· °he is but if I was a cardinal 
I'd take off my red hat. 
c.) \)Ap or ; B $&1) I' r'r' ," I lUll ""0'1"' Si 
2 r I O.JI Sf HIIIIII tF it.!11l1tullil,q~ 
a.) Sotani c i h character. 
I b.) Different in description from earlier Beast so far l as details are concerned. Only natural as John ever enlarges wh.at he earlie.r introduced .... thus no inconsistency - Banowsky. 
c,) Sames as one Chapter 13 - R. H. Boll. 
~~~--~ 
i. 
\ 
\, 
contents - not a 
"'l 
a.) Mystery not part of her name. Some Cathol ics ! 
try to enlarge mysteries - in church it's simple. 
b.) Babylon the Great. 
Jer.51:7 
(1) She wants I t .illbit th&~~J:~W;?lnr;;ft1n 
over it. 
(2) Henry IV stood outside Pope's castle 3 daye; 
barefooted in snow in garb of peni tent before· 
absolved from guilt Jan. 1077. 
(c) Mill III .'likil _~. 
(1) Roman harlots wore labels on brows inscribed 
with their names on them. 
(2) As Mother she 1\11" r SQt.1i 
(d) Abomination of the Earth - name she has writteri 
is 5.81', h&lil@f!S6Il!:ilrl!Jtf~~ . 
1.) Her glamor conceals her base hostility toward I' 
God. 
5. Dron', p tbll Isld •• of !Bfiii§]j~r~1 i"!':-" II' 
a.) Crimson - bloody minded & blood stained. 
b.) ~She appeals to all to drink & wants to attract 
all men. 1 
c.) Drunken is present tense - a 1111" uiilY &11f!I'e ' 
for her. .~~1 U 71' 
I~ Ctdtf'-:-",- 0 .--
I ~~7~;d"fsffY'lh1 t 
~~Jf-9-7! 
fnJrJ.+11UW, ~:u.~-~I 
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